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Update
The following information was compiled
from artilces which appeared in The Boston
Globe over the past week.

Iran
Arms
Deal
Advisers Press
tion official said.

For Reagan Names New
Disclosure of Info Nat'l Security
Compiled by Veronica Noonan
Chi
e
f-Frank
Call For Regan Firing
Close friends and top advisers or President
C. Carlucci
Reagan Admits to Reagan
have been urging him this week to
Last Tuesday, President Reagan named
give the nation a detailed account of his role
Frank
C. Carlucci, a foreign policy adviser,
Iran arms sale, rather than face months
Flaws in Policy ofin the
to
head
the National Security Council, replacCapitol
disclosures
the
and
press
from
Hill
leaks and a possible grand jury.
Despite popular recommendation, though,
the president has thus far refused to fire chief
of staff Donald Regan, and CIA Director
William Casey for their alleged roles in the
recircuited funds to the rebel forces in
Nicaragua.
During a White House meeting, four ranking House and Senate Republicans urged
Reagan to fire Regan for "ill serving the president." They accused the chief of stafffor "acting like a prime minister" and expressed
displeasure with Regan for claiming extensive power over the White House staff, only
to deny any knowledge of the diversion of
funds to the contras.
Khomeini.
Given their roles as key investigation
The official added that the president now witnesses, though, Regan and Casey may
believes the policy to sell the weapons resign their posts because of the demanding
themselves was a mistake.
requirements of their duties, an administra-

For the first time since the entire Iran arms
deal became public, President Ronald Reagan
acknowledged Friday that mistakes were
made during the implementation of the
American dealings with "moderates" in Iran.
Reagan maintained his original stance that the
decision to begin secret relations with Iran
was "properly motivated" and basically, a
"notable success."
Saturday night, a White House official said
that the President's recognition of mistakes
was based on the president's conclusion that
he was "misled" by some of his advisers into believing that there were moderate factions
within the Iranian government that the US
could influence upon the death of Ayatollah

took the Fifth Admendment to all question
posed by the panel, North invoking it 40
times.
The Senate committee will consist of 11
voting members plus the party-leaders. It will
include six Democrats and five Republicans,
reflecting the party composition of the Senate.
Similarly, nine Democrats will be present on
the House committee of fifteen as they
dominate in that chamber.

ing Vice-Admiral John M. Poindexter who
resigned two weeks ago. Poindexter admittedly knew details of the diversion of Iranian
arms funds to the contra rebels in Nicaragua.

Investigation Reveals
Funds Also Sent to
Congress Sets Two Afghanistan Rebels

Investigative Panels

Congressional investigators have traced
profits from the covert sale of arms to Iran to
Both House and Senate leaders announc- a Swiss bank account managed by the CIA,
ed Thursday that each will form its own panel into which the US and Saudi governments
fighting
to investigate the Iran arms affair beginning deposited funds intended for rebels
Soviet troops in Afghanistan. The amount is
next

month.

estimated at $250 million.
It has already been disclosed that money
from
same account also was used to buy
documents and increasing its witness list to arms that
for
US-backed rebels fighting the
include high-level administrators. In last
of Nicaragua at a time when
government
week's investigation, both Vice-Admiral John
had
forbidden military support for
Congress
M. Poindexter, former NSC Adviser, and Lt.
the

Also, the Senate Intelligence Committee expanded its probe, requesting more

contras.

Col. Oliver L. Jorth, Jr., Poindexter's deputy,

ATTENTION
Three year guarantee freshmen!!!

KILLINGTON SKI FEST '87
an intercollegiate ski week

Registration forms for your option year are due
between Wednesday December 3 and Monday
December 8.

presented by
B.C. Travel

Carney 32,

552-3034

Deluxe accomodations at the Pinnacle Condos
Jan. 4-9
lounge and spa. whirlpool, sauna, and steam room .
?

walk or take the available shuttle to the mountain
at the 6 mountains of Killington
College Activities
party at the Wobbly Barn, ski races. Hawaiian Night,
fireworks, and much
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5 Days of unlimited skiing
?

Office of University Housing, Rubenstein Hall
Lower Campus
Hillside C/D
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88 FAFS
(Financial Aid Forms)
-

Will Be Available on
We serve the finest in Mandarin and.Szechuan cuisine.
We invite you to compare our fine quality, impeccable
service and pleasant atmosphere with any other
reastaurant. Under new management/owners. Recently

December 15, 1986

remodeled.
Take-Out available. Come in and taste the difference.

The Best of Boston

* * * *

Peking Duck
AT THE

566-2275

354 Chestnut Hill Avenue
(Cleveland Circle) Brighton

T^nZ^^

0^

Sunday 3 p.m.-io p.m.

I

Financial Aid Office
located in
Lyons

Hall 210
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University mourns the loss of McGovern
by April Pancella

Expressing the feeling of the BC
community toward McGovern,
President J. Donald Monan, S.J. said,
"Father Leo McGovern personified
the very best of what we identify as
the spirit of Boston College. The
humane understanding and humor
and sympathy and unreserved charity that he extended to countless in-

University Secretary Rev. Leo J.
McGovern, SJ died of cardiopulmonary arrest at Newton/
Wellesley Hospital last Sunday at
5:12 pm. He was 64.
According to Boston College
News Director Doug Whiting,
dividuals both demonstrated and
McGovern was driving in the vicinimade real to all of us the best ideals
ty of Boston College Sunday aftercommunity. For all
noon when he had the heart attack. of this college
intellectual
Father
McGovern's
He was able to pull the car to the of
scholarship,
he was a
and
side of the road, bumping lightly the acumen
simplicity
and
of
admirable
person
car in front of him. The driver of the
not
was
whose
modesty
touchstone
car got out and found McGovern
visibility
of
acdegree
the
of
unconscious over the wheel. The
in adeffect
but
its
complishment,
squad
Newton Rescue Ambulance
large and
was contacted, and McGovern was vancing the hopes, both
From
him.
of
those
around
small,
transported to Newton/Wellesley
the
most
the
child
to
youngest
hospital.
Hospital. He died at the
colleague,
he
had
an
sophisticated
Visiting hours for McGovern were
help
of
what
would
uncanny
sense
TuesChapel
on
held in St. Mary's
day and Wednesday, and the funeral and a generosity to accomplish it.
unassuming way, he
mass was held Thursday morning in In a most
how
a person can love
dramatized
Administrators,
St. Ignatius Church.
a
'man
for others.'"
by
being
God
and
friends
faculty, staff, students
McGovern's
The
of
suddenness
man
homage
to the
gathered to pay
by
many
was
at BC. "It
30
death
felt
for
who served the Church
over
he
years, spending almost 10 years at was very unexpected. When
[Hopkins
[McGovern] left here
Boston College.

House] on Friday, he was in very
good health and very good spirits.
It has been a shock to us all," said
Director of Community Affairs
Laurence Barton, whose office is
above McGovern's in Hopkins
House.
No plans have been made for appointment of a new University
Secretary, said Whiting. "Father

McGovern's death has taken a lot of
people by surprise. We will be
without a University Secretary for a
while," added Whiting.
McGovern began his career at BC
in 1977 as assistant director of admissions. He held this position until 1981, when he became University Secretary.
McGovern was involved in many
University projects while at BC, according to Whiting. For many years,
he coordinated commencement
and acted as Chairman of the Committee on Awards and Honors to
select the recipients of honorary
degrees. He was a member of the
University Budget Committee, the
faculty advisor to the University
yearbook, Sub Turri, and an advisor
to many BC students. McGovern

BC aims for new PIRG funding
Hucker countered, "We are
unlike any student group, for we
embrace all students. Not many
organizations have the support of
the majority of BC students like we
do. And we represent students to a
statewide organization. Our efforts
affect BC undergraduates not only
as students, but as citizens of
Massachusetts. That's why we have
to be directly accountable to the
needs of all students, not just 13

by Tanya Froede
The Boston College administration, expressing dissatisfaction with
what it terms as UGBC's role as a
"collection agency" for MassPIRG,
seeks to completely revamp
UGBC's relationship with the
organization. Negotiations are currently underway, aimed at settling
a new contract between the student
government and MassPIRG.
Neither the University nor
MassPIRG is content with the current situation regarding MassPlßG's
status as a BC organization. According to Jill Alper, UGBC President,
the administration has questioned
the group's status ever since April,
when students voted in favor of a
referendum agreeing to increase
MassPlßG's fee from $4 to $6. Alper
feels that many undergraduates may
have voted for the increase, thinking that the current $32 student activity fee would be raised to $34.
MassPIRG, however, has not received approval for the increase by the
administration. Without such an approval, MassPIRG would be required to go before the UGBC
Senate to request an increase in the
total proportion of the activity fee
allotted to MassPIRG, a request
which all sides feel is unreasonable.
UGBC has used the term "collection agency" to define the system
because, as Alper stated, "UGBC
never actually has the money we
collect from the students for
MassPIRG. We either give the
money directly to MassPIRG, or
students ask for a refund and get
their $4 back. No other organization functions this way."
MassPIRG members argue,
however, that because they function
differently than any other group on
campus, their status should be
unique.
Tom Hucker of MassPIRG supported this idea by stating,
"Students don't have anything to say
about the rest of their $32 activity
fee. The administration bills all
students $32, and they pay it. But
they have a say in the amount of
money that goes to MassPIRG; they
voted on it last Spring," he said.
He continued,"But it's not the $4
or $6 issue that's at hand right now.
Even though our existence at BC
isn't threatened, what the administration is trying to do is to
change the parameters in which we
will be working with UGBC in the

future.

"We've had 12 good years at BC.
The students here have supported
us. But the administration is putting
us in a tight spot right now, saying

Senators."
UGBC President Jill Alper
that our relationship with UGBC
isn't stable. Why didn't they dream
up this issue 12 years ago? We're still
being as responsive to student
needs now as we were then."
UGBC feels that MassPlßG's
"special status" is unjustified. Alper
stated, "MassPIRG, like any other
group, should have to go before the
Senate to ask for any increase they
might need. They should state that
they need X amount of dollars total
to accomplish their goals instead of
asking for a certain amount of
money from each student. They
should then receive an appropriation based on the amount of work
they do."

In a written statement to the
UGBC's attorney, Executive Vice
President Dr. Frank Campanella
stated that he also seeks to break the
two year contract-referendumcontract cycle with MassPIRG. According to Alper, this two year binding contract with MassPIRG was

first established by Jeff Thielman,
UGBC President in 1984, who signed an agreement with MassPIRG
which was later found to be unconstitutional because it was made
without University consent.
Hucker is adamantly opposed to
the change to a one year contract
because of the detrimental effect it
might have upon MassPlßG's productivity. With only a one year conMPIRG, page 10
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Trustee Board Meets
As Board of Trustee meetings are

closed, the following information

was provided by Director of Communications, Michael Franco.

by Veronica Noonan
Boston College's Board

of

Trustees met Friday and received a
report on the activities of the Task
Force on alcohol use and abuse at
BC. As originally reported in the

Sept. 22 issue of The Heights, the
Task Force was supposed to submit
a plan of action, dates of implementation of the recommendations it
would make based on an extensive
study of the role of alcohol both on
and off campus. The group met for
the first time last Wednesday and,
obviously, could not provide any of
that information, except for a plan
of action. The group gave no explanation for the delay, according to
Director of Communications,
Michael Franco who was present at
the meeting.

This initial plan of action consists
of the following: to collect, review
and evaluate information which has
been presented on alcohol use and
abuse in the BC community; to examine the extent of the alcohol
educational support systems on
campus; to look at the programs
and problems of other college campuses throughout Massachusetts; to
assess the attitudes of members in
the BC community concerning the
role of alcohol; to study the impact
of the practices and use of alcohol
on the image of the University. The
group also plans to examine the
relationship between substance
abuse and academic achievement;
to generate campus discussion
about the community standards in
the use of alcohol.
A separate task force concerned
with health problems will collaborate with the Student Life Committee to study how students handle their leisure time on campus.
The Task Force will allegedly submit its findings to the committee on
Board, page 25

Voices On The Dustbowl
Do you believe that President Reagan is at fault in the Iran arms deal? Why or why not?

Don Cannana, A&S '90
No, I don't believe he is at fault
because it is difficult task for him
to know everything that's going on
but I trust that he will get things
straightened out.

Kristen Dacey, SOE '89
I think it is his fault because he is
*n actor and he is always actine.
Everybody says they didn't have
anything to do with it.

Paul Edmondson, SOM '90
I don't know, I'm from England.

Freddy Maguire, A&S '87
We think we should nuke Iran into the Stone Age.
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Editorials
Catholic Dissent
Father John McNeill of the Society of Jesus is the latest casualty in the Catholic
Church's attempt to prohibit discussion of critical issues facing the Church.
McNeill, who resides in New York, was dismissed by the Jesuit order for speaking
publicly about homosexuality and related issues. He was told numerous times
not to speak out, but his conscience would not allow him to follow these directives. Consequently, he was forced to leave the order.
McNeill is not the first case and most likely will not be the last case of disciples
being disowned by the Church because they urged debate of issues that they feel
to be of concern to Catholics, gay or otherwise. Father Charles Curran was similiarly
dismissed from Catholic University. Right here on our own campus, theologian
Daniel Maguire was asked not to fulfill his contract with Boston Cortege due
to his outspoken views.
These incidents point to the larger question of if and should debate be allowed
within the Catholic faith. As one well-respected Jesuit educator here at BC said,
"Obviously, there has to be debate of critical topics, there just has to be. To say
that theology can be conducted without dissent is a contradiction in terms." He
went on to say that that the history of Christianity is the development of dogma
and that the spirit of the Church lies in the body of the Church. It is not fixed
once and for all, rather it involves change and growth.
As Daniel Maguire said last semester when he spoke in Gasson Hall at the invitation of the faculty senate, "Catholic theology will be useless if it does not
remain free. Nothing is more irrelevant to the theological freedom of a Boston
College, a Marquette, or a Notre Dame than the identity of the local Catholic
bishop or the latest mood of the Vatican. The idea of a university where many
minds compete freely together is a Christian and Catholic achievement."
We are taught in academic settings that debate and discussion leads to truth.
If we believe in our ideas, we should not be afraid to express and defend them.
A recent theology class examined the difference between tension and conflict.
Conflict is what goes on in Northern Ireland, where fighting persists to no one's
benefit. Tension, on the other hand, is the nature of growth. If an organization
is strong enough to embrace the tension, the friction will spark something greater.
Without tension, there is stagnation. This is particularly unhealthy for the Catholic
Church which depends upon the active faith of people all over the world who
experiences and cultures may vary considerably. To say that there can be some
written word somewhere that can emcompass all people in all ages in one active
faith is absurd.
Although the debate as to the appropriate power of the Pope goes back to before
the eleventh century, there can be no mistake that the Church has grown through
change and tension. Jesus Christ Himself came to earth and contradicted what
was previously being taught by the religious authorities at the time. Were there
to have been a Pope at the time, no doubt Christ would have received a few
threatening letters to cease his dissenting opinions.
Those who speak out on topical issues today are not unlike Christ. They do
so, not because they want to destroy the Church, but rather because they care
about the Church. They would not have dedicated their lives if they did not care.
They are calling for debate and discussion, not an overthrow.
The Church would do well to look back at its own history and realize that the
crisis that they are attempting to avoid within the Church will only be aggravated
by their attempts to exert hegemony over its followers. (Refer to Martin Luther).
Instead they should see this dissent as a call for life and growth. Tension promotes truth, the heirarchy of the Church is promoting conflict which only brings
about death.
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Readers'
The

Corey Manifesto

To The Editor:
If you recall, it was Brian McLaughlin who
first proposed curtailment of the BC bus service. In the beginning, when I was asked my
opinion about BC bus service, I saw no harm
to the community. But now the situation has
changed. Brian stated to Joan DeFries at a recent meeting on the student problem that he
felt that the bus shuttle service only added
to the existing problem by transporting the
many students to the neighborhood parties.
And his feelings are correct. Not only has the
bus service enabled the students to disrupt
the neighborhood with their loud music, loud
swearing, loud use of filthy language, but also
has given the students the opportunity to vandalize the property in the neighborhood
where their parties take place. We use the
word "party" as if it were a social event, but
where the students are concerned, the word
"party" means orgy of drinking, with the encouragementof whooping, cheering students.
And then, before the night of enchantment
comes to an end, the BC bus service comes
around and picks up these revelers to return
them to the dorms, transforming them into so
called decent (?) learning (?) human beings
(?) Another conveniencefor the students that
the bus service gives them is that they can
leave their own cars parked so not to befoul
them with vomit and urine and not to lose
their parking space (sometimes the sidewalk)
leaving the residents of the neighborhood running around looking for space to park their
own cars.
Dean Sherwood stated in the November
17th issue of The Heights that he believes that
Boston College "has an obligation to provide
transportation to all off campus students."
Therefore, we of the Corey Hill Neighborhood
Association and all the other 35 organizations
of the Brighton-Allston Community believe
that the behavior of the students off campus
are the responsibility of the college as well.
The University Housing Director Robert
Capalbo said, "It is not an equitable decision,
and it is not fair to take away a service that
the students have already paid for." Are
Capalbo and Sherwood saying the college has
a responsibility to give the students bus service sponsored by Boston College, but that
it has no responsibility to the community, the
residents who are victims of student abuse.
It seems that Boston College draws a fine line
as to its obligations. We have to give the
students bus service off campus, but the heck

with the residents.
To quote another article in The Heights.
Dean Sherwood said that "students and
parents have complained about the condition

of the buses. The bus company is less than
pleased with the condition of the students on
weekends." Evidently the bus company is
paid enough by BC to cover their displeasure.
Dean Sherwood also stated that "The Corey

Hill Neighborhood Association has no legal
right to disrupt service. Only BC and the bus
company have the right to alter service.
Can one believe that BC has the right to
make rules that override the neighborhood's
needs? Can one believe that BC wears
blinders to their students vandalism? They
give numbers of off-campus Disciplinary
Statistics, numbers of cases, numbers of
students involved, numbers of arrests. Put
them on a megabucks card. You may become
a millionaire. That's about all these numbers
would be good for. It's hard to believe and
understand that a university of BC's reputation (which is being tarnished), an institution
of learning and nurturing of students, omitss
the teaching of how to live in the real world,
how to live with real people, how to be a
useful and dignified individual. These things
should be part of the curriculum instead of
ignoring the elderly who are ill, people who
must rise early to go to work and need their
rest and babies who need their sleep.
We have brought the following WHY'S to
the attention to members of the Police Dept.,
to Dean Sherwood and to our representatives
again and again. The students and BC just
don't care. We do not understand WHY they
pull down a garden foundation wall on their
way to the shuttle bus taking them back to
campus after a party. WHY part of the fun is
spilling paint all over the sidewalk while they
are having fun. WHY they walk on cars and
break mirrors and antennas. WHY they fling
cement bricks off roofs destroying 2
automobiles owned by 2 retired families.
WHY they have overturned a car. WHY they
have broken down doors. WHY they scream
and yell as they walk down streets after 1 am.

WHY they don't care who their sleeping victims are. Above all, we do not understand
WHY other students never say "let's keep it
quiet, there are people living here and
students who need to study."
It seems that this generation of Boston Col-

Forum

Government and the R.A.s have a respon-

sibility to work together in order that campus life can be its absolute best. In order for

us to do this, The Heights editorial page

Bogus Selectivity at Stylus

should not be our method of communication.
I regret I have to answer the "propaganda"
of these two particular R.A.s in a public
forum and would like to let the student body
know that I will continue to work with the
entire R.A. staff in this and other areas.

To The Editor:
Two weeks ago a friend of mine received
a letter from the Stylus refusing to print two
of his poems. The Stylus gave two reasons
as to why the poems were not appropriate
for
their next issue.
Jill Leigh Alper
"problem" the Stylus finds in thefirst
The
Milton Fader
President UGBC poem is that
it contains an "awkward use of
Terry Cohen
I
would like to know if the programmar."
Representatives of the Corey Hill Association
per use of grammar is a prerequisite for a
good poem? How many times do we read
To the Editor:
famous works of art that contain this kind of
I would like to comment on the recent grammatical creativity? Should cc cummings
rumors
about off-campus rapes this summer be considered a poor poet because he did not
To the Editor:
as
as
the rumors of rape on Boston Colwell
The Sign ft!" campaign is not propaganuse proper syntax?
lege
campus
in the past few years. As a
da! Because I feel that two R.A.s have
The Stylus states that the order of the seseriously questioned the credibility of UGBC, female student, I want to protest the secrecy cond poem "does not make logical sense."
I am writing to respond to their allegations. of these crimes. When a rape occurs on or The poem reviews major life events;
First of all, everything the two R.A.s said near our campus, the student population has however, it mentions having children before
that UGBC is trying to do with "Sign It!" is a right to know so we don't live with a false marriage. Besides this criticism being highly
inaccurate. If they had made the attempt to sense of safety. It is understandablethat those questionable from a purely realistic point of
talk to me, to read the "Sign It!" Newsletter, involved in the crime would want their view (many relationships bear children before
or to read the eight page "Sign It!" brief, they names withheld, but a public report, exmarriage), it appears to completely miss the
would know that nowhere did UGBC state cluding names, is necessary to the safety of mark of what the poem was trying to convey.
that it would change the Social Gathering the other students. An account of the attack
These poems were not written by a profesPolicy so that minors could consume should appear in The Heights to inform sional poet. They are simple feelings the
alcoholic beverages. The R.A.s mentioned Boston College's population of the danger exauthor desires to share with anyone who
that freshmen students said that "Sign It!" isting around them.
cares to listen. As one who cared to listen,
It is true that public reports of rape might
I found these poems inspiring.
would allow freshmen to drink. These
expose
an issue which the University would
Finally, I noticed the letter was signed the
freshman are not the spokespeople for
UGBC. Furthermore, every petition which rather not face, but the safety of the students Stylus. Who constitutes the Stylus? If I were
was given to "Sign It!" volunteers had the should be their main concern. The security
the author of the poems, I would prefer to
eight page "Sign It!" brief attached to it in of Boston College will not be improved by know who my critic was by name not to fire
order that they would provide others with ac- hiding such violent crimes.
bomb his apartment, but to be able to question him/her further about his/her criticisms.
curate information. If any of these volunteers
Gretchen Schlimm I found the signature to be weak. Perhaps in
did not articulate "Sign It!" accurately, it is
A&S '88 the future, the Stylus could sign letters with
unfortunate, but the proper UGBC position
explained
was given and
to them.
the critic's name, as a representative.
The facts are: The alcohol policy can be
changed we are working on a new social
Ignorance
Marcelo Toyotoshi
gathering policy now. A policy can be
A&S, '88
developed that will allow minors to socialize
To The Editor:
with upperclassmen in lounges and other
I would like to respond to Jay Rooney for
common areas with the wrist-band system.
his comments that he "cannot see why
In September, I did say that the University did
feminists can't accept the fact that some peonot feel completely comfortable with the idea
ple have been indoctrinated in the use of
of a wrist-band system because it could ingeneric terms" and for his belief that "InTo the Editor:
crease the likelihood of a minor drinking on clusive language may be a great innovation
Members of the faulty and members of the
campus, which makes BC liable, but never for those who are very insecure about their
body have expressed concern over
student
did I say that BC would not consider inown sex, but it is certainly not a crucial our reviewing procedures at The Stylus. To
stituting one solely because of insurance
clarify: all material is reviewed anonymousissue."
premiums. The existing quota of registered
opinions
very
Your
are
narrowminded. You ly including that of any and all members of
parties is a problem because many don't seem realize that the "indoctrination
to
the staff. Our meetings are held every
unregistered parties occur every weekend.
of generic terms" is also an "indoctrination" Wednesday in McElroy 127 at spm (our next
Wouldn't it be better if more registered parof sexism. Your sexist attitude toward women meeting will be December 10), and any inties were allowed outright so students could in your support of 'exclusive' language is onterested parties are encouraged to attend and
be up-front with their activities? Wouldn't it
ly intensified by your unappreciated and sarparticipate. After a thorough and serious
be great if there were more parties allowed
castic labeling that feminists "badger" and discussion, a vote is taken, and majority opiin common areas and lounges with wrist"whine".
nion prevails.
band systems so that underclassmen would
Lastly, I would like to add that if you realbe able to go to parties on campus? Surely ly believe that "any attempt on the part of
Tamara Hladik
these two R.A.s on the Newton Campus are
one to change the established habits of
Mia Basilio
watching
many of their another meets with little success" then you
accustomed to
Sophia
Dv Brul
prefer
residents head off campus and would
are revealing merely a reflection of your own
Floyd
Liam
to see them going to on-campus activities. Of
stubborness and I certainly do not believe that
George Norman
course the policy can and should be improvyour philosophy is applicable to a majority
Catherine Hollander
working
on that now.
ed, and i am
of people.
Helping
Students article
The Students
brought to light the differences of opinion betLydia Clougherty
ween members of the Dean's Office and
A&S '88
members of the Office of University Housing in both the enforcement and sanctions
that are part of the policy. Well, the main
points of that article were verified by the
Dean of Student's Office as correct before it
was printed. Because of the student rights article, UGBC representatives, Dean Sherwood,
R.A.s, and members of the Housing Office
will meet to ensure, together, that oneconsistent University policy is developed in
the areas of student rights and responsibilities.
These two R.A.s said that UGBC printed an
outdated and inaccurate statement of student
rights in the newsletter. This article will bring
about the evolution of a cohesive policy of
student rights that will eliminate student confusion and make it easier for the R.A.s to enforce those policies.
Finally, the two R.A.s alleged that UGBC
claimed that it was going to make it possible
for minors to go to the Rat. We did not claim
that in any of our publications because we
know that Newton law won't allow for a
wrist-band system (Lower Campus is in
Boston, which allows for a wrist-band
system). They also claimed that students are
going to get tuition bills with inflated activities
fees. That won't happen unless students vote
for an increase in the fee through a student
referendum in the Spring.
I believe that as two of the largest student
networks on campus, that the Student
lege students have an attitude of "who cares?
Not I." Are these the students of Boston College who will be going forth to make a better America? If this is so?we all say, "God
help us!"
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Coffman pleads guilty, will return books
by Joanne McAllister
Former BC Special Collections

Curator Ralph Coffman pleaded
guilty to interstate transportation of
stolen property and, in agreement
with the federal prosecutor, has
undertaken to return all of the
materials in his possession to the
University.
According to a court docket, Coffman formally pleaded guilty to the
charges November 17 in Boston's
Federal Court.
Coffman, arrested October 6, by
federal agents, was accused of trying to sell $150,000 worth of books
from the Burns Library, a division of
Babst Library which houses BC's
Special Collections.
Apparently, Coffman intended to
auction the books when he signed
a contract with Sotheby Parke
Barnet, a famous auction house in
New York City. An employee for
Sotheby's alerted the FBI when she
became suspicious of the materials
Coffman was presenting.
Coffman's original attorney

Robert A. Griffith who had called
the incident "a misunderstanding"
has since turned the case over to his
partner Harvey Schwartz. Schwartz
would not comment on the reasons
for the change and would not
elaborate
on
what
the
misunderstanding might have been.
According to Doug Whiting,
Assistant Director of BC's Office of
Communications, Coffman has
been fired from his position.
As part of an agreementfrom the
hearing, Coffman will return all of
the University property in his
possession to the school, said
Whiting.

Coffman's sentencing is scheduled for December 18. The maximum
sentence he could receive if he was
found guilty is 10 years in prison
and a $10,000 fine, according to a
federal offical. Schwartz said that
there is an agreed upon recommendation, and the prosecution will reccomend two years probation.

University Librarian Mary Cronin
said that, at present, the books are
with the University's attorney. A
detailed list of all the materials in
the Burns Library is being compiled in order to insure that all of the
missing books are accounted. According to Cronin, this inventory
began when Coffman was caught.
"He's basically returning them; he
never did sell them," she said.

man incident will not negatively affect BC's aquisition of rare books.
The Burns Library is working on

According to Whiting, the University has no direct contact with
Coffman since his arrest and both
parties are "dealing attorney to attorney."
Coffman was unavailable for
comment.

Cronin said she believes the Coff-

Phot

by

Steve

what Cronin called model security.
"We will be in a much better position to guarantee potential donors
that their donations will indeed be
protected," she said. She said that
she anticipates donors will
recognize this and perhaps even
their numbers will increase.

Fitzparick
An inventory of Burns Library is being conducted to insure that all of
the rare books taken by Coffman are returned to the University.
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BC gets accredited for next ten years
report. A major concern of the

by Jean McMillan
Boston College "clearly and
solemnly" met the accreditation
criteria outlined by the New
England Association of Schools and
Colleges, according to Associate
Academic Vice President Robert R.
Newton.

The visiting team from the
Association made their visit during
the week of April 7 last semester.

The final report, completed by the
commission early this semester, accredits Boston College for another
ten years, with an interim report
due in five years.
According to Flora Burns of the
Association, the commission cannot
release the results of the accreditation visit. She said the results are the
property of Boston College, and it is
their decision to determine how the
report will be released.
Newton said that the commission
asks each school not to make improper use of the report.

visiting team was the maintaining of
strong teaching and excellence in
undergraduate education. One concern listed specifically was the involvement of full-time faculty in
teaching the core.
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean William B. Neenan, SJ agreed
with Newton that the visiting team
found no glaring weaknesses in the
University, but rather brought up
concerns that the school should
keep in mind. Maintaining a solid
core curriculum is one of those
"hardy perennials" that need examination every year, said Neenan.
On the subject of whether fulltime faculty decreases as the four
years progress. He also said that a
survey conducted a few years ago
revealed that many students found
the part-time faculty and graduate
students too be more enthusiastic,
necessitate this and the percentage
of courses not taught by full-time
faculty decreases as the four years

A major concern of the visiting team was
the maintaining of strong teaching and excellence in undergraduate education.
The report, says Newton, is not a
personal, but a professional document. The report was distributed to
the deans' offices, and faculty were
welcome to view the report, but that
it will not be available to the general
public. Newton said the faculty
were informed of this at the President's convocation in September.
The report was also made available
to the University Academic Council, which is a University wide committee set up to discuss academic
issues. It consists of administrators,
faculty, and student representatives
of the undergraduate school as well
as the evening school, the graduate
school of social work, and the law

school.

Newton would, however, discuss
the themes and concerns in the

progress. He also said that a survey
conducted a few years ago revealed that many students found the
part-time faculty and graduate
students too be more enthusiastic.
Neenan explained that the commission views each school in light
of how they define themselves.
Boston College defines themselves
as a school with a continuing
Catholic Jesuit tradition. One of the
seven concerns addressed this issue.
"It has been said that it is a contradiction in terms, it is an oxymoron, you cannot have a
Catholic University." Neenan
disagrees with this thought and
points to the active Chaplaincy
Office, the liturgical life,
and various programs such as the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps and Ap-

Gift.
the B.C. Cookbook

Ih

.

plachia as examples of the Catholic found the administration to be
tradition. Neenan did say that the usually effective, and the students
decline in the number of Jesuits and faculty to be of high morale.
would present a challenge to the They also were impressed with the
student affairs programs, but quesUniversity in the future to maintain
tioned whether they could be inits Catholic identity.
tegrated more clearly.
Newton explained that rather
than just reply to the twelve criteria
Newton said that the NEASC
committee did not directly refer to
outlined by the Commission, as is
any off-campus problems, although
the typical procedure, Boston College attempted to bring together
they did include inadequate housing as the result of increased enrollseveral studies they were conducment as another of their concerns.
ting. The studies included the Goals
Also the need for more academic
for the 19905, the Graduate Arts
and Sciences Study, Computing and
space was noted.
On the issue of finances, Newton
Communications, and Lower Camsays
BC has done exceedingly well,
pus Facilities Planning.
but
it is recommended that they put
Newton felt this was effective in
efforts
into secure additional enpresenting the University to the
commission as well as encouraging dowment for the University.
The other concerns, according to
those working on the studies within
consisted of whether the
Newton,
University.
the
What the University
level
of
investment
needed by the
Newton,
saying,
is
said
is that "We
graduate
is larger than
move
education
up."
want to
Newton said the
school
whether
anticipates;
the
commission found BC to be amacademics is sufficiently included
bitious, but at the same time stressin the planning of the computing
ed their need to maintain the strong
and communication facilities; and
teaching
of
excellence
they
tradition
now possess.
whether the level of service in the
library was high enough.
Likewise, Neenan commented,
"They also pointed that we have
Newton said that the last visit by
the accrediting team found Bapst
aspirations to increase the quantity
Library was inadequate to meet the
and quality of research. Well as we
do that, you always have to be conneeds of the University. Now that
the facilities have been improved,
cerned Are we going to diminish
our emphasis on teaching?'"
the demand has been greater causNeenan said that on the contrary, ing the need of increased service.
the two are complementary and that
UGBC Vice President for
conducting research does not Academic Affairs Carlo Desantis, a
always but often produces a more
member of the University Academic
Council, said that he read the
competent and exciting teacher.
Newton said that the Commission report, but was unable to attend the

meeting. Desantis described the
report as overall positive with the list
of strengths outweighing any possible weaknesses. He confirmed
many of the same concerns as mentioned by Newton and Neenan.
"The process at this point is just to
take what was learned through the
self-study and to take the suggestions of the accrediting team and
just integrate that into University efforts to improve itself."
Greg Froton, another student
representative to the council, said
that the report was discussed briefly at the University Academic Council meeting, however, he did not
recieve the report prior to the
meeting. He said Neenan did speak
to the group on some of the issues,
but that there was not a great deal
of feedback on the report.
Newton said that the concerns
that were brought up by the commission were not previously
unknown to the school. Newton
believes the report reaffirmed the
University's objectives.
The University's next scheduled
accreditation is in the spring of
1996. An interim report, however,
is required of Boston College after
five years. This report is to update
any progress made on the recommendations. Burns also said it is a
way of monitoring the school.
Although the commission is not
scheduled to return for ten years,
they may return at any point if they
see the need.
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Two speakers see same goal for homeless
by Georgia K. Critsley
Kip Tiernan, founder of Rosie's
Place, and Dennis Culhane, a BC

higher level income condominiums.
The union also formed a Winter
Offensive Strategy. "Jobs and
homes, not death in the streets,"

ty and the toilet's still down the hall.
But we accomodate ourselves to it.
Cars have a higher priority than people. We buy condominiums for our
cars."
Tiernan began Rosie's Place when
she recognized the problem of the
growing number of women on the
streets. "In the early seventies, I
began to see a lot of women on the
streets who weren't necessarily
drunks, flunkies, or runaways, just
homeless. I tried to set an alternative
structure." she explained.
Rosie's Place opened in an abandoned old supermarket on Easter
Sunday in 1974. "Our short term
goal was to open. Our long term
goal was to stay open," she said
smiling. I wanted a place exclusively
for women, no expectations, no lectures. 'Rosie's' sounded homey and
comfortable, like a friend's house."
In 1984, Rosie's was burnt out of
its relatively new home on
Washington Street. Since then, they
have moved to Harrison Avenue into a new building that was partially
designed by the guests themselves.
Fifty catering groups provide the
meals."lf we are truly committed to
the poor, we have to stand by their
sides and be with them," she firmly stated. "We need to remember
how we used to care about each
other." she added.
Tiernan's present concern is the
possibility of the establishment of a
shelter society. "The answer to
homelessness is a home, permanent
housing rather than shelters. We
must move from soup kitchens and
shelters. Reform is not enough." she
said.
Tiernan's main goal, she said, is
to provide the homeless with a
home. She finished, "You need your
own home, a place of your own to
turn the key and invite a friend in
for a beer. Because we all need a
safe house."

The government has the capacity to
eliminate poverty; instead they create

grad student and Homeless Union said Culhane.
He defined their main strategy as
representative, visited BC Wednesday night to speak about their com- "politically empowering people to
take over their own issues. The vicmon goal of helping the alarmingKip Tiernan, Founder of Rosier Place
ly increasing number of homeless tims themselves must stand up and
be recognized."
in Boston.
sponsored
by
the
Culhane recounted his own exIn this program
Haley Community, both Tiernan perience of homelessness following Ed with homelessness. It will extend
Tiernan quoted incredible
and Culhane stressed the impor- illegal eviction from his apartment to women, gays, and lesbians, those statistics of the growning number of
oppressed by society. The governtance of helping those without this fall due to condominium movehomeless people. "When Rosie's
certainly
ment
the
"I
working
and
with
them.
into
area.
did
ment put us here and we have to opened in 1974, there were 100,000
homes
Dennis Culhane originally began not expect to become homeless. It help ourselves."
homeless. Now there are well over
his career of helping the homeless can happen to anyone." He describCulhane followed with much a million."
while studying the theory of "Blamed living in a 12 by 12 room with praise for Rosie's Place and its
She emphasized the governing the Victim" with BC psychology seven other people until finding founder, Kip Tiernan. Culhane said
ment's role in causing the plight of
professor, William Ryan. Culhane another living space.
Rosies has achieved exactly what the homeless. "The government has
Culhane also presented the im- the Union is attempting to institute the capacity to eliminate poverty;
realized the lack of organized
assistance for this group of people mense problem of fundraising. "We on a widespread basis; a place, a instead they create more. We must
and decided to try to organize a don't want to go to banks and we home, emphasizing a community eliminate the causes for suffering."
She attributed this incompetency to
local Union for the Homeless. He want to stay away from the govern- environment.
Kip Tiernan, speaking next, began the "structural and systemic
obtained a one thousand dollar ment," he stated, blaming these two
insitutions for a large number of the by stating "I am very much in favor economic imbalance. The adgrant from Boston College to acpeople
living in the streets. The of the Homeless Union." She ministration favors one class over
complish this. The membership imrecently
Union
received close to a criticized the irresponsibility of the another."
mediately grew from 20 to 150.
According to Culhane, the million dollar donation from Bruce bad publicity the Union has been
Tiernan compared a wealthy permeetings examine the two primary Springsteen, Culhane added. A receiving lately "What is irresponson buying a car condominium at
the Brimmer Street garage in Boston
issues involving the homeless: per- quarter of the profits will be donted sible is homelessness. What is irto a homeless person trying torent
manent jobs and housing. The from every new album though a responsible is people who become
special arrangement with MTV.
Union held a series of demonstrainvolved in a status quo of their a room in the South End for sixty
Eventually,
the
claimed,
buildings
Culhane
own, unable to see the suffering on dollars a week. "Ten or fifteen years
tions around abandoned
will
only
Union
not
help
"poor
the
this past summer to protest
the streets. They have eyes but they ago, the room would've cost eleven
working
farmers
are
threatenwho
redeveloDment of property into
cannot see."
to twenty-five dollars. Now, it's six-
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?
a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delta
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miss him after all.
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if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never forget?
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service, and why you trust AT&T's high quality service

When you tell him that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
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Grad rides rescue van, helps homeless

those who find life at the shelters

too chaotic.

Ellison first became involved with
Pine Street her senior year at BC.
when she joined Pulse. She said "I
didn't go into Pulse thinking it
would lead to what I'm doing now
It was just a chance to explore."
Her work at Pine Street became
so important to her that she continued to work there as a counselor
during the summer after graduation.
This past October, Ellison became
a full-time employee of Pine Street
for the new Rescue Van program.
The idea for the van has been
around for the last few years. It
became a reality when, according
to Ellison, "a guy we all knew froze
to death last February in the South
End. We felt it was something that
didn't have to happen." The
Department of Public Welfare funded the van as a pilot project for six
months, starting in October.
Last year, in life-threatening
weather, the Department of Health
and Hospitals, the police, and EMTs
would pick up any of the homeless
who were in danger. The Rescue
Van works in conjunction with
those services. Ellison said, "We
can't replace the service that the city
provides, but we work with them
and so far its been going well."
The short range goal of the
Rescue Van is to provide subsistent
service for the homeless who are
not coming into the shelters. Long
range goals include building up
trust between the Pine Street peo-

be draining because you don't see
very many concrete results. There
will always be hundreds of Deonle
at Pine Street." Despite this, Ellison
stays there. She said, "I stay at Pine
btreet because its not unpleasant for
me. It gives me an opportunity to
work for people. I think this is one
of the ways I get meaning in my life."
Around the holidays it can be as

difficult for the people who work at
Pine Street as for the people who
stay there. Nevertheless, Ellison said
that "a lot of those people do
manage to keep their spirits up." She
said they sometimes even make ncr
feel better. "I've learned so much
trom those people. They give me
more than I give them. They have
experience and a lot of it is not real

pleasant.'
According to the Pulse newsleter, the Pine Street Inn serves 1200
meals a night, and shelters 350 men
and 50 women. They also provide
clothing and medical care. Full-time
counselors are available for social
services, health services, and
alcoholism services.
Even with hard-working, devoted
employees like Holly Ellison, the
Pine Street Inn and the Rescue Van
are always in need of donations and
volunteers. Ellison encouraged BC
students to get involved, either
through Pulse or on their own. With
winter approaching, she said, "the
van could use blankets, hats, mittens and coats." She also said that
students can call the volunteer
department Monday-Friday trom 9
am to 5 pm at 482-4944.

Thinking of

Junior Year Abroad
in Ireland, 1987-88?
contact

Prof. Adele Dalsimer
Carney 439,

Ellison describes her work at Pine
Street as "a high burn-out job." She
said "It's the kind of work that can

ext.
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Happy 20th on the
20th Veronica. And
to all her friends,
don't gyp her on
Christmas presents.

?Pine Street Volunteer Holly Ellison

:

-',"
v

'

alcoholics, the mentally ill, and

Another long range goal is to raise
people's consciousness about the
homeless. Ellison said that "the
average person's impression is that
homelessness is really far removed
from them, it doesn't happen to
people they know." That is not
necessarily true, according to
Ellison. "The homeless are not the
classic skid-row, alcoholic bums.
People are homeless for purely
economic reasons. There are doctors, lawyers, even BC graduates.
Some people just fall through the
cracks."
Ellison hopes that the recent attention the media has given to the
Rescue Van program will help
change people's impressions about
the homeless. Within the last three
weeks, Ellison and the other
members of the Rescue Van team
have appeared in the Boston Globe
and on Channel 4 and Channel 5.
As a result of the publicity, there has
been an increase in phone calls and
donations to Pine Street. "It's difficult though," Ellison said,
"because the visual media can be
superficial. I'm not sure that they're
showing things that could really let
the average TV viewer see the spots
where homeless people live."

A guy we all knew froze to death last
February in the South End. We felt it was
something that didn't have to happen.
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As winter approaches, a lot of attention is being given to Boston's
homeless population. The mayor
recently announced a new program
to make food, shelter, and clothing
available to every homeless person.
A small number of homeless people, however, do not go to the
shelters. They are the homeless who
are in the most danger when the
temperature begins to drop and the
snow starts to fall. Holly Ellison, a
1985 Boston College graduate, will
be out on the streets bringing these
people into the shelters.
She works for Pine Street Inn's
latest pilot program, the Rescue
Van. The van, which Ellison prefers
to call an "Outreach Van," provides the basic services: clothing,
blankets and food. It runs overnight
to bring aid to those unable or unwilling to go to the shelters. Ellison
cited three types of homeless people that the van most often encounters. They are the hard-core

ple and the homeless, so that they
will come into the shelters on their
own. Ellison said, "We're going to
them, so they know we're trying to
help them."

1

by Maureen Toohey
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Trustees endorse Sign-It campaign
by Joanne McAllister

was

campaign

Armed with the largest mandate
in BC's history, the Alper administration presented the Sign-It
campaign to the Board of Trustees
and received a qualified endorsement at their meeting December 5.
"The trustees endorsed the concept and idea behind Sign-It," said
UGBC President Jill Alper.
Steve Yoch, the UGBC representative to the Board of Trustees,
presented the proposals and
highlighted some of the names on
the petition which held 6,153
signatures.
According to Alper, the petition
contained a good cross section on
the University including law
students, graduate students and
faculty along with undergraduates.
Yoch also noted that the
November 17 Heights editorial enendorsing Sign-It demonstrated to
the Board that the campaign was a
unified movement within the,
University.
However, the Trustees cited two
concerns they had with the proposition. According to Alper, the
Trustees felt that the tone of the
.xSW&@s'^?*^ ('
Ifm
I .afc»BMBJK:>---"-"

negative way.

Although Alper believes an aggressive initial campaign was important, she said, "Obviously, from
now on we'll be a lot more positive
about things."
The Board's other concern was
that the proposal is too vague in its
intentions. "Basically, what they
want us to say is what Sign-It isn't,"
said Alper.
Sign-It is not an alcohol policy,

'Basically, what they [the Trustees]
want us to say is what Sign-It isn't.
?UGBC President

'The Trustees endorse the motivations and reccommendations of Sign-It.
However, clarification of goals and elimination of rankerous tone may be needed.'

reflecting the changes in the social
gathering policy brought about by
Sign-It.

However, clarification of goals and
elimination of rankerous tone may
be needed."
Alper admitted that the spirit of
the campaign was agressive but
maintains that the tone actively
represents the aggressive feelings of
the students.
Explaining that the administration
highly respects the opinion of the
Board, Yoch stated, "When they say
you've been aggressive and
rankerous you take it to heart."
538U
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emphasized both Yoch and Alper.
Because of Massachusetts state law,
students under 21 cannot legally be
permitted to drink alcohol. What
Sign-It campaigners hope to achieve
is a change in the social gathering
policy at BC. "Social gathering is
not an alcohol policy," said Alper.
Alper said that she believes
changes Sign-It will foster will have
a positive and direct affect on the
quality of student life.
"I don't want to talk about the
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declare -the success of Sign-It
although they are pleased by the

specifics," stated Alper. Although
key administrators such as Dean for progress. "I've never seen such a
positive can-do attitude [within the
Student Development Robert Sheradministration]. Whether that
wood and Vice President for Stumanifests
into anything remains to
dent Affairs Kevin Duffy "seem fairly
be
seen."
positive" about Sign-It according to
Alper, the specifics affect other areas
Alper maintained that the most
of the University who have yet to be
approached, she explained.
successful element of the Sign-It
Alper said she is confident that campaign was the fact that it stirred
changes will be made. She also dialogue. "We started talking about
stated that she was certain that by
solutions instead of complaining
next fall, BC will have a new system
about the problem," she said.
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People like David Bowen.David is a music theater major at - £|
Syracuse University. He came to lona for academic courses.
"The quality of lona's professors is outstanding/ David
notes. "And the liberal arts curriculum gives you plenty of op- PHI
tions
all with the technological base you need these days. I ?rP
Thanks to lona, was able to earn transferable credits. Best of I ?|pf
all, I'll be able to graduate early from Syracuse."
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tract, a referendum question would
to be posed annually to
students, demanding a great deal of
manpower from MassPIRG.
"If we have to pose a referendum
question to BC each year, the time
required for us to do that will cut
into the time we usually spend on
projects that benefit students, such
as the Hazardous Waste Removal
project or the effort to eliminate
acid rain. Until 1983, we had to run
a question every year, and it proved
to be to our disadvantage," Hucker
said.
He continued, adding another example of why a one year contract
would not be beneficial.
"Unlike any other BC group, if
MassPlßG's
fees were not
guaranteed from year to year, we
couldn't have people working for us
and supporting our cause because
they wouldn't know if their job was
stable or not," he said.
In his letter, Dr. Campanella explained why he was not in favor of
continuing the present UGBCMassPIRG relationship. He wrote,
"...the University's position with
respect to the student activity fee is
that we will continue to give the
UGBC authority to spend it as long
as the funds are spent for social,

have
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Jill Alper

Yoch
he will have the goals
?Board of Trustees Member clarified said
by January. He stated that
Admiral Roberta Hazard the administaration is not trying to
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Hazard summarized Student Life
Commitee's assessment of Sign-It to
the Board: "Sign-It contained
the views of a Rood segment of our
BC community. There is a perception of need for a forum where
students can act responsibly. The
Trustees endorse the motivations
and recommendations of Sign-It.
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great way to earn credits
towards your degree .and
still stay close to home Our

who teach our regular courses.

schedule our Wmtersession
courses to fit your needs.
Advertising, Business.

cultural, recreational, or educational
activities which directly benefit
Boston College students." He subsequently indicated his skepticism as
UGBC, page 25
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Fahey reflects on past, looks to future
by Linda Wilenski
After five years at Boston College,

Academic Vice President and Dean
of Faculties Rev. Joesph R. Fahey, SJ,
will resign as of June 30, 1987.
This resignation was announced
on November 20 to the University
President Rev. J. Donald Monan, SJ.
Fahey will be leaving the staff of

1 didn't believe in staying any longer than five years. New
people bring in new ideas. I feel this is what is better for
the University.
?Academic Vice-President Rev. Joseph R. Fahey

Boston College and taking a sab-

batical during the 1987 fall

semester.

He explained that during this time

sultation with the Provincial of the

New England Province of the Society of Jesus, said Fahey. "I didn't
believe in staying any longer then
five years. New people bring in new
ideas. I feel this is what is best for
the institution," he said.
There have been some tough
moments for Fahey at BC. He explained that trying to learn what was
going on at here was difficult for
him at first. "I was suprised at how
complex the University was. I had
difficulty getting on top of things at
first. I also have had some tough
moments with undergraduate officers and The Heights," said Fahey.
Fahey has made many contributions to Boston College. Over the
past five years he has helped to provide additional resources for

I received an award from the
Chorale for outstanding contribution to the Chorale. That was one
of the highlights of my career at
Boston College."
The list of his accomplishments
continues with the expanding of
courses in the area of computer
science and economics, increasing
the commitment of the University
to teaching, and instituting
workshops in all departments where
graduate students teach core
classes. Fahey also created a nursing doctoral program and has appointed a university librarian and
two academic deans.
When asked if he has accomplished what he had set out to
do at BC, Fahey answered, "I am

basically satisfied with what has
taken place but I won't be leaving
with nothing remaining to be
done."
He also explained that he felt that
'

Fahey, page 25

vironment to work in. "I like to
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We are looking for
women who have made a
commitment to any aspect
of health care and who find
the thought of becoming a
member of a progressive
community of sisters
appealing. Please call or
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This is Billy's playground.
There are no swings, no
bicycles, only the hope
that he may walk again.
As Sisters of Bon Secours,
health care is our mission,
making lives useful and
productive is our calling.
We care about Billy and
children like him.
As Sisters of Bon Secours,
we strive, through our health
care ministry, to enhance
tne dignity °f every person,
young and old, and to bring
compassion, healing, comfort and wholeness to those
we serve.
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like to achieve personal,
professional, and spiritual
satisfaction as a Sister
of Bon Secours.
We may never be able to
put this child behind a new
set of handlebars, but we
can give him something
to nan g ° n to
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$35.00
1-4 persons

for reservations
toll-free

800-448-4373
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Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of 8.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme
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Holiday in Tampa

quality of the student body has in-

Some Children
Get ATwoWheeler For Christmas.

improved the advisory system.
Fahey also increased the cultural
opportunities for both faculty
members and students at BC. He acquired a membership to the
Museum of Fine Arts for BC and he
is a supporter of the Boston College
Chorale. He explained, "Last year

294 beautiful rooms

think that I have been relatively successful in that. I also feel that the

STUDY
IN EUROPE
The University
Louvain
Leuven,

research by the faculty, and he has

Ixli1 xli blocks from
Tampa Stadium

the basic function of the chief
academic officer was to get the best
faculty possible and provide them
with good resources and a good en-

;

He explained that during this time,
he will be travelling and preparing
He said he hopes to have a new
administrative position at another
University by the spring of 1988. His
plans then are to teach coursework
related to The American Bishops'
Pastoral Letter on the Economy at
another Jesuit college.
Fahey will not teach at BC
because he said, "I don't think it
would be fair to my successor to
have his predecessor around campus. Then the tendency of people
will be to compare us. I want a fresh
beginning for my successor. I felt the
same way when I left the administration at Holy Cross."
When Fahey arrived at Boston
College in 1982, he made a five year
commitment to the position of chief
academic officer. He "felt that five
years was a fairly good commitment. I wanted to make sure that
there would be continuity in the office. My predecessor was only here
for three years."
The decision to resign was made
after careful consideration and con-
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Vocation Director
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University Secretary dies of heart attack
Icontinued from page 3
McGovern for 35 years. Woods was
at the hospital with McGovern at
the time of his death, after learning
of the heart attack from a BC Police
Officer."l was glad to be there with
him at the end. He was a good companion, considerate and had a
wonderful sense of humor. He
cared. He had an appreciation of

people. He was competent, but
humble. I have been lucky to know
and work with him for so many
years."
McGovern entered the Society of
Jesus in 1940 at Shadowbrook in
Lenox, Massachusetts. He attended
BC to receive his AB and AM
degrees in 1946 and 1947, respectively. He was ordained in 1953 at
Weston College, now the Weston
School of Theology in Cambridge,
where he also, in 1954, received his
STL degree. In 1957, McGovern
earned his STD degree from
Gregorian University, Rome.
McGovern began his scholastic
career with teaching positions at

Boston College High School
(1947-48) and St. George's College,
Jamaica (1948-50), completing his
regency. He also was a professor of
dogmatic theology at Weston College from 1957-1966, and a visiting
professor at Holy Cross College
from 1962-1966.
McGovern entered administration
in 1961, when he became Dean of
Weston College, a post he held until 1964. He continued his administrative career as rector and
president of Boston College High
School from 1968-1972, assistant to
the provincial of the New England
Province of the Society of Jesusfrom
1966-1968, and vice provincial from
1972-1977.
McGovern has served on the
Board of Trustees of several schools
during his academic career. From
1968-1976, McGovern was a
member of the Board of Trustees of
Boston College High School. He
was a member of the Board of
Trustees of BC from 1974-1977. The
Board of Trustees of Cheverus High
School in Portland, Maine, selected

him as a member this fall.

mins, Jr. of Arlington; neice
Rosemary Brothers of Brighton; and
aunt Margaret M. McGovern, also
of Brighton. He was the son of the
late M. Leo and Grace M.

McGovern is survived by brother
Robert M. McGovern of Taunton;
brother-in-law William F. Timmins
of Brighton; nephew William F. Tim

McGovern.

Following the funeral mass,
McGovern was buried in the Jesuit
Cemetery, Campion Center,
Weston. Funeral arrangements were
made by Brady & Fallon Funeral
Home, Jamaica Plain.

Noise at O'Neill to be reduced
by Joanne McAllister
Is O'Neill Library a place of study
or sociability? Is it a place for
meditation or mediation? A harmonious environment or a hormonal one? Depending on your
reasons for visiting this facility, you
or may not rejoice at the news that
an attempt is being made there to
reduce the noise level.
Assistant University Librarian for
Access Services Claudia Morner
believes "the library is just terribly
too noisy." Morner has been asked
by University Librarian Mary Cronin

to head a committee to recommend
solutions to the issue of noise at

O'Neill and related issues.
According to Morner, the committee formation was reactionary. The

library staff has been receiving an
increasing number of complaints
about the noise level. The committee, comprised of graduate and
undergraduate students, libarary
staff members as well as representatives from students, development,
and counseling, met for the first
time last week.
The committee is coordinating an
active campaign to improve the

March 1 to April 4,1987

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

study atmosphere for spring
semester. "We are not doing our job
if we don't keep the atmosphere
condusive to study," said Morner."
Morner said that some possible
tactics include a publicity campaign
to entice students into being quiet
and considerate. Another possibilty is instructing the library staff on
how to approach students making
excessive noise.

Graduate student Michelle

Aniheef who works in the Circulation Department stated, "People
just come to socialize." She said that
as she puts away books, she "can
hear the noise of students chattering away."
Morner said that she has no objection to people talking in a low
voice in the library but objects to it
when it distracts other students. The
most noisy area she said is the third
floor lobby area. Other bad areas,
she said, are found wherever people congregate, including the copy area and the reserve desk on the
fourth floor and all of the stairwells.

Junior John Bohm, who transferred from Gannon University, said
that when he first walked into
O'Neill he did not realize that it was
a library because of all the noise
and activity he found in the lobby
area. However, he discovered that
"As you progress farther back into
the stacks, it's fine." He also said
that O'Neill Library is no different
from the library at Gannon as far as
the noise level goes.
Junior Robert Guillemin also has
no trouble with the noise. "Just find
a quiet cubby and you can escape
the noisy rabble," he said. He
acknowledged the social aspects of
O'Neill but called them good.
"There are social hot spots but you
can choose to go there," he said.
"I think the library acts more as
a social gathering place than as a
study location. If we had a student
union we wouldn't have this problem," said Sophomore April
Pancella.

Morner echoed this sentiment
when she cited her concerns. She
said that she understands the need
for a place for students to gather and
this understanding complicates the
issue. "I can't wait for a student
center to be built," she said.
When Babst opened it was hoped
Complaints, page 26

When you break away this year,
do itwith style.
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just sun,
sand and surf.
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elhow Beach, it's an unrelenting test of your

endurance.

Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calypso
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-tilyou-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top rock,
steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise and
Private Island Extravaganza!' All compliments of the
Bermuda Department of Tourism.
Bermuda is all of this?and much, much more.

VIKING
WORLD TRAVEL
250 Main Street

Reading, Mass. 01867
(617) 944-4446 (9am-6pm)
(617) 923-2204 (Evenings)

CRIMSON TRAVEL
SERVICES
Student Department
39 John F. Kennedy St.
Harvard Square

Cambridge, Mass. 02138
(617) 354-8900

It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds
(Do rememher to keep left!)
Its jogging on quiet country roads-including an

early morning 2-k "Fun Run"from Horseshoe Bay. It's
exploring the treasures in our international shops,
playing golf on eight great courses, and tennis on over
100 island-wide courts,
But most of all, its the feeling you get on a tiny,
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere
and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This year, go
.in style. See your Campus
Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.

wild..

COLPITTS
TRAVEL/DEDHAM
908 Providence Highway
Dedham, Mass. 02026
(617) 326-7800
(800) 972-7777 (In Mass.)
(800) 368-4466 (USA)

AQUARIUS TRAVEL

CONSULTANTS, LTD.

816 King Street
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(914) 939-2297 or:
(800)

248-4141

Position involves
marketing and selling
quality beach trips on
campus. Earn free trips
high commissions.

&

Call John Eldridge at
Great Destinations.
1-800-258-9191

Earn $200-$3OO/wk while
gaining political experience. Caampaign for
environmental and consumer protection with
MASSPIRG, the state's
leading citizens' group.
Call Erin at
734-2203
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Bowl Game leads students to Tampa fun
by Rita Pandit
Thanks to the football team,
Boston College students have been
given the incentive to vacation in
sunny Tampa, Florida this
Christmas.
The Hall of Fame Bowl is
scheduled for December 23,1986,
but before and after the game fans
have a variety of leisure activities to
choose from.
Located on the West Coast of
Florida, Tampa is a picturesque
vacationland and one of the fastest
growing cities in the country. This
city is full of vitality and growth.
There is a current centennial
celebration of Ybor City; the all new Tampa is located on the Gulf Coast of Florida.
African adventures at Busch
local restaurants and the cultural
1,200 seat indoor theatre. These
Gardens theme park; the festive flavor of Ybor City can be seen in latest additions complement wild
waterfront development of Harbor
the architecture around town with thrill rides, jungle river cruises, exIsland; and the cultivation of the red tile roofs, wrought iron otic snake charmers, belly dancers
cruise line industry, to cite a few fun
balconies, beautiful fountains and and thousands or" birds from around
happenings.
quaint little specialty shops.
the world.
The Spanish flavor of Tampa
Square contains shops,
Ybor
There are various boating accomes from the Latin Quarter of several restaurants, and a "Nostalgia tivities in the city including many
Ybor City. Today, Ybor is going Market" full of antiques. Numerous short and long cruise deals. There
through a cultural rebirth. There is
concerts and art festivals are held
are daily yachting excursions are
pride in the multi-ethnic heritage throughout the
year.
also offered on the Tampa Bay and
and has resulted in the restoration
A few miles northeast of Hillsborough River. Boating, golf,
of Ybor's historic buildings and a
downtown, Busch Gardens, the tennis, water-skiing, fishing, bicyclreawakening of its colorful history.
Dark Continent theme park, is alive ing and suntanning, too, are easily
This city-within-a-city was foundwith
the best in African adventures. accessible throughout the city.
ed in the 1800's by Vincent MarThis well known attraction has
A few other attractions include
tinez Ybor and his Cuban cigar recently added the creation of new
Adventure Island featuring mounmakers. Today, cigars are still
animal and zoological displays, an
carefully crafted by hand, freshly all new visitor tour through the tain waves, swimming pool and divbaked Cuban bread wafts in the Anheuser-Busch brewery and a ing pools and is located near Busch
Gardens. Harbour Island is a waterfront complex of food, shopping,
eateries, restaurants and craft merchants. One can do a bit of gambling in thejai Alai Fronton which is
located southeast of downtown on
Gandy Boulevard. Olde Hyde Park
Village is a cosmopolitan shopping
area balanced between contemporary lifestyles and fine, old traditions which include exclusive shops
and restaurants. It is located off
Bayshore Boulevard on Swarm
Avenue.
For the museum lovers, located
downtown is the Tampa Museum of
Art which has an impressive collection of various works. The Ybor City State Museum exhibits the
heritage of Tampa's ethnic communities and the prized cigar
industry.
So, as the BC Eagles soar to victory, BC fans will have plenty of opTampa is home to Busch Gardens, where too much of a good thing can portune locations to celebrate with
style.
have you seeing pink elephants as v/eU.

Tampa's river waterfront, and UTampa
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$2.00 off any dinner with this coupon
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"LOVED IT!
THE MENS CLUB' BOASTS A FINE CAST WITH

MATCHING PERFORMANCES!"
-NEW YORK POST
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GROWING UP IS HARD TO DO.

April 22-25, 1987

Atlantic Releasins Corporation Presents A Howard Gottfried Production
Starring in alphabetical order jDavid Dukes Richard Jordan Harvey Keitel Frank Lansellaj
[RoyScheider Craig Wassbn Treat Williams[ in The Men's Club Stockard Charming
Gina.Galleso Cindy Pickett Gwen Welles Penny Baker Rebeccah Bush Claudia Cron
Ann Dusenberry Marilyn Jones Manette La Chance Jennifer Jason Leigh
Ann Wedgeworth Screenplay by Leonard Michaels based on his Book Music by
Lee Holdridge -Director of Photography John Fleckenstein Production Designer
Ken Davis Executive Producers Thomas Coleman Michael Rosenblatt and John Harada
Produced by Howard Gottfried 'Directed by Peter Medak
?

?

?

will be held in the Robsham Theatre on December 9 & 10.
Information about the auditions and about the production
is available in the theatre office, or call 552-4609.
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Students, orphans, share Christmas
by April Pancella
Christmas arrived early for many
Boston foster and orphaned
children as the Upper Campus and
College Road Resident Assistant
staff coordinated a Sponsor-a-child
Christmas party for their residents
Saturday afternoon.
Over 200 BC students and 85
children gathered in the decorated
and holiday-music-filled rooms of
O'Connell House for an afternoon
filled with games, presents and
refreshments. "It's one of the nicest
days we have ever had. It was great,"
said Welch RA Sue Chmiel.
Under the direction of Upper
Campus Area Director Holly
Himberg, the RA staff invited 100
children from the Boston Children
Services, the Department of Social

Services, and the Boys and Girls
Club of Charlestown. They included underprivileged, foster, and handicapped children, according to
College Road Staff Assistant Nancy
McCarthy. Fifteen children from the
projects in Boston were unable to
attend due to a confusion with

in such a worthwhile event,"
said Kostka RA Dawn Mitchell. "It's
touching to see students come out
at this time of year, forget their problems, have fun and take a child
under their wing. It shows the
human side in all of us," she

The Resident Assistant staff chose
this community service project according to Himberg, because, "a lot
of these children, especially the
young adolescents, need an older
brother or sister."
Children arrived and were greeted
by their assigned students waiting
with gifts. Due to the unexpected
turnout of residents, there were
children with more than one sponsor, said McCarthy.
"It's great to see students taking

how to spend their day. They were
able to create Christmas artwork
with provided crafts supplies. Such
popular games as Simon Says,
Musical Chairs, Pin-the-Nose-onRudolph, created by Kostka RA
Stephanie Callas, and television
showings of the Christmas favorites
were going on throughout the day.
The most popular event of the
afternoon, said Roncalli RA Tony

buses.

part

addedd.
The children had many options of

XMAS, page 24

Garter Sends Boston College
World
Students are 'conservatives for America'
All Overcare The travel
needs! We'll
get you the
of all your
Eurailpasses,
low cost
lowest possible airfares, arrange for Amtrak tickets,
with
Garber.
trip
your
Plan
next
charters and much more!

Garber Travel is ready to take
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767 Beacon St., Newton, MA Tel: 965-2100

by James Silva

Starting next semester, Boston
College will have a new political
group on campus, Students for
America. This non-partisan
organization's goal is to advocate
conservative political views across

America with a direct focus on college campuses.

The group's conservative ideology
includes total support for the free
market system, democracy, and the

Nicaraguan Contra rebels, while it
staunchly opposes abortion and

communism in all forms.
The organization was founded
March 11, 1984 in Powhatan,
Virginia and since then has spread
to more than 200 college campuses
nationwide. The group encompasses 41 different states and claims
a membership of well over 7,000,
primarily students.

Students for America is heavily involved in student activism and
declares itself a "mirror image of the
left-wing student radicals of the Six-

ties."
Boston College's chapter will be
initiated in mid-January and the
group hopes to have Secretary of the
Interior, Donald Hodel speak at the
opening event.
The Boston College chapter is
chaired by junior Tom Daley, who
stresses that the group is not
Republican but non-partisan. Daly
urges all with conservative views or
who agree with any of the movement's ideals to join. The BC
chapter is reportedly 175 members
strong already.
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Tom Daley
Daley revealed that each chapter
is given a great deal of individual
latitude. The chapter at UMassAmherst reportedly planted black
crosses in the ground to symbolize
the one million deaths caused by

abortion.

Daley assures that the BC chapter,

although vibrant, will not be of that

radical a nature, nor would it have
the "moral majority image" that the
Students for America brochure
portrays.
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The BC chapter leader stated that
the campus chapter of Students for
America would be dedicated to
quality programming and speakers.
The group provides many oppurtunities for the politically aware,
such as scholarships, conventions,
and summer trips to places like
Central America and South Africa.
In addition, the organization has
a handful of experienced political
speakers called the Top Guns. These
speakers will travel on 48 hours
notice "to tackle the left on crucial
issues." Members would be able to
meet these speakers and other ranking conservatives.
If interested in Students for
America, feel free to call Tom Daley
at 232-8565.

Arena Update

Arena To Be Completed By January '88

by Andrea Munster
The new sports arena, which is currently under construction on lower
campus, is scheduled for completion in January of 1988. Construction began in April, 1986 with the
demolition of McHugh Forum.
Since then the progress has been
slow, but steady and the original
date has been pushed back by only two months.
The first plans included the driving in of 480 piles to support the
heavy building. Because the area of
construction used to be the resevoir,
the construction company of
Richard White and Sons decided
that more piles were needed for
adequate support. Therefore, the
first delay occurred in order to drive
in another 100 piles. This portion of
the construction is now complete
and the building is continuing at full
speed.

December 8, 1986

Recently the construction of the basketball. The arena will also have
a practice and storage area for the
outer wall began by Higgins hill,
and soon the building will begin to BC band, a practice basketball court
that will seat 800 for intramurals
take shape.
and smaller games, locker rooms,
According to Dr. Frank Campanella, Executive Vice-President of athletic association offices, the
the University, they are designing ticket office, conference rooms,
sports medicine and training rooms.
and building at the same time.
According to the BC Basketball
The architects, Sasaki Associates,
86-87
Media Guide, "Varsity
who built Robsham Theatre, will
athletic
facilties
at Boston College
finish a portion of the structure and
pass it on to the construction group. have been outmoded for almost a
Current team facilities
decade,
This method allowed for construction to begin immediately instead fare badly in nearly every category
against the facilities of comparable
of waiting for the plans to be completed. The contractor now has the institutions of higher learning or
plans for the foundation.
those of the high schools many
Campanella said that this is, "the entering freshman have just left."
Another difficulty is the new Big
most complicated building we have
ever built." Besides the extra piles,
East regulation. The rule, which has
steel beams have to be brought in been implemented this year, states
from West Virginia to support the that all Big East basketball games
must be played in an arena that can
roof.
The Sports Arena will seat 7600 seat at least 8,500. All Big East
spectators for hockey and 8,500 for games must be played at the Boston

Garden until the arena is
completed.
The media facilties will be improved in the new arena, including
state-of-the-art radio and television
booths, better lighting and more
adequate press boxes. This will
allow for more comprehensive

coverage 01

d»_

sporting events.

Construction on the facilty will
continue steadily through the
winter. Campanella said that the
money, "is all secure," and that
there are no problems right now
that will push the completion date
beyond January 1988.

,
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Hockey East

Tale Of Two Cities As BC Sweeps BU
by

John

Valente

It was a silent and sparse home

crowd.

.

It was a loud and enormous home

crowd.

Boston College's hockey team
swept Boston University in the first
two meetings of the season, but the
games were contests of different
sorts.
The Boston Garden was empty as

the Eagles had "home ice" for the

first contest, a 9 to 6 victory. The
game wasn't half as exciting as it
could have been, not by the fault of
the team but for the fact that there
wasn't a loud crowd to add to the
excitement.
BU took the early lead and BC
battled back thanks to the play of
Kevin Stevens, Brian Leetch and Ken
Hodge. The game ended when BC
scored 3 times in 1:42 to win it.
The second contest of the week
was

the

hockey challenges one watches between periods of Bruins games. The
scoring in the period was all BC .
well there were only two goals.
One was a spectacular shot from
55 feet away on the right point by
Greg Brown. The other was the part
of a Ken Hodge hat trick, as he took
a pass from Janney and slammed it
home.
During the third period Shaun
Real must have wondered how he
got into the shooting gallery as BU
fired 36 shots, 8 were blocked by
the defense and 6 were off target but
Real was spectacular making 20
saves.
Steve Scheifele and Hodge had
the two BC scores in the period and
BC won 7 to 5.

exciting one.

Walter Brown Arena sold out for
the first time this year. BU garnered
a home advantage that made the
BC's 7 to 5 victory a well deserved
win.

The standing room only crowd at
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Fitzpanck
Terrier Bob Deraney thwarts Eagle Tim Sweeney in Saturday night's game.
BU's Walter Brown Arena Saturday
night was as excited as the players
about the contest. The Eagles did
their best to keep the crowd quiet
as Tim Sweeney had his 11th goal
of the season one minute and three

seconds after the drop of the puck.
Sophomore sensation Craig Janney
had the assist.
One minute and ten seconds latter John McLean put a shot by Ter-

BC Cagers Top Stags, 66-62
by Steven Condon

Junior guard Jamie Benton hit
both ends of a one and one with
twelve seconds remaining to seal
the 66-62 Eagle victory over Fairfield Saturday night. The win upped

the BC record to 3-1 in this young
season.
Benton's free throws would be the
last scoring of the game as the Stags'
last second efforts would not work.
Fairfield's Troy Bradford canned a
three pointer to cut the BC lead to

Phot
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Pitzparck
Troy Bowers aims for winning shot versus Harvard.

four (58-54) with 3:02 remaining in
the game. The Eagles then pushed
the ball inside to Troy Bowers, who
was being double teamed all night.
Bowers hook shot fell short and
Benton snuck inside to steal the rebound away from the Fairfield big
men. Benton then layed it in to put
the lead back at six.
"I could see that it was going to
be short, and I just snuck in from
the side." Benton explained.
The teams exchanged baskets for
the next couple of minutes when
Benton fed teammate Dana Barros
for a layup to put BC up 64-60 with
19 seconds remaining. Fairfield then
hit a shot to make the score 64-62,
setting up Benton's heroics.
Outstanding performances for the
Eagles were turned in by Barros,
who had 13 points, and Skip Barry,
who led the team with 19 points.
Barros noted, "People don't
notice Jamie enough. With him and
Skip Barry out there, teams can't afBarry, page 21

her goalie Bob Deraney to make the
score 2 to 0 BC.

BU's Scott Shaunessy notched his
first goal of the season in retaliation
to McClean's score, as he put one
by BC goalie Shaun Real.
BC's Sweeney added his second
goal, the Eagle's fourth shorthanded tally of the season, as the action
got tougher. It was a simple play for
the team from the Heights, as left
wing Dan Shea alertly picked off an
errant BU pass and skated in alone
on Derany. Derany made a beautiful
stick save but Sweeney was on the
rebound like a bear on honey and
fired it into the goal.
BU continued to play physical
hockey and the Eagles responded.
. maybe too much as BC suffered
a penalty.
With BU forechecking like crazy
and not letting the puck out of the
zone they were able to close the
lead to one goal. Mike Sullivan
fought hard in back of the net and
skated around to Real's left side.
When Real moved to cover the left
Sullivan fired the puck to John
Cullen who scored on Real's stick
side.
After one period BC held a slim
.

3-2

lead.

The second period was more
physical. A total of ten penalties
allowed a great deal of room on the
ice which sometimes resembled
one of those three on three midget

.
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Eagle goalie Shaun Real is 8 and
0 this season after Saturday night's
victory. Not only did he have 40
saves on the evening but he made
four of them without a stick in his
hand. It happened in the third
period when his stick got kicked out

of his hand and ended up behind
the goal. He then made 3 spectacular stops with his body and one
great kick save.
With Tuesday's victory at the
Boston Garden the Eagles have won
at every "home" site this season.
BC's record at "home" is 6-1. Those
sites are at Harvard, BU, Northeastern and the Garden.
At Walter Brown Arena the Eagles
are 4 and 0 this season. The Eagles
have won 8 games straight at the
complex. Their last loss there was
January 8, 1983.
Head coach Len Ceglarski now
has 547 career victories leaving him
8 wins behind the all-time career
winner John Maclnness. Maclnness
has 555 total career wins. Ceglarski is in his 15th year at the helm
of the Boston College leers.
Boston College has scored at least
5 goals in each of their last seven
games for a total of 50 goals in that
span.
Boston College remains atop the
Hockey East standings at with an
11-2 record. The Eagle's overall mark

is 12-2. That ties their best mark ever
when they started at 12-2 during the
1977-1978 season.
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Shootout

Sports

The Ail-American Shootout makes it's inaugural appearanceat Boston
College on Monday, December 8 at halftime of the BC vs. Utica men's
basketball game in Roberts Center at 8:00 pm.
The shootout is a national contest, sponsored by Miller Brewing, and
will be held at selected college campuses throughout the country. BC
has been chosen as the New England representative in this contest and
will host the All-American Shootout at all of the home basketball games,
including those and Boston Garden.
"This is a very exciting event," said Mark Lindner, Regional Coordinator for Miller. "Last year, the Shootout awarded two Grand Prizes
to students at the University of Minnesota and we're hoping to do at
least as well here. We've heard there's some pretty good talent on this
campus."
Each contest will feature two randomly selcted fans, chosen prior
to halftime, who will aprticipate in the contest. They will each have
25 seconds in which to make a lay-up, a free throw, a shot from the
top of the key and a shot from mid-court during the half time period.
All-American Shootout T-shirts will be presented to each contestant
and prizes will be awarded to any contestant who makes the first three
shots. If a participant successfully makes all four shots, including the
shot from mid-court, he or she will drive home in a brand new 1987
Dodge Charger Turbo, [only one car awarded per season.]
The All-American Shootout will be previewed in a special Celebrity
Night during halftime of the BC vs. Utica game on December 8. That
evening's contestants will be 'Tank" of the Rock of Boston, WBCNFM, his arch-rival, Jim Colony of KISS-108 and Rick Carlisle, member
of the world champion Boston Celtics and Allston resident. The following Thursday, December 11, the first two student contestants will be
chosen to go for the grand prize during the BC vs. Maine basketball
game at Roberts Center.
[Employees of Burke Distributers and Phillip Morse are ineligible.]

Postseason Awards
Two Boston College football players were the recipients of various
awards from ABC Sports.
Senior defensive tackle Mike Degnan was named ABC ScholarAthlete of the Week. Degnan, the Norwood, Massachusetts native, is
a Dean's List graduate from the School of Management with a major
in finance. He was one of the main forces on the defense this season.
Senior quarterback Shawn Halloran was named the National Comeback Player of the Year by ABC Sports last week. Trying to make fans
forget about Doug Flutie, Halloran was under pressure to perform and
he played terrible. He has had an outstanding this season after having
a miserable season last year. Halloran has led the Eagles to an 8-3 record
and he leads the team while they ride a seven game winning streak
into the Hall of Fame Bowl.

Flutie Update
Doug Flutie may very well have the chance to prove his critics wrong.
Yesterday afternoon Flutie was put into his first real game situations

as Chicago Bear head coach Mike Ditka was disappointed with the
performance of his starting Quarterback Mike Tomczak, out of Ohio
State.

The Heights Sports staff

would like to congratulate
John Valente and Andrea
Munster for their elected
position as sports editor and
assistant sports editor,
Women's Basketball

Sick of Fair Weather Fans?
by Andrew Hemmer
So ya...thought ya....Might like
the show?
about
that "show," huh?
How
a
trick
those guys pulled
Quite
off...what was it, seven straight victories? "Yeah, Yeah, that's the ticketbut remember it was a weak
schedule. Look at all of those teams'
records- the Little Sisters of the Poor
could have done the same."
Hold the phone Jack. Before you
embarrass yourself by exposing your
brutal ignorance of the game of
football again, let us recall some of
that putrid vomit which some of you
so called "experts" call football
intelligence.
Losers right? Quitters right? Don't
deserve a penny of their scholarships, much less all of that "preferred treatment." Holy Cross is the
team in New England, right?
Without Doug Flutie, these guys
can't even beat Rutgers.
Wake up. Look around. The boys
are goin' to Tampa.
I'll tell ya what, though- we won't
forget about all of you. It wouldn't
be fair- even though you forgot
about us. We'll make a toast to all
of you- down in that Florida sunshine, we'll raise our exotic coconut
drinks and toast all of you. All of you
in Fantasyland All-Stars who can only dream about putting on a helmet,
all of you female social butterflies
ta....g0 to

who possess absolutely no clue
regarding even the slightest element
of the game, all of you fair
weathered almuni who come to our
practices just to be seen at our practices, and all of you faculty who
blaspheme your own alleged
knowledgeable and enlightened

cellulite in between your ears that
you call a brain.
We proved we can win with you.
We proved we can win without you.

Stretch your conceptual ability and
try to detect a common
denominator there. We proved we
can win.
We don't

need the derisive,
we get when
approbation
vitroiic
lose,
nothing
because
could
we
possibly hurt more than the loss
bo, you ask, "Hey Andy, don't
hold anything back- tell us how you itself. We don't need the carnival atreally feel."
mosphere of superficial delight that
a win- the win itself
accompanies
Okay. I can do that.
enough. We don't
is
recompense
it's
blissfully
vindicated
I feel so
haughty,
presumptious atneed
the
don't
almost a sexual experience. I
titudes
of
the
nor their silly
media,
my
care if I see another BC "fan" in
of
comprehension
at
actual
Nobody,
Tampa.
attempts
life, much less in
take
game.
your
the
You
can
in
nobody
boos the home team
but
"criticism" and shove it- without
college. The Patriots yes. The
Bengals, regrettably yes. They are athletes like us whom you surrepprofessionals. Their games are tisiously desire to emulate, you
entertainment at a premium cost. wouldn't have anyone to hound- I
guess you'd be forced to get a real
They are paid hundreds of
job then, huh?
win
of
dollars
football
thousands
to
Talk is cheap. Don't forget that. In
produce,
they
if
don't
games, and
the
future, if you have found any of
they are as liable to their audience
the
previous descriptions to fit your
as is a bad movie. You can boo them
own particular situations, don't let
both.
It's different in college. We don't your mouth control your mind. Do
yourselves and others a favor: keep
have to satisy the "Weekend Waryour mouth shut and let your igrior" in all of you just because you
norance fester and pollute your own
want us to. Our motivation to win
mind. Don't degrade yourself by
is the committment we make to our
publicizing
it and dragging yourself
coaches, our parents, and most imthrough
and
your intellectual
others
portantly to ourselves. See if you
gutter.
can grasp that somewhere in that

student
athletes. That's right, studentathletes.

teaching

and

steroe-type

Karate Club Shines at Meet
by Rocko Graziano

The Boston College Shotokan
Karate Club competed in the New
England Collegiate Karate Conference Tournament this past Saturday, dominating the women's Advanced division and showing well
in the other three areas of
competition.
The tournament, held twice a
year, pits members of the variious
college Karate Clubs in New
England in two forms of competition. The first form is Kumite, or
tournament sparring. The two
fighters attempt to score points by
showing clean contact and well
focused form. The second area of
competition is Kata, described as "a
logical arrangement of blocking
punching, striking, and kicking
techniques," made to realistically
demonstrate a battle.
The tournament is run by the
NECKC president, BC alumni Kevin
Downey ('B6), and overseen by
Master Kazumi Tabata, a 6th degree
black belt and founder of the North
American Karate Foundation. Steve
Yoch, treasurer of the BC Club, explained that the tournament was

very well run, organized and "very

well attended." BC was "the largest
club at the tournament, and showed the best spirit."
In Kumite, the BC club was
represented by the men's advanced
team. Comprised of club president
Joe McNabb, Steve Yoch, Dave
Haabestad, Joe Bouvier, and Rich
Spinelli, they placed third in the
competition, behind first place
SMU and second place Bridgewater
State. Bouvier also received an
award for outstanding fighter in this

Karate training.
Living up to its past reputation,
the BC advanced men's team took
first place in Kata on Saturday. Team
members Joe McNabb, Joe Bouvier,
Dave Haabestad, Steve Yoch, and
Judy Barnet won four consecutive
battles to take the high honors. BC
also did well in the women's individual Kata, with Barnet taking
first place and Waite coming in second in the advanced division. This
was quite an achievement for Waite,
division.
as she defeated women of much
higher rank for the second place
The women compete indivdually, and on Saturday BC swept the honors.
Yoch explained that the strong
Advanced Kumite. Judy Barnet, the
vice president of the club, placed results in the advanced divison were
first, followed by brown belts Dawn a tribute to the club. The brown
Aiello and Liz Wall. Aiello and belts were able to progress, despite
Barnet were also honoured with the necessity of training all the new
outstanding fighter awards for the club members. Barnet elaborated,
advanced division. In the novice saying that "with so many new peodivision, orange belt Denise Waite ple in the club, the upper belts
took first place in individual Kumite, spend their time teaching, and their
and collected an outstanding fighter training time is sacrificed."
A major portion of the semester
award.
is
spent preparing for the tournaKata,
In
BC was able to
ment.
BC hopes to work on the
demonstrate its months of hard
training and dedication. During club's weaknesses and continue its
Kata, competitors are able to show success in the spring tournament.

BC Tops NU For City Bragging
and tournament MVP, played her havn't beaten them in my four
usual solid game in the middle. She years," said Thornton. "We're looking for a big year and this is a good
a
defeat
of
NorWith
61-53
finished with 14 points and 8 restart."
played
the
chamand
University
tough
theastern
in
bounds
defense
pionship game of the Boston Four on Singleton all night.
The Eagles got into the champion"It was one of the best team efforts ship game by defeating Boston
Classic, the Boston College Eagles
are the reigning queens of Hub I've ever seen," said Sweet. When Univesity on Friday night by the
hoops.
asked to comment on Singleton her score of 71-62.
With the game tied at 49 with five reply was, "I'm glad I don't have to
Sweet paced BC with 18 points, 14
minutes left, BC ran off nine straight guard her anymore."
rebounds, and 4 blocks, while Ann
en route to their first victory over the
Defense and clutch shooting down Odoy chipped in with 13 points.
Huskies in four years.
the stretch enabled the Eagles to
Freshman Amy LaCombe con"It was a great win and a great finish the game with a 12-4 run. tributed with 10 points on 5 for 8
team effort," lauded BC head coach They shut down Singleton at the shooting from the floor as Thornton
Margo Plotzke. "I was happy end with a packed in man to man played her usual solid game on the
because Northeastern is such a defense that forced the Huskies to wing.
shoot from the outside.
great defensive team."
It was a close game throughout
The Huskies missed five straight and it pretty much followed the patBC dominated the offensive glass
in the early going, as sophomore shots and BC capitalized with some tern of the Northeastern game. BC
forward Leslie Bjerstedt had five ear- clutch hoops by junior guard Ann exploded at the end as the defense
ly points on second shots.
Odoy and senior Pam Thornton shut the Terriers down with a packThe teams traded baskets for most who made the All-Tournament ed in man to man defense.
of the half. Northeastern's Carla team.
"BC and BU is always a great
Singleton (23 points and 17 reDespite being outrebounded rivalry," said Plotzke. "It was a very
bounds) was giving the Eagles trou48-35, the Eagles won the game physical game. I'm pleased with
ble with her assortment of inside with solid team defense that held everyone, especially the freshmen."
baskets, and the Huskies led at the the Huskies to a measly 24 percent
The Eagles play their next home
shooting in the second half.
half 30-28.
game Saturday night against
Kathleen Sweet, BC's senior center
"It was a nice win because we Villanova.

good form and technique, the most
important physical elements of

Rights

by Rob Shaw

Phot

by

Stev

Fit

7natrick

Eagles down Huskies for city title.
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Hall of Fame Bowl Preview

Commentary

Bill Flynn Carries The BC Tradition
by Ken Carty

Change. In college life, change is
commonplace. Each semester, new
students, new teachers, new administrators and even new buildings

abound.

But, in one corner of Boston College, one constant has remained. To
many he IS Boston College athletics.
He is athletic director Bill Flynn.
While many have come and gone,
Jje has maintained enthusiasm and
devotion for his job.

"I like the work. It's never
monotonous," said the silver-gray
haired Flynn from his Roberts
Center office. "It's nice to be with
the students and the university as it
grows and changes," said Flynn.
Change is nothing new to Flynn.
"When I became athletic director
(in 1957), there were only five sports
on campus," said Flynn. "One of
the first things I did was move (the
football team) from Fenway to

lot to sell," said Flynn. "I don't want
Alumni Stadium, then in 1958, we
change the mix of a great educato
McHugh
built Roberts Center and
tion,
nice location and athletics."
Forum."
Flynn's
office is like a miniature
"It was in those days that the
large semi-circular desk
museum.
A
reservoir came right up to the back
the
occupies
center of the room.
of the stadium," said an amused
Along
the
walls
are various plaques
Flynn. "A kicked ball sometimes
commemorating
Boston College
went into the water."
All-americans,
trophies
and a color
It is hard to believe, but the man
Flutie.
Doug
portrait
of
who has done for Boston College
"I have had so many great
athletics, might never have had such
memories.
You think about football
always
a dramatic influence. "I
games
against
Texas or Miami or the
wanted to be a teacher-coach," said
Cotton
Bowl.
In hockey, I'll always
the Chestnut Hill native. "After
working with the alumni associa- remember 'Snooks' Kelley and
tion, I was asked in 1957 if I wanted Ceglarski winning their 500th," said
the job as AD. I had never really Flynn as he gently rolled his hands
thought about it."
through his hair.
"In basketball, I hired Bob Cousy.
Flynn
has
Ist,
1957,
That
Hired on June
was the highlight in basketball
bringing
29
years
last
for
me.
He took us to three NlT's
spent the
to
the
athletics
College
Boston
and two NCAA's."
Pondering the question of his
forefront. "I always like to refer to
even
because
College'
toughest
Boston
'Little
moment as athletic directhough we see what other schools tor, Flynn said, "The basketball
have, like 100,000 seat stadiums or scandal in which we had no conhave a trol over, that hurt a lot, and it in15,000 seat arenas, we still mmmm
cluded one of the most ideal individuals ever to be put on the face
?""»»«.?'???

-'.

--

of this earth

(in

Rick

Kuhn).

Even with difficulties like this,
Flynn likes what he sees at BC. "It's
an atmosphere. We have a positive
and wholesome atmosphere. The
students all seem to like going to
Boston College," said Flynn reclining in his favorite green chair. "Even
though we lack some things, we
have others. We started out with five
sports and went to 30, and look how
we have developed the women's
program. Athletics at BC has always
been in a good perspective."
While at the Heights, Flynn

himself

was

known

as a great

athlete. "I liked all the sports, we
played year round. I guess the one
that I excelled at was hockey," said
by Flynn while peering over the rows
of pictures of fellow teammates on
his wall. "I can remember hitting a
long home run against Holy Cross
to win a game and having eight
points one night while playing
hockey, but I think being elected
captain of the football team was my
most memorable," he said.

Phot

Steve

Fitzparick
Bill Flynn overlooking hockey fortunes.

BC Bowl History

The man who IS BC athletics: Bill Flynn.
Flynn said athletes of yesterday
and athletes of today are different.
They concentrate more on one
sport. We played everything. But
football, I can never remember a
receiver going down and hit flush
like today. I don't ever remember
those clashes when we played," said
Flynn now sitting straight at his
desk. "In hockey, we were never
allowed to bang the way they do today."
As athletic director, Flynn has
witnessed many exceptional
athletes, one being the aforementioned Flutie. "Charisma, everything
he does. He says the right things. He
just loved to play the game. He
always felt as though he was going
to do it. He was special. He did a
lot for Boston College."
Flynn is excited that this year's
football squad will be going to the
Hall of Fame Bowl, he is however,
also philosophic, "Down 3 to 1,

every week they had their backs to
the wall. They had to do it every
week. This is satisfaction for
everyone," said Flynn.
Having been athletic director for
nearly 30 years, Flynn realizes that
retirement is a possibility. "I don't
even like to think about it. But
sometime in the not too distant
future," he shrugged.
I'd like it to not have been such
a struggle. But, I was fortunate, in
the right place at the right time,"
said Flynn. "I know we can continue to compete. We can get good
athletes and good kids for BC."
Flynn holds Boston College near
and dear to his heart. "Well, it's
been pretty much my life. I came
here in 1935, except for about six
years, I've been at BC for 50 years,"
reflected Flynn. "But, you know, it
doesn't seem that long. I will miss
it. I've made a lot of friends, and
thats been a big part of my life."

Eagles No Stranger To Postseason Play

had three passes batted down in the
end zone in the fourth quarter, stranBoston College is not exactly ding the Eagles at the Tigers' eight
Oklahoma when it comes to bowl yard line.
1941 Sugar Bowl: Boston College
appearances, but the Eagles do have
a rich and interesting history in post- 19 Tennessee 13

by Tom Kenney

season games.
In the 1940's the legendary Frank
Leahy built a national power at the
heights before leaving to become
Notre Dame's most successful

coach.
In the 1980's Jack Bicknell has
returned BC to the national scene
and made his squad a consistant

bowl

competitor.
Here's a look at the Eagles' performances in their six previous trips
to the bowls:

1940 Cotton Bowl: Clemson 6
Boston College 3
Upon arriving at the heights
Leahy exclaimed, "I did not come
to BC to fail." He didn't, taking his
team to a bowl game and a national
ranking in his opening season.
The game was a defensive struggle. The Eagles could manage only
three points, a 24 yard Alex
Lukachick field goal, during the entire afternoon. Clemson scored the
only touchdown on the ensuing
drive and held on for the victory.
BC quarterback Charlie O'Rourke

BC wins its only national championship by going undefeated in its
eleven games. Despite playing
without several key players, as
blacks were forbidden from the
Sugar Bowl, The Eagles showed
themselves to be the class act of the
country.

Trailing 13-7, BC tied the game on
a Mike Holovak touchdown run.
After blocking a Tennessee field
goal, the Eagles drove for the winning score. O'Rourke finished off the
drive and the season with a 24 yard
touchdown scamper. BC had the
championship and Leahy had Knute
Rockne's job.
1943 Orange Bowl: Alabama 37
Boston College 21
After a year's absence, BC returns
to a bowl game to take on the exlosive Alabama Crimson Tide.
Thanks to three Holovak
touchdowns, the Eagles stayed with
Alabama for a half. However, the
powerful Tide pulled away in the second half, overrunning the injuryriddled BC squad.

1982 Tangerine Bowl: Auburn 33
Boston College 26
Super sophomore Doug Flutie led
BC to its first bowl appearance in 39
years, compiling an 8-2-1 record
over the regular season.
The Eagles, unable to stop the
Auburn wishbone, had to rely on
their offense to keep them in the
game. Flutie had a phenomenal day,
completing 22 out of 38 passes for
299 yards and two touchdowns.
However, Bo Jackson and co. were
too strong for'BC and the Eagles did
not have enough time to fight back
from a 33-10 third period deficit.
1983 Liberty Bowl: Notre Dame
19 Boston College 18
BC moved it through the air and
Notre Dame moved it along the
ground. The only difference was extra points. The Irish made one extra point, the Eagles (at the peak of
their placekicking woes) missed all
three of their conversions.
Flutie, the games MVP, accounted
for all of BC's scoring by throwing
for three touchdowns (he was 16 out
of 37 for 287 yards).
Notre Dame's offense tore up the
Eagles' defense on the ground, racking up over 250 yards. Anthony
Pinkett and Chris Smith each rushed for over 100 yards.

an impressive ground attack. Troy
1985 Cotton Bowl: Boston ColStradford rushed for 196 yards and
lege 45 Houston 28
The 9-2 top ten Eagles seemed to Steve Strachan ran for 91 yards, each
have little competition in the 7-4 back recorded two touchdowns.
The running game wore down the
Cougars. However, a strong wind
bothered Heisman winner Flutie Cougars and iced the win for the
(even though he threw three TD Eagles. The victory gave BC a fourth
passes) and kept Houston in the place national finish and provided
a fitting finale for the legendary no.
game until the fourth quarter.
Forced to run, BC responded with 22.

lack Bicknell

at

the 1983 Liberty Bowl.
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1986
BC Eagles

Football

Roster

1-Keith Love, SE
2-Steve Williams, RB
3-David Rooney, P/K
4-Rico Labbe, WS
5-Ed Duran, WS
6- Brian Lowe, X
...

7-Shawn Halloran, Q8

8-Rorery Perry man, CB

Eagles 8-3 .727

Hall of Fame Bowl
Tampa Stadium

BC Preview

10-Mike Power, QB
11-Mike Williams, SS
12-Mark Kamphaus, QB
13-Sean Carmody, SE

9-Chandler White, SE

Air Attack Leads BC To Tampa Bay

14-Paul Digeronimo, WS
15-Rick Nickeson, WS

by Steven Condon

16-Mike Willging, QB
17-Dave Thompson, SS

18-Ken Kanzler, X
19-Chuck Gregory, CB
20-Tom Waddle, SE

21-Tyrone Taylor, RB
23-Troy Stradford, RB
Flutie, FL/SE
25-Willie Hislop, FB
26-Marcus Cherry, FL
27-Larry Castillo, CB
28-Vincent Munn, CB
29-|oe DeFranco, SS
30-Tracey Giles, RB

31-Duke St. Pierre, FB

32-Ronald Perryman, LB

33-jim Bell, RB

34-Mike Sanders, RB
35-Karl Kreshpane, SS
' 36-Cene Alston, RB
37-|un Anderson, FB
38-teff Baker, CB
39-Chariie Smith, DE

40-Jim Turner, FB
41-Brett Chicko, FB

42-Kevin Cinley, FB
43-Brian Williams, CB
44-Shawn Dombrowski, SE

45-David Johnson, CB

46-Bill Thompson, DE
47-Cecil Ricks, CB
48-Cerrick McPhearson, CB
49-Carl Pellegata, WS
50-Jim HasseTTDE
51-Bill Smithers, LB
52-|im Biestek, C
53-Bill Romanowski, LB
54-Mike Ratigan, C
S5-|ohn Calvin, LB
S6-Darren Twombly, C
57-Ted Gafmey, LB
SB-John Merklinger, DE
59-Chris Gildea, DT
60-Bill Scavone, OG
61-Brian Schoenle, C

62-Karl Maier, NC

fe3-Mike Bumpus, OG

64-Joe Wolf, C

65-Steve Trapilo, G
66-Mark Anken, C
67-Mark Murphy, T
69-Oavid Wideli, G
T
70-Jeff Oliver,
71-David Nugent, NG

72-Tom PoreTlT
73-|im Ostrowski, C
74-Doug WideH, C
Kwitchoff, T
76-Oave Moore, T
77-|eff Simpson, T
78-Ed Fahey, T
80-Kevin Pearson, DE
81-Andy Hemmerm, DE
82-Kelvin Martin, FL
83-Pat Walsh, TE
84-Pat Murphy, LB
85-Peter Casparriello, TE
86-Ray Hilvert, FL
87-lvan Caesar, WS

88-Kyle Hudgins, TE
89-Sean Murphy, TE

90-Jon Bronner, FB
91-Mike Savior, LB
92-Matt Kelley, LB
93-)ames Murray, G
94-Patrick Aid, T
95-Stephen Jordan, NG
9W«ter Gray, T
97-)ohn Bosa, T
98-Mike Degnan, T
9*?ric lindstrom, DE

1986
Eagle

Schedule
Results

On the night of December 23, the
Boston College Eagles will play in
their fourth bowl in five years when
they take on the Georgia Bulldogs
in the Hall of Fame Bowl.
This has been one of the most surprising seasons that any BC football
team has enjoyed as they started 1-3
and have won seven in a row to
bring their record to 8-3. It has been
one of the most satisfying seasons
for the Eagle fans as the team was
not expected to fare as well as they

did.

The Eagles do indeed have a
to bring down to
Tampa. Coach Jack Bicknell has
given his troops the week off this

talented squad

tions for the Bulldogs.

10/4 SMU 31, BC 29
10/11BC 30, Maryland 25
10/18 BC 41, Louisville 7
10/25 BC 19, WVU 10
11/1 BC 27, Army 20
11/8 BC 38, Temple 29
11/15 8C27, Syracuse 9
11/22 8C56, HC26

Stev

Fitzparick
Eagle QB Shawn Halloran rebounded for an impressive season.

some top receivers. Kelvin Martin
was a preseason All-American candidate and he has caught 41 passes
for 550 total yards despite being
double covered in most of the
games. Martin is always a deep
threat and his longest reception was
of 46 yards.
Other receivers who Halloran
relies on are Darren Elutie, Peter
Caspariello, and Tom Waddle. Flutie
has a 15.1 yard per catch average,
and he showed that he can be a
long threat when he caught a 66

yard touchdown pass versus
Syracuse. Caspariello and Waddle
have each caught 48 passes, and
they provide Halloran with a couple more threats.
When Halloran is not passing, he
will he handing off the ball to one
of many competent running backs
the Eagles have. Troy Stradford leads
the runnign game as he has rushed
218 times for 1200 yards. After early season injuries, Stradford has
played one of the best seasons that
a back can enjoy.

with All-East honors and he has
been very consistent this season.
Gaffney has also been consistent
and this dynamic duo has been a
force in their play.
The defensive secondary has
played well this season. Steve
Williams played the game of his life
versus Louisville and he has had a
tremendous season. Gerrick MacPherson and Carl Pellegata each
have been consistent this season.
The kicking game is in good
BC Looks, page 20

BC Season Capsule

Balanced Eagle Offense Highlights
by Tom Kenney
What a season. The 1986 Boston
College football team came in like
a lamb, but certainly went out like
a lion. The year had as many surprises as any good daytime drama.

Quarterback Shawn Halloran
hero and
quickly made Eagle supporters
forget 1985. Halfback Troy Stradford
shook off early season injuries to
have perhaps his best year at the
went from has-been to

heights. The biggest surprise may
have come in the placekicking
department, where former BC soccer goalie Brian Lowe came out of
nowhere to sure up one of the

Eagles' annual headaches.

Despite losing its opening game

9/6 Rutgers 11, BC 9
9/13 BC 21, California 15
9/20 Perm State 26, BC 14

Phot

week before they start their prepara-

Probably one of the most surprising performances by a BC player is
that of quarterback Shawn Halloran.
Last season he had the unenviable
task of replacing Doug Flutie, and
with every fan in New England expecting miracles from Halloran, he
was unable to play well. This season
Halloran has played extremely well.
This season Halloran lost his job
to his younger backups and he was
later reinstated as starter. This
season Halloran has completed 154
passes for a 62.1 completion
percentage. In addition, he passed
for 2044 yards and 16 touchdowns.
Aside from numbers, it is evident
that Halloran has been playing with
great confidence and he is more
comfortable.
Halloran's passing game includes

Other runnign backs are Jon
Bronner, Jim Bell, and Jim Turner.
Bronner has carried the ball 77
times for 313 yards and he has proved to be a valuable weapon in
short yardage situations. Bell and
Turner have each carried over 30
times, and they have been steady
performers.
As for the offensive front, Steve
Trapilo was named to the Second
Team All-American and he has impressed many of the professional
scouts with his play this year.
The defense has shown that they
can play with some of the best
teams in the country. Lineman John
Bosa has played well and he will be
in the pros next year. Tom Porell has
been consistent this year and they
by will have to put pressure on the
powerful Georgia running game.
The end positions are in good
hands with Eric Lindstrom and Bill
Thompson.
The linebacking corps consists of
Bill Romanowski and Ted Gaffney.
Romanowski came into the season

and losing two starting quarterbacks

in consecutive weeks, this BC squad
accomplished two things even
Doug Flutie and co. could not: it
won seven games in a row and it
beat West Virginia. The 1986 proved that there is life after Doug.
Game 1: Rutgers 11 Boston College 9
BC opens at Alumni Stadium with
quiet confidence, believing they can
put the horrors of 1985 behind
them. Halloran and the offense
make that confidence look unfounded as they struggle through a
lackluster performance. Halloran (15
for 37, 140 yards, 1 int.) has his worst
day of his career and is booed like
never before.
The two teams play a forgettable
first three quarters. The only scoring belongs to the Knights: a four

yard TD pass from Joe Gagliardi to
Henry Henderson and a 23 yard
field goal by Doug Geisler. Rutgers
leads 11-0 heading into the final

frame.

BC controls the final period, scoring on their first possession. Stradford finishes off an 80 yard drive by
picking up a Halloran fumble and
bolting 20 yards for the score. The
Eagles go for the two-point conversion, but Halloran misses Shawn

Dombrowski.
BC quickly regains possession

on

a Ted Gaffney interception and
Lowe hits his first career field goai
to cut the lead to 11-9.
The Eagles have one more chance

to win,

but four straight incompletitions finish off BC and force a QB
change.

game-winning, 52 yards in 8 plays.

Throwing just once, Kamphaus
relies on the power running of Jon
Game 2: Boston College 21 Bronner (75 yards) and Jim Bell (95
yards). Fullback Jim Turner wins the
California 15
game
with his one yard TD plunge.
Eagles
The
reveal phenom
Game 3: Perm State 26 Boston
quarterback Mike Power, who electrifies the crowd for a little over a College 14
in this nationally-televised game
half.
at
Sullivan Stadium the Eagles do litHowever, on the first drive off the
to help their reputation around
tle
second half, Power breaks his ankle
the
country.
yard
gain.
as he scrambles for a 40
Perm
State methodically cruises
picks
up three points on the
BC
to
12-0
a
lead through thefirst half.
player
drive but lose a promising
for
Late
in
the
second quarter Kamthe season.
phaus
breaks
his thumb and is
Kamphaus
Mark
takes over with
replaced
by
the
exiled Halloran.
the team trailing 15-13 early in the
Halloran
tears
apart the Lions
fourth quarter. He orchestrates the
secondary in the second half, throvving for 227 yards and two
touchdowns. However, while Perm
State bull-dozers for two more
touchdowns behind D.J. Dozier,
BC's offense moves downfield but
fails to score. Haloran's three interceptions and Stradford's one
leave the Eagles high and dry on the
scoreboard.
Stradford's return to the starting
lineup falls short of legendary. Troy
runs for only 39 yards, fumbles once
and throws a big interception on a
halfback option.
Lions' coach Joe Paterno on BC,
by
"they're better than a lot of people

Phot
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Fitzparick
BC tailback Troy Stradford rambled for close to 1200 yards.

think." It

would be a few weeks
prove him right.
Game 4: SMU 31 Boston College
29
The BC offense finally comes of
age, but the defense fails to do its
part. SMU gained 391 yards in total

before the Eagles
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Vs. Georgia

1986
Georgia

December 23rd

Football

Roster

8:00pm
Georgia

Bulldogs 8-3 .727

Preview

Dooley's Dawgs Ready For Tampa
by

"I went into the game wanting
100 yards," said Henderson. "This
season I've been hampered by a
knee injury, so I wanted to do it
right in this game."
Henderson is also a threat as a
receiver out of the backfield. He
was second on the team with 16 catches on the year averaging 14.4
yards a reception.
Handling the quarterback chores
for the Bulldogs is James Jackson a
175 pound junior. Jackson has
thrown for 1475 yards on the season
and is the first quarterback since
Buck Belue in 1981 to accomplish
such a feat. He is second in the SEC
in total offense and third in passing
efficiency, completing over 55 percent of his passing attempts on the
season.
Jackson's longest pass of the
season was a 78 yarder against
Clemson. His touchdown to interception ratio is 9 to 6.
Defensively the Bulldog's are
tough, giving up 335 yards a game.
they are more susceptible to the air
attack than the ground attack, giving up almost 200 yards a game in
the air, while only allowing their opponents 137 yards on the ground.
The defense is led by John Brantly a 226 pound linebacker who has
160 total tackles on the season. He
gets the most help from fellow
linebacker Steve Boswell who tips
the scales at 222 pounds and has
126 total tackles on the year.
The Bulldogs have picked off 22
of their opposition's passes, led by
Gary Moss who has 5. They have
caused 3 of those interceptions and
they have also recovered 11 fumbles.

John Valente

The 8-3 Georgia Bulldogs bring
tough
running attack in the form
a
of the I Formation to the Hall of
Fame Bowl in Tampa, Florida.
Head Coach Vince Dooley is
finishing his 23rd season at Georgia
and has compiled an overall record
of 183-70-10, the best won-loss ratio
of any Georgia football coach.
Dooley led the Bulldogs to a national championship in 1980 and
the Hall of Fame Bowl will mark the
18th appearance of a Vince Dooley
coached team in post season play.
Although this year's squad is not
the caliber of the Bulldog squad that
won the national championship it
is not a unit to be taken lightly.
The Georgia offense averages 25.9
points a game by virtue of a ground
attack that grinds out 255 yards a
contest and an air attack that is good
for another 144 yards a game.
The Bulldog offense relies heavily on tailback Lars Tate, who leads
the team in both rushing and pass
receiving. The tailback from Indianapolis, Indiana averages 86.7
yards a game and over 5 yards a
carry. He is sth in the SEC in All
Wayne Johnson leads the Georgia
purpose running and the Ist
Georgia back since Hershel Walker times. He rushed for 154 yards in
to rush for more than 100 yards in Georgia's 31-24 win.
"I knew we were going to win,"
three straight games.
Tate is not only a talented runner said Tate. "It was just something inbut is a threat to catch passes out side telling me we could do it."
of the backfield as well. He has
In describing his game winning
made 22 catches for 219 total yards score Tate said, "It was 58 toss
giving him an average of 9.7 yards sweep. The play is designed for me
a game.
to take the ball off tackle and go
In his last regular season game downhill. I saw green grass on the
against Georgia Tech, Tate scored 3 outdide so I bounced outside and

offense.
dashed to the endzone. It was

history."
The top fullback in Dooley's I formation is Keith Henderson, a 6 foot
2 inch 202 pound sophomore. He
bullies his way for 58 yards a game
at an average of 5.4 yards a carry. He
broke a 50 yarder against Florida.
Against Tech Henderson also had
a stellar afternoon rushing for 116
yards.

Seven Game Winning Streak In '86

Icontinued from page 18
offense, 222 of them via the ground,
and stayed one step ahead of the
Eagles all night.
The major nemesis of BC's
defense is halfback Jeff Atkins.
Atkins does not need a car from a
booster to get around on this night,
rushing for 129 yards and three
touchdowns.
In the fourth quarter Eagle flanker
Kelvin Martin tries to bring BC back
single-handedly. Martin catches a
32 yard TD pass from Halloran,
returns a punt 85 yards for another
touchdown, and then adds the twopoint conversion to cut the lead to

31-29.
However, the Mustangs take the
ball over with 4:42 left and run the
clock out, making four first downs.
Atkins games 39 yards during this
stretch and effectively ices the
game.
After the game, SMU coach Bobby Collins remarks, "we beat a very
good football team tonight." Few in
the Boston area agree with him yet.
Game 5: Boston College 30
Maryland 25
Finally, BC makes Paterno and
Collins look good by playing an
outstanding game and beating a top
twenty team on the road. Representatives of the Hall of Fame Bowl
show up to scout Maryland, but
leave talking about the Eagles.
Halloran enjoys his finest day
ever, completing 26 of 36 passes for
401 yards and three touchdowns.
BC leads 23-7 heading into the
final frame, when the Terps make a
furious run at the Eagles. A

touchdown and a field goal shorten Louisville squad and evens its
the BC advantage to 23-17 with 2:30 record at 3-3.
left. .
The Eagles' offensive line
Martin (7 catches for 103 yards) dominates the Cardinals' defensive
puts the game away when he gets front, allowing Stradford to run for
behind the Maryland secondary 171 yards and a touchdown.
and catches a 46 yard TD pass from
Louisville scores first early in the
Halloran.
first quarter, but BC seems totally
unfazed as it quickly answers with
The Eagles finally look !;ke a good two touchdowns.
football team. The offense is rallyBy halftime the Eagles lead 27-7
ing around Halloran and the and they stretch it out to 41-7 by the
defense is making the big plays end of the third.
when ,it has to. The team is ready
Game 7: Boston College 19 West
to emerge as a power.
Virginia 10
Boston College 41 Louisville 7
On this day the defense takes
Brimming with confidence, BC over. BC's unit bends (353 yards in
overpowers the
outmanned total yards by WVU) but doesn't

break (4 Mountaineer turnovers).
The Eagles offense struggles
throughout the afternoon. It has no
problem moving the ball (294 yards
in total offense), but it can't put the
ball in the end zone.
Fortunately, Lowe emerges as a
reliable field goal kicker, booting
four to pace BC to a 12-10 lead after

three.
The Eagles' only touchdown
comes at a key time. Early in the
final stanza Halloran leads his

troops on a 68 yard drive, passing
only once, that climaxes with a one

yard touchdown run by Bronner.
West Virginia appears to be in the
game as it drives from its 38 all the
way to BC's seven. However, the
defense comes up big one final time
as Eric Lindstrom intercepts a pass,
sealing the win for the Eagles.
Game 8: Boston College 27 Army 20

Phot

by
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Fitzparick
Eagle John Bosa was a force to be reckon with.
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With thoughts of last year's
Michie Stadium embarassment still
dancing in their heads, the BC
squad comes out wanting to shut
down Army's vaunted wishbone.
The Eagles don't shut down the
wishbone, but they do control it. In
fact, BC beats the Cadets at their
own game, outrushing the Military
Academy thanks mostly to Stradford's 230 yards on the ground.
BC utilizes four Lowe field goals
and four Army turnovers to grab a
19-13 lead early in the fourth quarter.
However, the wishbone finally
breaks through. The Cadets take
Halloran's Play, page 20

1-Joey Hester, QB
2-Miles Smith, S

Moss, CB
4-Frea Lane, FL
5-Steve Crumley, Pk
6-Chris Carpenter, P
9-John Thomas, FL
10-David Dukes, SE
12-Brad Lockridge, S
13-Steve Harmon, S
14-James Jackson, QB
15-Todd Williams, QB
17-Davis Jacobs, PK
18-Wayne Johnson, QB
19-john Little, ROY
20-Rusty Beasley, CB
23-Greg Williams, CB
24-Cassius Osborn,SE
27-Rick Fromm, S
28-Aaron Chibb, DE
29-Will Jones, LB
30-Keith Henderson, FB
32-Lars Tate, TB
33-Bill O'Leary, LB
35-Horace Smith, CB
38-Tim Worley, TB
42-John Brantley, LB
43-Davkl McCluskey, FB
44-Steve Boswell, LB
45-Kevin Jackson, FB
48-Fred Cook, ROY

3-Gary

49-Mike Brown,

Roy

50-Curt Mull, OT
51-Jeff Smith, C
52-Henry Harris, G
53-Demetrius Douglas, LB
54-Vince Guthrie, LB
55-John Abram, G
58-George Mrvos, C
60-Terrie Webster, LB
61-Keith Johnson, C
63-Todd Wheeler, C
66-Eric Johnson, OG
67-George Tate, OT
68-Kim Steohens, G
69-Mack Burroughs, G
70-Ron Smith, G
71-William Tang, G
72-Larry Brown, G
73-Nick Fotos, G
74-Rudolph Henderson, G
75-Scott Adams, G
76-Chris Warren, T
77-Victor Perry, T
78-Blake Hyland, T
79-Wilbur Strozier, T
80-Sam Palmer, SE
83-Kirk Warner, TE
84-M»ke Guthrie, DE
86-Calvin Ruff, LB
87-Troy Sadowski, TE
90-Jrm Hickey, TE
91 -Andy Dotson, G
92-Richard Tardits, DE
94-Wycliffe Lovelace, T
95-Bilt Goldberg, G
96-Jimps Cole, T
?

97-Paul Giles, T

Bulldog
Schedule
Results
9/13-GU 31, Duke 7
9/20-C!emson 31, GU 28
9/27-GU 31, S Carolina 26
10/4-GU 14,OleMiss10
10/11-LSU 23, GU 14
10/18-GU 38, Vandy 16
10/25-GU 31, Kentucky 9
11/1-GU 28 Richmond 13
11/8-Fiorida 31, GU 19
11/15-GU 20, Auburn 16

11/29-GU3lGaTech,24
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Halloran's Play Keys Eagles' Comeback

Icontinued from page 19
over at midfield and march along
the ground for the go-ahead score.
The confidence the Eagles have
built up over the last few weeks
does not let them down, though.

Taking over at Army's 21 following
a Lindstrom fumble recovery,
Halloran coolly drives the team in
for the winning touchdown, a
Halloran to Peter Casparriello eight
yard hook up.

Sports Shop

urn

Featuring A Wide Selection of Men's and Ladies' Athletic
Activewear and Footwear at Reasonable Prices

BC STUDENTS RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES

15 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton
244-2209
Right next to the Boston College MBTA stop

Game 9: Boston College 38 Temple 29
Tasting a bowl, BC comes out
smoking. Halloran throws for four
touchdowns as the Eagles assume
the second spot in the East Indies
standings.
BC scored three times in the first
quarter and twice in the second.
Every time Temple closed to within
seven, Halloran and Co. pushed up
the lead to fourteen.
With the Eagles ahead 35-21 to
start the second half, the defenses
on both teams take over. BC can only manage a field goal in the final
thirty minutes and the Owls produce only one touchdown in that
stretch.
Within nine points of the lead,
Temple drives to the Eagles' three
yard line with five minutes left. On
fourth and one, the Owls try a fake
field goal. They get stuffed short of
the first down by Mike Williams and
friends, closing the door on any
comeback hopes.
Game 10: Boston College 27
Syracuse 9
The game for the bowls. A win
here guarantees a twelth game for
the white-hot Eagles. BC does not
disappoint, playing a superb game
on defense and a superb game on

offense.
Halloran tosses TD passes to Martin and Darren Flutie to give the

CUSTOM-MADE
FOR A STUDENT

Eagles a 17-3 lead at intermission.
As BC's offense struggles through
the second half, the defense comes

IFotomat

has part time openings for
morning and afternoon shifts in our
Copley Square and Downtown

These are excellent jobs for a
student that permits you to study
during quiet times.
Competitive salary, commissions,

\continued from page 18

hands with Brian Lowe and David
Rooney. Lowe came onto the team
this season from the soccer team
and he has impressed all by bringing back stability to the placekicking game. Rooney has been a consistent performer with the punting

and generous discounts.
at

by

Stev

FHzpatrick

Halloran struggled at first but rebounded to lead at the end.
up with the big plays. Syracuse
amount ot toucnaowns, and
drives inside the Eagles' twenty
Halloran connecting more often
three times in the half, scoring just than an AT&T operator, the Eagles
seven points.
accelerate to a 42-14 lead by the
Stradford (184 yards rushing)
end of the half.
With the game decided, the two
finishes off the Orangemen when
he scores on a 29 yard run with 1:27
teams fall into the usual mudslingleft.
ing that accompanies any good
rivalry. The pitiful conditions of FitA sign at Alumni Stadium reads:
Shawn, we were wrong. My, how
ton Field only add to the "cheap"
times change in a hurry.
nature of the second half.
Game 11: Boston College 56 HoBC proved that they are at least
ly Cross 26
one step above Holy Cross. With the
exception of Gordie Lockbaum,
The "experts" believe that Holy
Cross can play with BC and the HoChris Kenney, and a few others, the
ly Cross players believe they can
Crusaders were outmanned at every
play with BC. When the Crusaders
position on the field.
grab a quick 14-0 lead, these peoHalloran takes home the O'Melia
ple look pretty smart.
award (MVP of the game) and puts
on a big smile for all to see. He has
However, the maroon and gold
the last laugh, and he'll be laughing
takes umbridge. With Stradford and
all the way to Tampa.
Martin scoring a seemingly endless

BC Looks to Stop Bulldogs

Crossing stores.

Call Jim Sacchetti

Phot

935-4102

an equal opportunity employer MIF

scoring affair and the Eagles will
have to stop the Bulldogs strong runners if they are to be successful. The
Bulldogs meanwhile will have to
stop Halloran from establishing
a
n?^fcMiin

&~WMr r mixsmxm-,i

m???im

in mini

m

?\u25a0

big passing game. The Bulldogs will
bring in a rich football tradition,
while the Eagles bring in a newly
formed football power.
Prediction: 8C27 GU 22

duties.

Overall the game will be a high

This is NOT Party Time & Travel
A Toast To The New Year
in Exciting Montreal
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1 Round Trip Transportation via
Luxury Temperature Controlled
Motor Coach
PRICE INCLUDES FULL AMERICAN BREAKFAST

'
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Two nights at the H ° tei Eur °p a
(Directly Downtown)
DELUXE PACKAGE
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HOTEL SHERBOURG
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Night Club
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Gala New Year's Party
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bus tour
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bus tour
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30-Jan.
1
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Jan.
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30

DEPARTURE: December 30 RETURN: January

i

April 11
April 18"
AprH 25

pe t> 28

March 14'
March 21 Dynamic Destinations
482 Main Street
March 28
Maiden, MA 02148
pr " *
(617)324-7735
(617) 321-4165
1

a*Ta
*

Call the Special New Years Line Now

(617) 324-7735

February 4 at
the Campus Pub

Battle of the
BJC. Bands
Any student band interested in
playing, please submit demo
tape to Pub Series, UGBC,

McElroyl23.
The winner of the contest
receives a paid return
engagement later in the
semester.

All tapes are due on January
21. Please include name and
telephone number.
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BC Over Fairfield

Barry's 19 Pts. Leads
\continued from page 75

pleased with the team's performance, "I thought we were patient,
and that we could get it inside. Troy
(Bovvers) was able to get whatever
he wanted inside."

This was one of the most exciting
games in the Roberts Center in recent memory as the two teams both
played well, and there was always
a close margain.
The game was tied at halftime,
and the second half was a closely
played game. When the game ended, the fans at the Roberts Center
erupted as the team celebrated at

Fairfield is a program on the rise,
but Stags Coach Mitch Bounaguro
commented, "We're not that good
yet that we can be up on a lot of
teams. Everything's gotta go right. If
it doesn't, the players get a little nervous."

The fans who went to Thursday
night's game were also treated to a
special halftime show with the
Budweiser Lite Daredevils. This
group of talented acrobats are
famous for their high flying jumps

ford to just key on me."
The Eagles shot 53 percent as a
team and Coach Jim O'Brien was

Earlier in the week, Bowers hit a
shot with less that ten seconds remaining to lift the Eagles to a 88-86
victory over Harvard Crimson
Thursday night.

midcourt.

and dunks.

The daredevils were promoted
heavily around the campus before
the game, and they more than lived up to their billing. Each and

21

every fan went home in awe.
Last Monday night the Eagles
travelled to the University of New
Hampshire to take on the Wildcats.
The Eagles suffered a tough 51-49
defeat. Barros' last second three
pointer fell short as the Wildcats
handed the Eagles their first loss of
the young season.
The Eagles undoubtedly have a
lot of preparation before they begin
their Big East season January 6
against Villanova. Traditionally, BC
does begin their season with some
of the local New England schools
like UNH, Holy Cross, and Maine.
In any event, these teams are not as
strong as the Big East teams and the
Eagles will have to play better come
January before the Big East season.
The Eagle cagers will go at it
again tonight when they host Utica
College at the Roberts Center.

Wrestling

Eagles Manhandled By WPI
by

John Young

cd. He just lost his concentration."

The Boston College Men's Wrestling team was soundly defeated last
Wednesday night by Worcester
Polytechnical Institute. The 47-6
score reflected the difficulties the
young, depleted BC team encountered against the deep, experienced team from Worcester.
The Eagles were forced

to forfeit

two matches due to injuries and BC

Head Coach Rod Butry commented, "We have some key men
like Bill Gallucci hurt and have no
one to replace him with. Our lack
of depth really hurt us."
The match began on a positive
note as Eagle Co-Captain

John

Zogby scored and impressive 14-2
victory in the 118 lb. class. The 4-0
lead was short lived and Worcester
proceeded to win the next four matches, two by pins, and gained a 23-4
lead. Two BC forfeits made the score
35-4 and the three remaining matches became a test of pride.
Eagle Bob Radochia wrestled at
177 and was pinned, uncharacteristic for this talented
veteran. Butry remarked, "There is
no way Bob should have been pinn-

The 190 lb. match featured BC
freshman Greg Pulskamp in the best
match of the day. Pulskamp battled
throughout the first two periods and
held a 2-1 lead advantage going into the final two minutes. The third
period proved to be a grueling test
of endurance and a late rally by the
Worcester wrestler caused the
match to end in a 3-3 tic.
The heavyweight division proved
to be a mismatch based on physical

inequalities. BC Co-Captain Tom
Ciachetto faced a behemoth from
Worcester who outweighted him by
over fifteen pounds along with being about 4-5 inches taller than him.
Giachetto spent most of the match
trying to get out from under this
giant's grasp and did a fine job
despite losing.

Depth problems result in forfeits
and according to Butry, "Having
more people makes the competition
with in the team better. The guys
who wrestle in the matches will be
in much better competitive condition."

TT
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Dana Barros

drives past

Harvard in

by Globalsports
call 237-7678

of FAME BOWL from

round trip air on USAir or Eastern
accommodations at Tampa Hilton
(walk to BC rally & hotel, shopping, restaurants
* game ticket
\u2605 all transfers
\u2605 luggage handling
* kickoff
party
(big screen TV Patriots vs. Miami, munchies, beer)
* daily continental breakfast
* complimentary hors d'oeuvres

SATURDAY SKI TRIPS $45
*
*

Sunapee Mountain 1/17
Waterville Valley 2/2

\u2605

Cannon Mountain 1/24
\u2605 Mount Snow 2/21

SPRING BREAK IN AUSTRIA $685
Ski Trip to Innsbruck, February 28-March 7
Globalsports, Ltd. 554 Washington St., Suite 12
Wellesley, MA 02181 237-7678

FOR

complete

ANY CONCERT

COLD kegs

ANY SHOW

ANY GAME

$24.99

ANY SEATS

plus deposit

ANY TIME

BUD OR COORS KEGS
Pick Up Only
$27.95 plus deposit
The Only FREE DELIVERY in Boston
277-7990
277-7837
277-6195

$399

*

FRONT ROW
* TICKETS *

We stock a

kFrom

recent action.

Boston College Tours

HALL

ANYWHERE
|

1

CALL NOW
(603) 668-0447
FRONT ROW TICKET AGENCY
1087 Elm Street, Manchester, NH 03101
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The defeat leaves the team record
at 2-4 and Giachetto put the match
into perspective stating, "This is the
best team we will wrestle all year.
This team along with many others
we have faced so far are not in our
conference and are good competition for next semester."
The Worcester bench was filled
BC faces most of its conference
with a plentiful supply of wrestlers opponents next semester and when
compared with the much smaller asked how he felt the Eagles would
BC team. Butry said, "They have a do in the upcoming months,
lot of financial support and as a Giachetto said, "The people who
result, have a lot of depth."
are hurt now will be back which
When asked what he thought will make us a much better team.
BC's biggest problems were, he I think we'll do very well when it
remarked, "Lack of experience and counts next semester."

900 HUNTINGTON AVE.

jTJlBal.

::

depth." Many of the wrestlers who
performed in the match are
freshmen who were wrestling for
the first time and Butry said, "It
takes time to build a program and
these young guys have to get the experience for them to excel."

JAMAICA LIQUORS
tLjjBhv

man

I
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BC Basketball

O'Brien Returns With Competitive Spirit
John Valente

by knocking a shelf full of
across the room.
When Jim O'Brien returned to his coke bottlesjust stopped and looked
Alma Mater last spring, becoming "The guys
the 14th head basketball coach in
Boston College history, he brought
along his competitive spirit.
"I do believe that Bill Flynn and
some of the people that remember
me as a player, probably remember
my competitiveness," said O'Brien.
"That probably had something to
do with it (my getting the job)."
In his three seasons playing varby
sity basketball for the Eagles,
O'Brien scored 1,273 points, twice
garnered All-East honors and was
named 1971 New England Player of
the Year in his last season. Even with
all of these varsity honors, one of his
most memorable moments as a
Jim O'Brien
player came in his freshman year on around. Cousy wanted to know
the junior varsity squad.
what the hell was going on and at
The undefeated Eagles had lost to that point I was a little bit concernProvidence in Rhode Island. As the ed about how he was going to
junior varsity players filed back in- react," said O'Brien. "He reacted in
to the lockerroom, Bob Cousy was a positive manner because I think
instructing the varsity in the front of he felt at that time that, here's a guy
the room.
that it really matters to and I know
"I was never really too excited that this guy is going to be comabout situations when we lost," said petitive because he doesn't like to
O'Brien, who highlighted his enlose.
trance
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B.C. Travel presents.
Fly with the "Eagles"
.

.

BOSTON COLLEGE
HALL OF FAME BOWL
Tampa, Floorida December 20-24
INCLUDED IN YOUR B.C. PACKAGE:
*

evening departure on Dec. 20th. .. morning return on Dec. 24

?k round trip air via scheduled airline
\u2605 non-stop service Bqston to Tampa
*
*

\u2605

transfers between airport/hotel/game
four (4) nights accomodations at the Clearwater Beach Hilton
a first class hotel on 5 acres with a 1000 foot private beach

"He appreciated me being a
competitor," concluded O'Brien.
As a professional player in the
now defunct American Basketball
Association, he had to compete
with and against some of the best
players in the country. "Dr. J", Rick
BarryArtis Gilmore and Billy Cuningham were all members of the
league. At times, O'Brien had his
hands full on defense, "I never matched up against Dr. J but in transition or on a switch I sometimes had
to cover him.
"Dr. J's 6 feet, 7 inches tall and
I'm 6 foot one. He's going to the
hoop trying to dunk everything in
sight and I can hardly touch the
rim.

O'Brien, who lasted for 4 years in
the ABA, has found a competitiveness in coaching that's different from competitiveness while
playing.
"I think that most people who are
in this business are competitive by
nature," said O'Brien, "but you have
to be in a position to temper it as
well and keep your emotions in
check. Especially, when you're in a
position as a coach. It's more important to do it then, than it was as a
player."
He also feels that coaching
responsibilities include more than
controlling emotions. It includes
sharing emotions as a team and that
concept includes the coach's being
there for the kids.
The BC basketball program has an
open door policy in regards to his
participants. O'Brien wants the
members to know that he is there
for them and he will do anything to
help them.
"Some coaches are more distant,"
noted O'Brien, "But you have to be
yourself and your own personality.
My personality, and probably to a
fault, is to get too close to the kids
but that's the way I -am."

\u2605 in-worn movies*
all rooms with color TV
&
lounge
restaurant
\u2605 most rooms overlook the Gulf of Mexico * boat rentals
* large
freeform heated pool * whirlpool
Colpitis
\u2605
Document Kit with general information
\u2605 Colpitis Travel escort
*

RATES PER PERSON
-

quad

$419.00

5399.00

-

triple

$469.00

-

-

twin

&

Stev

single

O'Brien has always believed in
this type of group atmosphere. For
instance, although he had some
great individual accomplishments
in his last years at BC, the team
didn't do that well and it was the
team that really mattered. For Jim
O'Brien there is no room for
selfishness. There is room for loyalty and competitiveness.
"Sports creates a competitive feeling," he said, "And you can't com-

pete successfully without some
form of drive to be successful and
that sets the stage for people getting
into any type of field.

"In order to be successful in this
society you need to have a competitive streak."
Someone should tell his wife,
Christine and his two daughters not
to leave any breakables around the
house.

PRO-AM T's
Professional & Collegiate Insignia Merchandise
a full line of T's, Sweats, Football jerseys, jackets
much more

Champion and Starter
Plus Customized T's and Sweats
Put your name and number on any item

OPEN DAILY

2193 Commonwealth Avenue
next to College Sub
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sun 12 p.m. 5 p.m.

We call it the Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff
bundle before January 9, 1987, you'll receive
a bundle of extras
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh SI2K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you II also get an Image Writer? II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations
Plus, you II get MacLightning,

WE RENT VCRs & TVs BY THE
DAY, WEEK, AND MONTH

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries,
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time,
whats more, there's a Macintosh
Support Kit fiiled with valuable accessorjes
and computer care products from 3M*
Comp | e[e wjth a ? ,he [hmgs you md {Q
keep your Macintosh running long after
vouve
,

?

raf j uate(|
,

f

~.,,,,,,,.«s¥::f

t

j&M.

Boston College Computer Store

Gasson Hall, Basement

Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
.

,

Le ' us sh ow >'ou h ° w t0 ?>el throu § h
col e *e bett ? ffasler a, d smarter StO P in
;
and see us for more inf?i°n

New Releases: Raw Deal, Gods Must Be Crazy,
Cobra, Indiana Jones, Money Pit, Highlander, Just
Between Friends, Violets are Blue, Bedroom Eyes,
Spies Like Us, Wildcats, and many more!

1280 Centre St., Picadillv Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159
(Next to Rosenfields Bagels)
965-7120

&

Featuring:

write extras.

selection in Newton

Fitoarck

O'Brien ponders recent action in a game at Roberts Center.

Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh? personal computer, and all the

VIDEO BIZ
The best prices

by

This holiday season,
get the'Write Stuff'
at the right price.

For further information, please call
B.C. travel at 552-3034 or 326-7800

5379.00
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Vector Marketing Corporation Offers
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Earn extra money taking physical inventory,
going to school and during semester breaks.
Work one to two days/fiights as your class
schedule will allow January is our busiest
month. While on semester break (whether
locally or elsewhere) we can provide you
wL~a on your
wh-h ->c\
*t\ v,?
..I. ?;i,ki>
w,th
20-40
hours based
Our starting salary is $5.50/ hour after
comprehensive paid training. Work is
generally availale within an area close to
your home. For additional information
concerning interviews, contact:
??

63TlJaah ma

S eCia ' iStS
t
te stre et

Braintree,

02184

amiability.

Semester Break
Student Work Program

Z

$925 minimum startin nte
ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
FLEXIBLE HOURS AVAILABLE
* NO DOOR TO DOOR OR PHONE SALES INVOLVED
* TORPOR ATE TRAINING
*
L
P ci .UP
*W LL CONT NUE PART-T ME WHEN CLASSES |RESUME
POSSIBLE PAY INCREASE BEFORE SUMMER

*

*

SEMINAR

"fi^.^^P^^l^?^stiU

INTERVIEW BEFORE EXAMS

CTADT Mr
AIOfC77I>IA C
AFTPP
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To APP !V' call for an interview appointment Monday Friday/ 2-6 p.m.
-

449-4362
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Fahey speaks on his disappointments
\continued from page 11
creased in the last four years and the
commitment to research and
teaching has increased," stated

Fahey.
There has been some disappointment for Fahey during his term. He
does teel that he had a successful
career her, but he stated that the
"One thing I feel disappointed in is
the amount of progress that was
made in the area of academic standards. I feel more progress could be
made in the area of the faculty
challenging the students more."
He also said that although there
was an increase in the number of
full time black faculty members that
much more remains to be done in

this

area.

As Fahey looked back on his term

at BC, he said that if there was ever

something that he would have done
over it would be to "not give a press
conference in the spring of 1984."
Fahey referred to an Alumni Hall
press conference defending the
University's position on basketball
star Jay Murphy's eligibility.
He continued saying, "There had
been some unfavorable publicity
about a basketball player, and I
thought it was the best thing to do
at the time. It was not an unmitigated success and it on! / made
the situation worse."
The Provincial has requested that
Fahey not undertake any responsibilities that would involve more
than a year's commitment so that he
may be ready to accept other long
term assignments.

He will be working at BC until

June and will remain living at the
Barat House Jesuit community on

Newton Campus.
Right now, there is a new capital
campaign that is in the early stages
of development. It's purpose will
be funding for additional buildings
(specifically, a new cnemistry
building), increased endowment for
financial aid, an increased number
of faculty chairs and an increase in
endowment for general operating
expenses. Fahey added "There has
been no formal announcement and
it is only in the beginning stages of
development. Right now, they are
oniy involved in the first part of the

process which is contacting trustees
and getting pledges before a final
decision is made."

'One thing I feel disappointed in is the
amount of progress that was made in
the area of academic standard.'
?Academic Vice-President
Rev. Joseph R. Fahey
Fahey graduated from Boston Col-

lege and then he lived as

a

became a teacher of economics for
before he
became a Dean there. He stayed as
Dean there for eleven years.
Fahey stated, "I have a lot of good

dor-

two years at Holy Cross

mitory prefect in Conzaga for two
years. In 1968 he gave his first public
mass at St. Ignatius and had his
reception in McElroy. In the seventies, he was a trustee of BC. Fahey

memories of Boston College and a
lot of great friends that I will miss."

XMAS:
from page 14

Pelino, was visiting with Santa. Fenwick RA Matt Bialock played Santa
and listened to the Christmas lists
of the children, while Pelino took
instamatic pictures for the children
to take home with them.
Foster parents were invited to attend with both their own children
and their foster children, said Quincy parent Doris Marshal. "It. was
really great. Most events invite only the foster children. They come
home with gifts, and it makes my
children feel left out. I was able to
bring some of my children to share
in this wonderful experience," added Marshall. She and her husband,
Skip, have been foster parents for 23
years and have had over 400 foster
children stay with them in their
home. They have 8 children of their
own, including 4 adopted children.
"The program was an excellent
success. Children, BC students, and
the RA's participating got a ioi uui
of it. It was a day of fun for everyone," said Pelino.
The program spurred feelings of
joy and sentiment in the residents,
said sophomore Roncalli residents
Christine Manfield and Noel Roberson. "We want to thank the RA's for
putting on this event. It was creative
and fun for the kids and.us," added
Roberson.
The RA's expressed satisfaction
with the day. "It's easy to forget it's
Christmas time. This was a nice
touch to bring the Christmas spirit
to BC," said Upper B Staff Assistant
Jim Hogan.
"The Christmas spirit was in the
air. After all, the Christmas spirit is
children," said Mitchell. "It was very
moving."
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The great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbniu. Brewed in Munich.
Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.
Brewed in England,
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UGBC, MassPirg still at odds over funding
Icontinued from page 10

whether the allotment of
MassPIRG funding had such direct
benefits to BC.
Dr. Campanella also stated that
"the involvement of PIRG with our
students [has] diminished over recent years," and that he will not "approve, collect, or distribute a student
activities fee in order to pay
MassPIRG $50,000 unless it can be
clearly demonstrated both that a) it
is the clear will of an informed body
and b) that BC students are receiv-

to

ing direct benefits that can be
valued at $50,000."
In response to his statement, Lori

staff advisor for
MassPIRG, stated, "If anything,
students' interest in MassPIRG has
increased in recent years. In the
beginning of this year, when
representatives from MassPIRG
spoke before students in classes, the
number of interest cards we receiv-

Catallozi,

from students was overwhelming.
"It's hard to say what we do to
ed

benefit BC directly, because

you
can't put an umbrella around acid
rain and hazardous waste bills and
say they have a direct effect. But the
passing of the hazardous waste bill

does affect students, in that they will
not be as likely to get cancer in the
future from waste products," she
said.
According to Alper, Dr. Campanella feels that the Board of
Trustees would never approve of a
$2 increase in the activity fee for the
sole purpose of funding MassPIRG.

Board of Trustees receive Task Force
report on alcohol use and abuse
Icontinued from page 3
April 30, 1987.
The Board also announced the
formation of a committee to investigate the nature of the
Catholic/Jesuit influence on campus
in the present and, more specifically, in the future.
The study is a part of the "Goals
of the 90's" project the university
implemented two years ago. It is
also a result of the recommendations made by the accreditation
team which assessed BC last spring.
President of BC, Rev. J. Donald
Monan, SJ, called the recommendation, "...one of the most important
recommendations made from the
study for the distinctiveness of BC
in the future."
The Committee on Student Life
also received a petition containing
6,153 signatures on the UGBC SignIt Campaign and made recommendations to modify the "inflammatory and adversial" language
used in the petition copy, according
to Director of Communications
Michael Franco, who was present at
the meeting. Committee member
Roberta Hazard also recommended
that UGBC reidentify the goals of
the document. UGBC will have the
opportunity to re-submit the document as trie committee wants to
continue discussion on the issue.
The AHANA group presented an
update to the Student Life Commitf
jrr

////

CKnuru~s

Help

I

/02i~J

ID 1

tee on Options Through Education,

student tutorials and other programs
it offers. The committee endorsed
an increase in the "aggressive" pursuit of minority students and faculty. It stated that a greater presence
of minority faculty would lead to an
increase of minority students. It did
not specify what recruiting steps
should be taken, however, it did encourage aggressiveness.

The Academic Affairs Committee
submitted the results of numerous

interviews conducted with faculty
members and administrators. The
results reflected "high faculty
morale" according to Franco, and
this general attitude was attributed
to the support given by Rev. Joseph
Fahey, SJ over the years he has served the university. Fahey will leave
his post at the end of the spring

died last week.
Updated enrollment figures were
also presented to the Board: 10,378
undergraduates are in attendance
with 3854 enrolled in the graduate
programs. Of the full-time
undergraduates, there are 3849
males and 5061 females. The College of Arts and Sciences again
claims the highest enrollment of
students at 5284, with 2135 in the
School of Management, 692 in the
School of Education and 468 in the
School of Nursing.

'Students don't have a anything to say
about the rest of their $32 activity fee.'
?MassPIRG Member Tom Hucker
Hucker has stated that during the
negotiations regarding the contract
issue, alternatives to the MassPIRG
automatic funding system have
been discussed, including one
where students could check off, on

their tuition and fees bill, whether
they would give $4 to MassPIRG. To
date, however, MassPlßG's alternative suggestions have been
denied
approval
by
the
administration.

Nick's Aegean Fare Restaurant

Kine Greek food, salads and pastries.

©Specials

every day. Also:

Gyros
Shiskebab
Moussaka
Roast Lamb
-

-

-

-

Store Hours: 9a.m.- 12p.m., Cleveland Circle

'lake Out Available

FINDING AN APARTMENT
IN MANHATTAN TAKES
THE RIGHT EDUCATION

semester.

The Board approved a list of 29
candidates for honorary degrees to
be awarded at the 1987 Commencement exercises. The list is now in
Monan's hands, who will continue
the decision process.

Dr. James Mclntyre was formally
elected Senior Vice President of the
University and Paul LeCompte was

Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves'?
the insider's guide to finding an affordable
apartment in Manhattan.

named to replace Mclntyre as Vice

President for University Relations.
Vice President Margaret Dwyer will

be the acting University Secretary,

replacing Rev. Leo McGovern who
We offer free guidance and
counselling for pregnant women
and 9'l*!* who want a solution
that s not abortion>
.

X Heights public service announcement

WEIL GIVE YOU A CUT ON
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TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT,
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
Send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves", The Insider's Guide to finding an
Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation.
Your Name
School

WASH, CUT AND STYLING
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In time for the holidays, here
by Veronica Noonan

come

The Men

Last October, junior Michelle
Nagy presented a poll to Boston
College women, "hoping to get a
feel" for their likes, dislikes, etc.,
when assessing a man. The result
was recently released in theform of
"The Men of BC Calendar."
The privately funded, non-profit
calendar consists of, obviously, 12
men ranging from all classes and
various majors. Of the 75 applicants, Nagy said, 9 were professional models, however, only two
of the models were chosen. Nagy

commented, "Many models were
considered, however, we weren't

really looking for the model type. it was hard to be taken seriously.
We wanted more of a collegiate We'd hear 'you're kidding, right?'
look."
when asking the guys to participate.
participants
Now many of those 'men of BC are
Nagy described the
they didn't try for it upon hearages,
sorry
inas very diverse in looks,
personalities,
proing
as the
there actually is a calendar."
terests and
"appeal
The
calendar was orally
to
ject was intended to
designated
on
girl
campus."
club status by OSPAR
every
Nagy, an SOM student, explain- before Nagy commenced the proed the obstacles the project en- ject, however, halfway through its
countered along the way. "At first, compilation, OSPAR revoked its

promise based on two reasons,
Nagy said. First, OSPAR said the
project was "bad for sexual relations," and second, it was not-a
year-round organization."
Nagy responded to both charges:
"On the first count, we can't see
how an upstanding calendar of our
fellow students could be detrimental to student relations. We're not
selling 'Beefcake,' we're selling the

collegiate look.
"On the second count, we are
year-round. In fact, a 1988 edition
is in the works now. In fact, we're
really pushing for a color edition,
that is if we can get the funding raised." Nagy noted that a color edition would cost $11,000-$ 12,000
for printing alone.
Nagy said that the 17 member
staff and herself have learned a

great deal from the project, "an experience in the real world with real
money and marketing."

For those who would like to keep
a "Man of BC" close to home
throughout the year, the calendars
are being sold mainly in front of the
Bookstore and, during dinner
hours, in Walsh Hall, on Newton
Campus and McElroy.

Thinking of Graduate School?

Explore the programs at
Boston University
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tcontinued from page 12
that the overcrowding would be
alleviated and noise would be less.
Morner said that this has not happened. The same amount of people
are coming to O'Neill Library, she
said. Further, she said she believes
all of the quiet people went to

Graduate School Open House Day
Wednesday, December 10

Babst.

Visit the programs of your choice
(times

and locations listed

Sophomore Ann Frechette who
works at Babst Library at the front
desk has noticed that most of the

above)

people who come there are
1

'

'

11.1-.

111

J

111

II

111

II

The B.C. Bookstore Jjp
has everything for your holiday needs!!!

regulars. "Once they start coming
here, they keep coming back," she

said.
The scene is much different at
Babst. Quiet pervades. "If one person starts talking in Gargan Hall the

other 235 people stare at him,"
noted Morner.
Morner speculated that the architecture of the two buildings dictates the behavior of those within.
Maybe skylights connote a different feeling than stained glass
windows. Perhaps gothic structure
inspires diffemtly than modern.
Frechette said that the subdued
atmosphere of Babst is more condusive to studying an that she very
rarely ventures to O'Neill. She said
"

that the wood chairs, tables, colder
air and lack of bookshelves make
the environment stark, but without
distraction. "You can't really relax.
It forces you to stay awake and
work."

Morner does not see emigration
Babst as a feasible solution for
students who want quiet. "To me
that's crazy, because all of the
resources and refernces are here."
Morner said that she wants the
quiet campaign understood as a
positive movement, "it's going to
take everyone's cooperation," she
to

calendars

stuffed animals
boxed greeting cards
wrapping paper
ornaments
stocking staffers
Childrens' and gift books at Special Reduced Prices! /7h

Open Monday Friday, 9
-

to

5, and Saturdays (12/6 and 12/13)

Have a Merry Christinas!!!

said.
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Life is tragedy for those
who feel.
Life is a comedy for
those who think

ON CAMPUS

Drama Review

Combining drama and medical ethics at Robsham
by

Cathi Cote

After seeing Whose Life is it Anyway? my
mind was in a state of tumult over the legal
and ethical questions stirred up in the play.
I wasn't sure whose life it was, but it was obvious the show belonged to Brad Reed, playing Ken Harrison, a quadriplegic who decides
he does not wish to go on living.
The play takes place in a teaching hospital
in Boston. Harrison was a sculptor before an
automobile accident severed his spinal cord
and confined him to a hospital. One would
expect that a play about a man's struggle for
the right to die would be a bit depressing, but
funny lines and humorous scenes keep the
play from being a tragedy. Ken Harrison, the
witty, intelligent quariplegic, makes Who's Life
is it Anyway a success.
Although Reed could only move his head
his performance was magnificent. He captured the essence of the role with depth and
precision. His strong voice with its range of
intonation and his facial expressions bring life
to the stage. He successfully captures and expresses the intense emotion felt by a patient
who is frozen for life. At the same time, he
expertly delivered the stinging comic lines
that brought a bit of lightness to the weighty
subject matter.
When Dr. Scott, played by Claire Tevnan,
remarks that Harrison seems to be in a foul
mood, the patient responds, "I can't even say

I got up on the wrong side of the bed." The
tone of Harrison's voice made the audience

laugh while sensing the emotional turmoil
beneath his wit. His performance was so convincing it was surprising to see him jump
out of bed at the end of the play and take a
bow with the rest of the cast.
Although the supporting cast could not rival
the intensity conveyed by Reed, their performanes were quite strong. Lara D. Nielson
played the part of Kay Sadler, the student nurse
who attends to Harrison. She is not sure how
to deal with her patient who likes her. He
talks to her because she does not patronize
him like the other "professionals."
Wayne Wilderson gives a splendid performance as Dr. Michael Emerson, the medical
director of the hospital. He believes he is
morally responsible for sustaining life, despite
the will of the patient. His strong performance
and sincerity lend weight to this life preserving side of the issue. Sparks fly when these
two incredible performers, Reed and Wilderson, clash on the stage. The scene in which
Dr. Emerson injects Harrison with valium
despite his wishes is charged with emotion.
Dr. Emerson believes what he is doing is right,
yet he is taking advantage of the
powerlessness of his patient, a patient who
has decided he does not want to go on living as an invalid.
John, the orderly who is the only person
to act naturally around Harrison, is played by

Essay

1986: The final prayers
by

Christine Kane

In the beginning was the mid-term. And the
mid-term was with our grade. And the midterm was our grade. So much for that. So now
we ask, "Wait. When the hell did summer
vacation end?" And we ask..."Did the professor hand out the syllabus yet?" And we
continue to ask..."What books do I have to
buy?" And finally we ask..."When's the last
day you can withdraw from a course? I've gotta get out of three of mine!" Too late, folks.
It's finals time!
So now what do we do? Well, we do exactly what we at a fine Jesuit school do best...
we pray. Now, all of us who got mid-terms
back and reasoned,
"So, if I get an A on the
final, I'll get a B or C
in the course," are now
begging for divine intervention. Actually no
longer is it divine inwe
tervention
need...it's divine takeover. Some of the more
common prayers heard
at
mass
these
the
days....(And
response to the prayers
of the oh-so faithful is "Lord, hear our prayer.")
"God...please...l'll do anything just to pass
my classes. I'll stop stealing food from
McElroy. I'll stop throwing wine bottles out
the windows of Walsh. I'll eat my fake 1.D...."
And..."Please God...maybe you could just
make my professor's car break down on the
day of the exam...Nothing bad. Just make his
car break down. Or maybe You could make
all of the blue books on campus disappear
so our exams could be multiple choice. I'd
really appreciate that God." And..."God, I'm
a Theology major. I'm studying you, pal.
Could you just please put a few answers into
my head?"....Lord, hear our prayer.
Yes, there's a lot of praying on the BC campus these days. English majors are praying

that they'll wake up to find that this has all
been an ugly dream, that Dostoyevsky never
existed and that the Brothers Karamazov is
really written by Stephen King. Students in
Fred Lawrence's classes are praying that
within the next five days, Cliff notes for
Lonergan will be published. Students in
Survey of Biology are praying that they will
find the strength to lift the damn book.
Finance majors are praying that on the last
day of Management Operations, the professor
will finish with, "Just kidding everyone." And
Communications majors are praying that
maybe nextsemester they'll be able to get into
a class in the major.
Other campus prayers...well, besides exam
prayer, students are praying that next semester
they'll come back to
find that the horrendous looking bull-dog

with the protruding

rib-cage has gone to
excrete all over some
other college campus.
We are also praying
that campus visitors
during this season
won't notice that the
Christmas tree in front
of O'Neill is also the
world's largest phallic
symbol. Professors who have offices in Carney
are praying that they'll come back to find that
they're no longer sharing their office with the
rest of the department. The McHugh Forum
construction workers are praying that Santa's
elves will come and start their project so they
can finish it before 1998. And they've been
sticking
with
that prayer since
September...and oh, don't they have great
faith. Hillsides A-14...they're praying that when
those little elves are through at McHugh
Forum, they'll come up and clean their kitchen floor. They, too have great faith.
And finally..we Redskins fans...we pray that
our team goes to the Superbowl...or, is there
even a need to pray in a case of
predestination?

Whose Life is it Anyway? at Robsham Theatre.
Dean landoli. Those of you who saw the
movie version starring Richard Dreyfuss will
remember this character as the funky dude
with the dreadlocks. Outwardly, landoli could
not be more different, but he conveys the
same "live for the moment" attitude as the
character in the movie. He is a reminder that
life goes on outside the grim hospital room.
John's pursuit of Kay, the student nurse, was
a humorous tangent that broke up the
escalating tension as Harrison's right to die
is brought to the courts.
The legal and ethical questions raised by
the play are numerous. How would any of us
cope if suddenly inflicted with a permanent,
physical disability? Could we face a lifetime
of depersonalized institutional care? Does
the medical profession have the right to dictate treatment? What is the individual's
responsibility to self, to others, and to
religious belief? To what degree should the
law respect the rights of the individual? Is
suicide ever justified? Is medicine being
threatened by the intervention of the law?
Brian Clark's play was written in 1972 as a
screenplay for British television, but the immediacy of these issues has kept its impact
just as strong. The controversial issues do not
overwhelm the audience, however, because

they were presented in a personalized, entertaining way.
Despite the fact that most of the play takes
place in a hospital room, it never drags. The
set itself was interesting to the eye. It was
divided into three sections, Dr. Emerson's office, Harrison's room, and the unit desk and
lobby. The angles of the set and the lobby that
led off the stage lent a depth to the set. The
attention to detail was obvious in the many
props, adding to the credibility of the play.
As the action shifted from one room to the
other, the lighting would illuminate the room
in question, making the stage seem like three
rooms. Space was utilized well. The problem
of how to handle Harrison's accident was
handled in an ingenious way; at the beginning of the play, Harrison is working on a
sculpture at home. When he goes offstage we
hear the sounds of a motorcycle starting and
the light and sound beat like a heartbeat
around the sculpture, creating a dramatic effect, as his life is altered drastically.
J. Paul Marcoux, the director, must be commended, for the transition from scene to
scene was quite smooth, never detracting
from the importance of the issues. The
fabulous script and relevance of the issues
gave the play its base, but Reed's performance
brought it to life.

Essay

Hard to accept normality
by

Collin Wells

The most difficult thing for me to accept
during my college career was that I'm not a
genius. And I know it sounds like I'm a bit
egotistical in even thinking of myself as a
possible genius, but I'll bet there are quite a
few of us disillusioned artists out there. I know
quite a few people in the English department
who choose the major with the idea that
they've got something tremendous to spread
throughout the earth; we envision ourselves
as the Shakespeares (or some of us the Mickey
Spillanes) of the twenty-first century. All we
need are the ten courses worth of studying
literature, and we'll be magically transformed into tremendous writers.
I fantasized, and I imagine that many fantasized about living on the Cape, or in Paris,
and working a few hours on the next
novel/play/script. Or there's the one about living in a studio apartment in (fill in favorite
cultural city), working on your art, and spending the rest of your time sipping coffee with
the other artists. Of course, in your overly

romantic vision, you see your English major
buddies sitting around the cafe with you,
discussing the new movement. The Future Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Ezra Pound, and Gertrude Stein are all English majors at your
university. And don't forget Picasso and Bracque from the fine arts department. You'll all
be together in Paris after graduation, just
hanging around, being artists.
It's during sophomore year that you can
hear the plans being made; you can hear
them taking, "Yeah, after I graduate, I'll probably travel around America/Europe, do some
writing, and work at various jobs to keep
myself going." The breakdown occurs in just
this kind of statement: If we are, in fact,
creative geniuses, then we wouldn't be having the same romantic ideals of an artist's life.
Why is it that when we want to travel across
the United States, it's by motorcycle, and
when we want to travel across Europe, it's by
bicycle? But it doesn't matter to us that we're
dreaming a cliche because we're only

continued on
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Surly Debutante®

by

Lauren

Leja

Most recently, I have been prohibited
from engaging in my most preferred activity.
This abstinence has made me one irritable
person. Believe it or not, this activity is enjoyed con mucho gusto, whenever I am not
drinking Bud Lite from dusty El Phoenix
Room bottles (I adore being authentic). This
form of personal engagement is not included among the lewd adult activities wedged
under the intimate realm of "Entertaining" as
my leering roommates may have guessed. Indeed, this action is sleep. Sleep is a decidedly good thing and I enjoy it very much. And
it is the only act of physical exertion that I can
endure without frantically munching handfulls of Doan's pills. Not having enjoyed the
privilege of slumber for several days because
i jerkishly procrastinated a month and it had
to get done and it was about doom and
suicide and guys who leap from ledges and
other assorted literary tales of woe, the
gruesome bags under my eyes have compelled many imbeciles to inquire if Sylvester
Stallone did a polka on my face or if I had
recently joined a creepy gothic band and had
bats for pets and wore bone necklaces. OK,
I'm tired, so that's that. Actually, all this
lethargy is caused by a severe iron deficiency. Maybe I should boil my tea water in iron
skillets to absorb all the minerals possible. But
the scalding water always melts those lessthan-sturdy Eagles' Nest styrofoam cups (Meg,
keep that pinkie extended.) Maybe I should
pop some Fern-Iron tablets, buy a flannel shirt
and lift some weights. Maybe I should just
shut up.

Nah,

What can I bitch about this week? I know,
and away we go. Those of you out there scanning this gibberish are assumed to rather
foolhardy, albeit damn intelligent, human

specimens, and by this time probably have
already bought me lunch in the Nest (and

Surly Debutante®

query. Hmmm, not really. Some half-scams
of the perpetual bizarro quality. Went to a new
redneck bar in the outback near home. A really cool place with dustmice under the vinyl
stools and flashing beer signs and 75-cent
drafts. Lots of men with pickup trucks resplendent with guns racks, their girlfriends in tube
tops and overalls, young boys with casts and
crutches on perpendicular limbs. A joint that
is so uncooi that it automatically becomes
very cool. The entire hometown entourage
descended upon this beverage emporium to
catch up on gossip and imbibe rancid hops.
During my millisecond summary of my current love-life, the woman I was talking to
shrieked, "Why do you put yourself through
all that stuff? Just settle down and marry
like I've been nagging you to do for the past
five years." I cracked her skull with a beer pitcher (empty) and ordered another round.
I have been wondering if perhaps she was
correct in her boisterous nuptual statement.
We are completely compatible, bookend-city,
but it may be a little difficult to tic the old
knot with a guy who has not even shaken my
hand to commemorate a national holiday.
And it isn't like I've been sucking on cloves
of garlic in my sparetime, or have rivers and
tributaries of vericose veins circumnavigating
my bod. Curiouser and curiouser.
Also spent an evening with the knownfelon's sister. The usual trek to the House of
Cat Chinese restaurant and kennel down the
pike, and the usual vat of tropical liquids. We
blow out the flame in the volcano and sip the
lighter fluid out with our ninety-foot striped
straws. And who says that single women can't
have fun? Hell, this is the 80's!
I don't have any exams (two monster papers
to create however) and would like to become
acquainted with the corrogated metal diners
of the region, or at least places that serve bottomless cups of coffee. Hey, anyone to ply me
with caffeine? I'm known to get a tad giddy,
believe it or not.
?

eventually the Lantern, hint hint) so you are
well aware that I ain't exactly Shirley Temple
when it comes to human relations. Anyway,
this gender stuff has been nagging at me. The
question is not one of equality, but of grammar. Did Milton write he/she throughout
Paradise Lost so as not to offend his already
masochistic readers? Did Bill Shakespeare
lose shuteye because he felt compelled to incorporate an equal number of female and
male references in his sonnets? Did Virginia
Woolf write a Mr. Dalloway to accompany his
spousal novel on the bookshelf? No way Jose.
These huge strings of pronouns are cumbersome and awkward and I do not like the interruptions they impose upon sentences. This
male I hung around with in highschool
habitually referred to every female over the
ripe age of thirteen as a woman: "a woman
in my gym class," "the woman next door who

just earned her girl scout macrame merit
badge." A real turnoff. It's just that there are
appropriate words of sexual attribution to apply to everyone without utilizing the terms man
and woman. It just requires common sense
and sensibility, decorum and taste. I know
females that I can honestly call "chicks"
without feeling queasy about it. Eleanor
Smeal is not of this group. And I also know
a large amount of females that are decidedly
"women". She is of this group. There also exist
numerous males who are "boys", as well as
males who are "guys" and "men". Hell, I'm
a woman in general, and some days I'm a
chick, and once in a while I'm even a dame
(but only when I shave my gams and wear
feathered mules and eat bonbons and read
magazines while reclining on my mod fring-

ed

sofa).
"Any vacation scandals, Lauren?" you may

DEAR JOHN
Hi, guys, and happy holidays! Well, seems like
had a bit of a problem last week, and all
of my letters were lost. The few letters I received this week inspired me with a great hope
in a higher power, and my sincere gratitude
pours out to those who wrote and sprinkled
my day with delightful bliss-bombs. Yowie
dropped by this morning and helped me with
the column. Hope ya like it.
we

Dear Yowie,

Where the hell do the NFCA sob's get off
treating us women like we're at their
disposal? It is slimes like you that cause BC
women to want to spit on BC men. As for
your urges, you are fools to think that biology
has anything to do with "needing it" more
than women, who, by the way, have strong
urges too.
Disgusted in Edmonds

Dear Yak Yak Yak,

What the heck is Purple Passion that has
been advertised in the Heights? Is it bubble
bath or some kind of love potion?

Inquiring Customer

Dear I,
I think it's a salve that gives you that oh-socool marketable appeal. A few of my friends
have spread it on their nude bodies and
within a few days were receiving offers from
Gillette and Nabisco. Apparently it doesn't
work on A&S flesh, however.

matters to anyone. He's an artsy-fartsy type

who hangs around with those Stylus goons,

so he certainly can't be taken seriously. Incidentally, I heard that the new issue of the
Stylus just came out, and can be picked up
at the office, McElroy 127.

Concerned about the Future

Dear C,

sick to joke about this issue. Any
person who has experienced this type of
assault to themselves or a friend must take
particular offense to your letter. I was glad to
see that some people organized a demonstration against this tragic problem, in hopes that
changes will be made in legislation and
societal views toward rape in thefuture. I don't
mean to preach, but I can't see how you
thought your letter would be funny.
I think it's

Dear L,
Yes, I'd have to agree (what, am I going to
disagree?) that women should be treated with
respect, always. Guys only get this 'scoop'
mentality because some girls allow them to
get away with it.

Taboo, right?

Talbott and his friends were only kidding,
or so he has told me, and went on to say that
he is considering Studio Art as a major, if that

Dear Yowie,
To the NTCA gang- some day you're going
to be very lonely. I'd like to make a plea to
the girls at BC to stop gratifying these little
boys. If what you say about men needing it
more than women is true, then your type will
suffer a lot. Yowie, do you agree?

girls are faced with finding dates.

Look but don't touch

Dear Yowie,
I really don't like to party a lot. To me it
seems useless. I can think of better things to
do with my time. But most guys here spend
all their free time partying. There is one guy
I am interested in. He seems mature and less
inclined to the party scene- but he's an RA!

Dear D.,

Dear Bong,
Screw the charms, you need rope! Tic 'em
to the banister or any other immovable object under the spiny symbol of sexuality and
give 'em a smack. Taller men may be harder
for you to handle, but have confidence and
ye shall get your osculation.

Unfortunately a Freshman

Dear U.,
If you like the guy, make the most of your
time together. Let him decide whether or not
a relationship is a good idea. In the meantime, enjoy everything.
Dear John or Yowie,
Every Christmas, I stand under the
mistletoe, but no one desires to give me a
Yuletide peck. This year I want to change all
that. Could you please design me a love
charm to attract a tall attractive male to my
lonely spot (under the mistletoe)?
The Sophist

Dead John,
I am hopelessly in love with the Portuguese
guy at the Spouter Inn. The only problem is
that he's hopelessly ugly. Should I overlook
this and ask him out, or should I follow my
feelings and just blow him (off)?

Crazy about (oops, no names!) Dear

Yowie,

I don't want to go home for the holidays
because
I'm afraid of all that food. I just got
C,
Dear
April says to follow your feelings. I agree, over turkey and now they're gonna shove
with her, and with just about anything except ham at me. Do you think my parents would,
murder and other felonies and most notice if I wasn't there?
Ail
Republicans. Yes, I think you should follow
impulses,
yourself
and
romantic
to make
others happy. 000, how ambiguous some Dear A,
They probably won't notice, but why not
people can be, eh?
send a friend in your place so they won't be
alarmed at having an empty chair at the table.
Down John,
Be
sure you choose someone honest so they
about
writing
response
I'm
to the article
in
women protesting the SU football player ac- don't take all the albums your'e going to get,
cused of date rape. The article reveals that besides the new slippers and the ever-popular
date rape is a major problem on all college bag o' wood chips. Good Luck.
campuses. However, I don't think it is
of primary concern here at BC, for there are Well, pals, I must go and check my list. I wish
no dates, therefore, no rape. Granted this is you all the best during the vacation, and say
a serious issue, but while girls at other col- "hi" to your parents for Yowie and I. Take
leges are faced with avoiding date rape, BC care, see you-all soon.
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Dave's
Goodtime
Rock
Fun
List
'n'
Roll
by David Plunkett
they shattered all expectationswith this, their
second album. The longer, slower songs
Greetings Heights readers. Please excuse feature a muddy mix similar to that on the
me while I step out of the mode ot pretenDamned LP, but the improved songwriting
tious writer for a moment and address you here is the real treat. Jack DeLauge's awkward,
all. It seems to be a popular custom on the but moving, vocals are the perfect complireview page, and this being the final issue of ment to the reoccuring lyrical theme of per1986, why not? I don't know how many sonal emotional despair. 'Walk Alone' and the
readers actually notice individual bylines, but title track are particularly wrenching. Instead
if there is actually anybody out there who of diluting the band's power, as 'maturity'
notices mine, thanks. And thanks especially often does to hardcore bands, the slower temto Heights review editor Rob Guillemin, who pos multiply TSOL's intensity. DeLauge left the
week after week allows me to write incredibly band shortly after this album and the current
self-indulgent pieces such as the one which model is a continuous disappoitment.

follows.

Everybody has their favorite records which
never seem to get their due. What follows are
capsule reviews of six of my favorite LP's of
the past decade, none of which were hits, and
all of which were also criminally ignored by
the rock press. Some are impossible to find.
Some can be had for a couple of dollars at
a well-stocked store.
Angelic Upstarts, 2,000,000 Voices, EMI
Records (UK) 1980.
The third album by England's first Oi band
found them branching out from three-chord
punk brilliantly. The fourteen tracks include
two grandiose acoustic numbers, heavy metal,
surprisingly adept reggae, and their trademark
impassioned punk rock. The LP remains consistent, though, united by Mond's instantly
identifiable Tom Scholz-meets-Johnny
Ramone soaring (Forgive me. I left my rock
critic's thesaurus at home) guitar and Mensi's leftist/humanist lyrics. The highlights are
the more rousing tracks, where Mensi's social
commitment is made clearest by his anger,
but they make the transition from the savage
to the sublime as well as anybody ever has.

The Damned, The Black Album, IRS Records

1980.
Another punk band branches out. The Damned's work in the 80's has often sunk under
its weighty intentions, but on this LP they
found the perfect middle ground between
their '77 thrash and their later more ambitious
attempts. Rough-edged, but beautifully
melodic, Captain Sensible's brash guitar, Paul
Gray's murky bass, and Dave Vanian's smooth,
dark vocals merge to make this LP function
as a fully unified whole, more cohesive than
any self-conscious concept LP. Acoustic guitar
and keyboards are tastefully integrated into
the mix when necessary. This remains probably the most impressive (as far as musical
skill) LP ever made by any punk band.
TSOL, Beneath the Shadows, Alternative Tentacles 1982
This is TSOL's Black Album. Thefirst LP by
this LA hardcore band was an enjoyable, but
unremarkable series of three-chord rants, but

Fun Boy Three, Waiting, Chrysalis Records
1983.
The second (and final) LP by the former
Specials is a disturbingly grim affair. Lyrical
concerns are diverse, encompassing nearly
every social ill imaginable, but nearly all
center

around mundane lives and almost

pathetic helplessness in escaping them. The
bleak outlook is made even more disturbing
as it is underscored by breezy, lightweight
lounge music throughout. 'Farm Yard Connection' uses a lyrical dialogue to tell its tale of
poor brothers who must sell drugs to make
a living. A bouncy piano instrumental segues
seamlessly into 'The More I See, the Less I
Believe,' a bitter condemnation of British involvement in Northern Ireland. Most harrowing of all is 'Well Fancy That' Singer Terry Hall
recites a victims-eye-view of an attempted
child molestation with almost catatonic
detachment while the band spins off a hypnotic piano-based waltz. Quite a depressing
LP.

Skafish, Skafish, IRS Records 1980.

Jim Skafish's plan of attack is similar to Fun
Boy Three's, but instead of socialconsciousness this LP offers an almost
frightening look inside the head of one very
sick individual. Taken separately, songs like
'Take It Out on You,' 'Disgracing the Family
Name,' and 'Joan Fan Club' (a mean-spirited
threat to the fat girl at school) would be merely sick jokes, with their chant-like taunting
vocals and carnival music. But in the context
of this LP, which also features prettier, more
serious ballads, they make a convincing case
against the psychological well-being of their
creator. The more subtle songs are the hauntingly sad musings of a lonely man watching
happy couples from a distance, and they give
a scary realism to the rest of the LP.

John Trubee and the Ugly Janitors of America,

The Communists are Coming to Kill Us,
Enigma Records 1984.
At first glance, this appears to be the work
of a Skafish pushed past the edge. Trubee

Essay

My dreams have all gone
continued from page 27.

sophomores at the time. We have confidence,
but we're not near enough to the reality of
not being in school anymore to understand
it.. Somewhere along the line, though, we
discover that genii are few and far between.
And this learning process brings us to second
semester senior year, when we see Hemingway putting resumes into boxes in the
Career Center, or Gertrude Stein taking her
LSAT's.
Perhaps we're reading something in "Tennyson to Eliot," and we figure out that we can't
figure out any of this modernism stuff. And
then, when it's explained to us by a professor,
or even more humbling, someone in our
class, we understand that it really is complex,
it really is clever, and great, and all that. And
we might, at that point, say, "Jesus, there's no
way I could ever write like that." And it's this
kind of experience that leads many of us to
look for career alternatives to being famous
writers. But others continue on, only to be

humbled later by watching a Woody Allen
film, or even listening to Elvis Costello. It's
particularly depressing to be seriously mov-

ed by Elvis lyrics, while at the exact same
time, your mother is telling you to turn off that
"trash music."

The metamorphosis (do I dare to use this
suggestive word?) occurs gradually through
the junior year, and by December of senior
year, nearly all the potential artists have
changed into potential insurance sales people. On the one hand, we have reality, which
tell us that we probably don't even know a
potentially great writer (the closest we have
at BC is the Surly Debutante, and trust me,
I know her, she's not even a genius). On the
other hand, we have the letdown that we may
have to spend our lives doing something we
don't like. I wonder if the only reasons for
these fantasies of grandeur are laziness and
narcissism. But for this "once self-proclaimed
potential artist," it isn't easy to take, because
I just don't want to do anything else.

as 'The World of Mister Cool,' ('You faggot,
you wimp. Your such a star. I love your styled
hair.') and 'Goddamn College Girl' ('I like to

justed, as one catches him giggling during
phone calls. Over time, one also can spot the
musical talent taken to make this LP. But even
if it is actually a sane man merely putting on
an act, the record is no less essential. And it's
also easier to laugh with.

make love, but not just anyone. He's got to
have broad shoulders and talk real dumb.').
Instrumentals (usually synthesizer ramblings)
are given such titles as 'Dumping Buckets of
Phlegm on Bitchy Old Ladies' and 'Satan
Pukes on the High School Cheerleaders.'
Gaps between songs are filled with hilarious
prank phone calls. Repeated listenings,
however show this to be the work of
somebody who actually seems quite well ad-

There you have it. This list is far from complete, but I hope somebody out there is moved to check out at least one of these records.
Honorable mention goes to: XTC, English
Settlement; The Stranglers, Feline; ÜB4O,
Signing Off; Tenpole Tudor, Eddie Old Bob
Dick and Gary and Let the Four Winds Blow
The Ramones, Animal Boy, and whatever I
didn't think of.

dedicates it to 'anyone who ever snubbed me,
rejected me, misunderstood me, belittled me,'
etc. Songs are actually amelodic tirades such

In Our Universe
By
Rex Roldan,
Hugh O'Donovan,
and Jane Winkel

T.T. the Bear's Place on Brookline St. in Cambridge with Color Design, Jamie Shaler on
vacation and the Boatmen.
Hugh: TT. the Bear's again, the club with
the fruitiest name in town, located in Cambridge, and I wish Rex was dead. Oh it's not
easy facing him day to day, putting up with
his asinine jokes and his dog. His parents gave
him the dog for Christmas and it died three
weeks ago but he refuses to face facts and
throw the damn thing away. C'mon Rex! Wake
up and smell the coffee, if that delicious invigorating drink's aroma can penetrate the
stench of rotting Rin Tin Tin. Toss the pooch
pal, or the landlord is going to evict us! By
the way, all the rest of you should avoid Color Design, a boring band from Beverly, MA.
Rex: My dog's not dead, it's just in a
catatonic state; a victim of your childish
curiosity. Imagine force feeding an 8 week old
puppy dry Raisin Bran while applying a loud
smack in the nose every time he went to

drink.

H: Yeah, what he said! Who the hell is this
chick?
R: Yeah.
H: Double yeah.
J: Hey Hugh, didn't you want to dance?
H: What's it to you? Didn't you want to buy
us beer?

J:

To me it's...it's...well you know. And no

beers because I now
feel you both owe me most of your lives for
forgetting to tell me that you are happy I was
I don't want to buy you

ever even born!
R: I'll agree with whatever Hugh writes in
the next paragraph except anything referring
to my mental, spiritual, or physical being.
Right Hugh?
H: Right on, roomie! Say, whoever the hell
you are, I'll change my rating of Jamie Shaler
on Vacation until it matches yours exactly.
Now, will you please buy us some beer? We'll
even let you follow us home if you want (and

what red blooded female

wouldn't?)

R: Yeah!
J: This one!!!
H: Oh yeah? We 11....1 guess you can just buy
us beer then, right Rex?

H: Well the damn thing needed some
R: Yeah! and Hugh, about lead paint lickerdiscipline. How was I supposed to know I only meant it in the nicest way.
about the pup's traumatic younger weeks?
H: I know, Rex, and I don't really mind the
could
you
night
putrid
How
smell of that fur covered sack of inforget
your
Jane:
late
experiences with the canine. I've never seen animate flesh and pus you call Spot. So what's
anything so cruel except maybe the carit gonna be, lady? Beer or what?
bonated spaghetti you tried to make me eat
R: Thanks Hugh, and yeah!
last week.
J: No, No, No! All you ever think about is
R: Yeah! The poor puppy's a comatose adbeer, sex, dead animals, and where your next
dict, Hugh. Only through severe withdrawal bass guitar player is coming from. Why don't
does he ever find respite from your brainless you think about meaningful things like when
and pointless experiments. Discipline, my your uncle's next Social Security check is
gluteus maximus, what you practice is more coming?
a form of sadism directed toward your
R: Yeah, well all my uncle's are dead or they
mother's exhibition of her latent misogyny. will be soon, so there!
You're not fooling anyone, you jilted lover of
H: Yeah! and besides, none of our uncles
Boy George. By the way, Jamie Shaler on vacalive in the U.S. so none of them can receive
tion are a good band. VA stars.
Social "Security checks, which incidentally
H: 3V2 stars is a sensible rating Rex, so why foster the sort of welfare slavery state you
don't you admit the truth to yourself? I admit would probably endorse, so there! Hah!
I may have perhaps been more cruel than
J: Again Hugh, you are so right. I would ennecessary to poor deceased Fido, now you addorse slavery if I only knew that I'd have you,
mit that the late Rover should be pushing up Rex, and the Boatmen at my disposal.
the daisies, not bringing up my lunch. Maybe
H: How can you drag the Boatmen into
3% stars.
this? This sort of reactionary mid 80's rock
J: Sorry guys but my star count is lower than pop is too cliche to be mentioned in the same
yours. I say 2Vi at the most, maybe it's sentence as the fruit of my father's loins. But
because I'm still depressed about Fido.
I suppose you're the kind of girl who likes to
H: Did you invite our beguiling, if misguidtalk about fruit and loins at the same time,
ed, lovely female companion this evening, aren't you?
Rex? I know I couldn't have.
R: Yeah!
R: I thought you invited her. Didn't you? Are
H: Yeah!
you suggesting that the lovely young woman,
J: [Watch it guys! ?Ed.] ...00p5...1
who keeps borrowing the pen and paper, is meant...well you know what I meant. Anyway,
just some stranger? Oh well. Jamie Shaler on in my new society, the Boatmen can do the
bathrooms, the kitchen floors, but they are not
vacation is a good tight rock band, bordering on, dare I say, blues? Each member (one touching my food!
R: Yeah Jane, you're absolutely right.
of each of the three guys) is more than adeAnybody
who touches the 2 eggs and side
quately skillful at playing their instruments.
of
you
beef
have for breakfast is asking for
3% stars I give them for reasons all my own,
not yours Hugh, you lead paint licker. Where trouble. And anybody who touches the 6
are those amphetamine crazed wood nymphs chickens and 2 grapefruits are asking for Hell.
These guys, the Boatmen, can go straight to
you promised?
Hell, but their sexy groupies can stay. Oh
H: Are you sure you didn't invite her?
I feel sexual.
God,
R: Yeah.
go of my leg! Let GO!! Sheez, you're
H:
Let
thinking
changing
my
rating
H: Oh. I'm
of
a
maybe
Why don't you go home and play
If
wreck.
stars,
back to 3/2
3 5/8. Robin Trower
with
kidnapped
might
your
puppy. I'm sure he won't mind. But
have
Cats,
had
the Stray
it
you're
right,
the Boatmen, deserve some sort
might
this.
Then
again
sounded like
it
not
Japanese
of
might
it
slow torture, perhaps bamboo
that,
have sounded like
have soundthings.
"Hey
going
like
what's
on?"
"Into
the
That
reminds
me of the cockroach
ed
this:
van, punk!" "Hey, ouch. I mean it, motel slogan, "Once they check in, they don't
check out." In fact, the Boatmen remind me
0w....00f..umph."
R: I don't know Hugh, I just wish those flies of cockroach motels- black sucking holes of
would stop entering my poor puppy's nostrils. slow sticky death and boredom. How about
J: What are you two talking about? I invited that beer, Jane?
you. Without me, you wouldn't know when
J: No, No, No. I must stand up for my printo pay your rent, water the geraniums, or even ciples otherwise I'll just become another sexy
how to feed a poor pup. Just remember, I'm groupie. Why don't you guys buy me a beer.
H: Go to HELL!!
the boss.
R: Yeah!
R: Oh yeah?
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Movie Review

'Little Shop of Horrors' returns to the screen
A film
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
directed by Frank Oz. Starring Vincent
Gardenia, Ellen Greene, Rick Moranis, and
Steve Martin. A Warner Bros, production.

Seymour, but can't. She leads us through an
hysterical "modern" house where they eat TV
dinners. It is very funny yet piognant. Fantastically manuevered, Audrey II is a sixteen
foot high puppet, operated by over fifty pupby Sophia Du Brul
peteers. She becomes a huge, green, purplemouthed, Venus people trap that sings and
Monday, 24 November, big chief movie
dances as she feeds off of poor Seymour's
company gives little Indian college reviewers
poor fingers, a regular, bopping, vegetable
big
day
press
a
in
New
York
with
a
vampire.
a
break:
Steve Martin is a scream as the denscreening and interviews with Frank Oz and
tist who gases himself and forgets to zonk his
Rick Moranis. A very slick deal. Unfortunately, patients. He has some good songs and a very
Little Shop of Horrors is not as slick as the
funny scene with Bill Murray playing a
hype it received.
masochistic patient who enjoys having root
Little Shop of Horrors is most familiar to us
canals without novocaine.
Although the music is great, Steve Martin
as a very successful Broadway musical. But
here's a little history that might appear on a
is brilliant (we don't get enough of him), and
future Trivial Pursuit game. The Broadway Audrey II is hip, the movie lacks a lot of the
musical was based on a 1960 cult film of the cynicism and the parody that made the play
same name which featured Jack Nicholson
so good. The play contained marvelous jokes,
as a masochistic dentist patient (Bill Murray fads and typical items from the 50's like hula
now plays the role). Howard Ashman turned
hoops and bad sit corns. The only scene that
Little Shop into a musical. Little Shop of Hor- preserves the satire is Audrey's dream house.;.
rors has gone full circle. In the process of all
Ashman's script was incredibly cynical about
these transformations and adaptations, Little the naive, hunky-dory attitudes of the 50's
Shop has lost a lot of its original verve.
which is lost in the movie. The death of
Seymour and Audrey in the play scared the
In the late 19505, on Skid Row, is a pathetic
audience because the plot seemed to lead to
flower shop, Mushnik's Flower Shop, owned a goofy, happy ending, but that's gone too.
by Mushnik (Vincent Gardenia). The sleazy Instead, we get a corny, joyous ending on
house of flora is on the verge of bankruptcy, screen. Frankly, the characters of Audrey and
until a solar eclipse creates a strange new
Seymour are very flat, but the play's cynical
plant that Seymour (Rick Moranis) stumbles ending (they are eaten by Audrey II) made up
upon and places in the window of the shop. for it. The movie's happy ending does not
Business booms! And Seymour names the wash. And we don't see enough of Audrey II
plant after his love-to-be and fellow employee, singing or Scrivello's tortuous tooth-mangling
Audrey (Ellen Greene), a dippy, cheesey to make up for it.
I questioned Oz and Moranis on the subblonde. But Audrey has a boyfriend, Dr. Orin
(Steve
Martin)
ject
a
of the plot change and both preferred the
sadistic,
leather-clad,
Scrivello
happy ending. When I began to compare the
Elvis type dentist, "the leader of the plaque."
play with the movie, Oz stoppped me saying,
Seymour and Audrey see that the wild financial success of Audrey II will enable them to "You can't compare [adapted medias]. It's not
afford a better life, but doom threatens. fair." Well, I don't feel that Oz was fair to
Seymour cuts himself and Audrey II gets her Ashman's original script. On the issue of the
first slurp of O positive turning her into a lost satire, Oz said the he "didn't want to do
vegetable vampire that must be stopped!
a parody. Howard Ashman did." Asked
Little Shop of Horrors is something movie whether or not Frank Oz (the voices of Miss
audiences rarely see today, a full-blown Piggy, Graver, Sam the Eagle, and the Cookie
musical extravaganza which usually spells Monster) preferred working with people or
death in the movie business (musicals are with puppets, he right now prefers people
because it is something new to him. To sum
financial disasters). The dialogue is completely dependent on the songs. The movie was his opinion up, "I like the things that people
shot on a big, old fashioned, indoor set. A can do and that puppets can't do and I like
chorus of three young black girls done up like the things that puppets can do that people
Diana Ross and the Supremes waltz in and can't do." Rick Moranis, although playing
another nerd, enjoyed having a lead role and
out singing and dancing.
particularly enjoyed the opportunity to sing
Musically, Little Shop is marvelous. The which he had done on TV for SCTV, but never
songs are pure Motown with funny lyrics. on screen. Oz hopes to do more directing,
Ellen Greene and Audrey II (Levi Stubbs of and Rick Moranis hopes to write a screen play
The Four Tops) have amazing voices, and Rick of his own, but right now, Moranis is workMoranis isn't that bad either. The numbers ing on a Mcl Brooks film.
But back to Little Shop of Horrors, if you
range from big Busby Berkley-esque produclove
musicals or Rick Moranis, Steve Martin,
soliloquies.
In one brilliant
tions to musical
Better
Bill
Audrey
Murray, then the film will be a real
reads a
Homes and or
scene,
the
her
dream
treat,
sings
Gardens and
audience
but if none of the above entices you,
family
and
she
with
then
don't
house
that
wants to have
waste the five bucks.
?

Movie Review

The forth 'Trek' Hunting for
whales in a strange old world
?

by

Rocko Graziano

Star Trek IV: The Vbyage Home Directed
by Leonard Nimoy. Starring William Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy, Deforrest Kelly, James
Doohan, George Takei, Walter Koenig,
Nichelle Nichols, and Catherine Hicks. Playing everywhere.

The first one, Star Trek: The Motion Picture,

was a nostalgic extravaganza: slow, panning

shots of the ship, dialogue straight from the
60's, and boring as could be. Then came The
Wrath of Khan, based upon the villain Ricardo Montalban created in 1967's episode
"Space Seed'?it brought to the large screen
the action and notoriously simple battles between good and evil Trekkies love so much.
Space...the final frontier. These are the The Search for Spock showed some of the
voyages of the Starship Enterprise. Its five-year humour and caring in the crew's
mission: to explore strange new worlds...to relationships.
seek out new life and new civilization...to
Now we have The vbyage Home, and it
hnldlv an when? no man has none before
combines the best of each of these first three
?

Three singers amble past flower shop, the home of a budding plant vampire.

Movie Review

The return of Uncle Remus
SONG OF THE SOUTH?A Disney recartoon and
real. Showing at USA Cinemas.

But this happy state of affairs does not last.
Johnny gets in trouble and Uncle Remus is
implicated. Actually, Uncle Remus is completely innocent, but Johnny's mother,
displaying that quality so typical of mothers
everywhere, refuses to listen to reason. She
forbids Remus from telling the boy those
awful stories and then forbids him from
associating with Johnny at all. The tears were
flowing copiously at this point. In despair, Uncle Remus decides to leave the plantation.
Then the great tragedy occurs. Johnny, in
attempting to pursue his beloved Uncle
Remus, is gored by a
bull. He lies delirious
in bed, while the
blacks stand outside
and sing dirges. But
this is a Disney movie,
and we can be sure
that everything will
turn out OK. Remus
returns, Johnny gets
well, and they all skip
off into the cartoon
sunset singing that
AwardAcademy
winning favorite "Zip-

release. Starring characters both
by

,

Brian Callahan

Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-a-dee-ay, Uncle
Remus is coming our way. The Walt Disney
Company has re-released Song of the South
for this holiday season. We have here a film
that would warm the cockles of even the
Grinch's heart. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll
sacrifice reindeer to the Spirit of Disney.
The Song of the
South is a paean to the
idyllic world
of
southern plantations
after the Civil War. This
was a time before the

black laborers (no
longer slaves in name)
became "uppity." They
sang in the morning as

they went to work in
the fields, and they
sang in the evening as
they returned to their

ramshackle shacks.

Uncle Remus was too
A-Dee-Doo-Dah."
old for the fields, so he
Despite the perspent his time collecvasive racism and sexting firewood and
ism,
amusing the younguns Brer Rabbit stars in "Song of the South." this is one of Disney's
with his stories.
best films. TheanimaJohnny, the grandson of the mistress of the tion is exceptional, and its combination with
plantation, comes to visit for a spell. With the live action is practically flawless. The
him, comes his mother, the villainess of the stereotypes, in fact, are so ludicrous as to be
piece. Little johnnyfinds great pleasure in Unhilarious. Together, these diverse elements
cle Remus' tales of Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox. create the funniest and most entertaining film
of the season. It is light years ahead of the
He comes to regard Uncle Remus as a latest Star Trek dreck: Star Trek IV: The Search
friend, despite the difference in age and colFor Whales. Song of the South will be music
or. Presumably, these two differences cancel to anyone's ears. That's the truth, it's actual,
each other out.
everything is satisfactual.
This view of our society, of what we conmovies, giving us the most enjoyable Star Trek
yet. The combination of excitement, linear sider so advanced and miraculous, is what
morality, and relationships is, however, gives The Vbyage Home heart and warmth.
presented in a somewhat strange plot. For the The driving force, however, is the interplay
most exciting and comical of the Star Trek between the crew: Kirk, Spock, Bones, Scotfilms is structured around, of all things, a ty, Uhura, Chekov, and Sulu are finally allowed to be people, and their interaction is amaz"Save the Whales" Greenpeace plea.
mysterious
ing. When we see the real side of each
proIt is the 23rd century, and a
leaving
character?Scotty
a wake of
performing miracles on a
be has traveled to Earth,
primitive computer that doesn't respond to
power drained starships in its path. The probe reaches Earth, where it proceeds to ionize voice, Spock's attempts at using 'colorful
see what made the TV Series
the atmosphere and render all power supplies
appealing.
of
the
so
Kirk,
Spock,
useless.
and all the rest
In all, the elements of humanity in the
crew are on their way back to face Starfleet
charges, and they find the earth in dire peril. crews interaction, and their unique view of
Eventually, Spock discovers that the probe modern society make The vbyage Home the
is calling with the songs of Hump-Back most enjoyable of the fourfilms vet. If you are
whales, which have been extinct since the 21st a Trekkie, plan on spending a lot of time this
Christmas watching Spock & Kirk, the Burns
century. With no other choices left, they
& Allen of the 80's, save humanity.
'timewarp' back to San Francisco, 1986, look\u25a1
ing for whales to bring forward in time and
save the earth. It is in San Francisco where As long as we are trying to save mankind, it
seems the ideal time for something completeall the fun begins.
This past year has seen two other trips back ly different. "Ask," the new single by The
Smiths is getting quite a bit of airtime?it
in time: the hilarious Back to the Future, and
seems they have finally come up with a 'hit.'
the sweet, sentimental Peggy Sue Gets Married. Unlike these two, which play on the The music is still mostly wailing and moannovelty of the good old days, The Voyage ing, but Morrisey has turned away from the
Home is almost cynical in its view: to the narcissistic mirror and given society its turn.
Someone once wrote that, like it or not, this
crew of the USS Bounty (the captured Klingon
band will be around for awhile?well, like it
vessel from The Search for Spock? remember,
the Enterprise was destroyed by Kirk), 20th or not, you are probably going to hear a litany
of "If it's not love then it's the bomb the bomb
century Earth is real primitive. Exact change,
cuss words, punk rock, and modern the bomb the bomb that will keep us
/
together" for quite some time.
medicine receive no mercy.
,

The crew of the Enterprise is back in whale of a film.
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Police Blotter

Walsh. Activated pull station found
Sunday, November 23
Wednesday, November 26
12:39 am: Responded to fire alarm to be the cause.
3:00 pm: BC Police notified of ap1:23 am: Responded to fire alarm in prehension of
in Medeiros. No cause found.
suspect with arrest
Hillsides AB. Activated pull station warrant outstanding
2:55 am: Property found in Edfrom BC. Colfound to be the cause.
monds turned over to BC Police.
lin
Markland
(23
years) of 16
1:34 am: Responded to fire alarm in
4:00 am: Responded to fire alarm
St., Dorchester placed
Peacevale
Roncalli. Activated pull station under arrest for default warrant.
in Gonzaga. No cause found.
found
to be the cause.
12:28 pm: Responded to report of
8:48 pm: Report filed on theft of
fainted student in O'Neill. Victim 1:36 am: Motor vehicle thought motor vehicle from St. John's
stolen, recovered at off-campus Seminary.
transported to Infirmary.
location.
2:45 pm: University property found
by
1:58 am: Report filed on vandalism 12:31 pm: Responded to medical
custody
in More Hall taken into
to
vehicle on Upper Campus by BC emergency in More Hall. Victim
BC Police.
students.
experiencing seizure transported to
Monday, November 24
student
am:
Intoxicated
Responded
3:00
St. Elizabeth's.
Cushing
2:39 am:
to
to
on
Newton.
Thursday, November 27
to
residence
employee
injury
with
escorted
eye
transport
Responded
fire
alarm
3:43
am:
to
pm: BC Police assist Boston
Elizabeth's.
6:20
to St.
pull
found
determining owner of stolen
in
CLX.
Activated
station
larceny
on
of
PD
in
Report
11:26 am:
filed
be
the
cause.
to
from
Walsh.
vehicle.
property
Friday, November 28
4:30 am: Responded to report of ill
5:10 pm: Responded to fire alarm in
CLX. Activated pull station found to student in Townhouses. Victim 12:00 pm: Electrical failure in
transported to St. Elizabeth's and Hillsides CD noted. Electricians
be the cause.
called to rectify situation.
9:07 pm: Property found on Middle then to Brigham and Women's.
Campus turned over to BC Police. 7:54 am: Report filed on vandalism 2:06 am: Responded to fire alarm
10:19 pm: Report filed on theft of to vehicle parked on Lower in Walsh. Workmen in area had inCampus.
advertently set off alarm.
motor vehicle form Lower Campus.
11:31 pm: Report filed on objects
11:04 pm: Alcohol confiscated from 2:55 pm: Responded to assist in
locating student believed to be
thrown from window of Edmonds.
student in Hillsides AB.
Saturday, November 29
11:27 pm: Alcohol confiscated from missing. Student located.
students in Keyes.
4:04 pm: Report filed on theft of
4:39 am: Responded to report of inTuesday, November 25
property from vehicle parked on
toxicated, suspicious persons in
1:16 am: Responded to fire alarm in Upper Campus.
Walsh. Subjects located and

escorted to apartment where stu-

dent takes responsibility for them.
Sunday, November 30
12:32 pm: Responded to report of
suspicious persons setting fire to object near Edmonds. Possible
suspects located and escorted from
campus.
7:00 am: BC Police notified of possible attempt to harrass person atten-

ding mass at St. Ignatius. BC Police
respond, suspect does not show.
4:30 am: BC Police assist Newton
Police in notifying next of kin to
deceased member of BC
community.

Monday, December 1
12:23 pm: Report filed on motor
vehicle operating in dangerous
manner on Comm. Aye.

HEADACHES
LOW BACK PAIN
SPORTS INJURIES
24 Hour Emergency Service:

Complete Examination
$25 with student I.D. (regularly $50)
?

BARRON CHIROPRACTIC
1890 Beacon Street, Brookline
?one

block from Cleveland Circle Bus Stop?

Call 734-5410 for an appointment

Greyhound
presents
a simple lesson
in economics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.
Learn how easy it is to get away when
you go Greyhound.
Right now, Greyhound is offering a
new Student Discount program. Which
means you get a big $25 off the price of any
Grevhoiind rouna
ronnH-trin
mavimnm
ureynouna
trip, maximum-rare
ticket, q>l3 Oil any round-trip ticket COSting
$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip
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With the Greyhound Student Discount fare, you'll
receive $25 offthe price of any maximum fare3round-trip
ticket; $15 off any round-trip ticket costing $75 or more;
and $ 5 off any round-trip ticket costing $45 or more.
Simply bring this coupon and your current college
I.D. card to the Greyhound ticket location in your town.
.

«-

local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.
With a price this low, it's time you got
a Greyhound Student

+U

V-Ut OUt U\t COUpOII aiKl
|

iiiuic.

COUpOn alOng
J USt bring the attached
T T~\
J

irnm.

I

Offer good for college students only. Not valid for travel 11/26/86 through 11/30/86 and
12/23/86 through 12/27/86. No other discounts apply- Tickets are nontransferable. Offer
valid on sales originating from selected locations. Ask your Greyhound Ticket Agent for

d^??^?^>?'

4GO GREYHOUND
leavethe driving to us!

Current college I.D will be required for ticket purchase and at the time of use.
Tickets good for travel only through 4/1/87 Some restrictions apply. See Greyhound
for complete details. Prices subject to change without notice. ©1986 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Why
Father Monan and UGBC President Jill Alper are both dreaming of a
white Christmas during treelighting ceremonies in O'Neill Plaza

Thursday.

EARN EXCELLENT $$$
EXTRA CASH FOR CHRISTMAS
AVAILABLE NOW
sr
***

V<

|ovfe ki 4s

you
If you have * experience with children
\u2605 Some weekday mornings or afternoons free
* excellent references
And Want to Earn $5 $7 an Hour Babysitting
Parents In a Finch, Inc.®
has the perfect part-time/full-time job for you
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-

call Joy today at

739-KIDS.

j
$3
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etc.
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$3 j

with this coupon

women's haircuts

men's haircuts
regularly

regularly

$12.50

$16.00

with this
$13.00

4i o with this
$0 $9.50

2199 Commonwealth
Monday-Saturday 9-6
Thursday & Friday till 9 p.m.

0

$0

254-9782
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expires December 19t

Hall of Fame Bowl
merchandise available at

-~

'C^lr
The end of the term
mea ns a /<* to a/;
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T-shirts

*

fabulous selection!!
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sweotsh/rts
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*

mugs

I?
Something for everyone on your Christmas list!
Monday-Friday 9-5 and Saturdays (12/6

spr/ng to
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fall
Twenty issues of news,
sports and art
Novv /c s t/me for t/ie

/irom
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12/13), 10-4

To those who will stay,
best of luck, keep it up
tnose wno W 'N P art
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Dec. 7
Ch. 7 9 pm. An
Christmas Carrol
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7 8 pm. Rudolph the Red nos-
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Dec. 14
Ch. 56 12:30 pm. Leprachaun's
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Christmas

WWL

Ch. 2 6 P m Christmas Eve on
SeSame S,,ee'
-

Ch. 7 8:30 P m Twas
Before Christmas
-
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Ch.56 5 pm. Yogi's First Christmas
Ch. 5 7:30 pm. Yes, Virginia, There
Dec 20
Ch. 4 1 pm. Christmas Without a

John

Parade

San a C 'aUS

Denver
11:30 pm. White Christmas
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Women's

Men's

Jazz

Bass
Giorgio Brutini

*

9 West
Bass

Sperry Top-Sider
Hippopotamus
Sporto

Sporto
Calico
Taha
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1237 Commonwealth Aye., Allston
(next to Marty's Liquor Store)

254-3838
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Lee and Levis Cords
Sweatshirts and Sweatpants
Chinos, Fatigues, Corduroys
WOOL
Overcoats, Scarves
Sweaters, Gloves and Hats
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Dec. 25

Ch. 56 11 am. Christmas in
London
Ch. 5 1 am. Midnight Mass at St.
Paul's Cathedral
Ch. 5 2:30 pm. Christmas in
Christ's Church
Ch. 5 3:30 pm. A Christmas World
Ch. 5 4:30 pm. A Child is Born
Ch. 5 5 pm. A Christmas Child
Ch. 5 5:30 pm The Promise
Ch. 56 6 pm. Impossible Years
Ch. 5 6 pm. Star of the King
Ch. 5 6:30 pm. The Nativity
Ch. 38 7 P m - Tne Ho| y Land
Ch. 4 7:30 pm. Christmas Friends
Ch. 38 8 pm. King of Kings
Ch.56 8 pm. Latraviata
Ch. 7 9 pm. A Gift of Love, starring Angela Lansbury and Lee
Remick

Dec. 24
Ch. 2 2 pm. Brandywine
Christmas Carol
Ch. 5 7:30 pm. Mr. Krueger's
Christmas

is a Santa Claus

s^"

*v/'^r\'
I

Dec 23
Dh. 56 8 pm. Christmas in
Connecticut

Dec. 19

JK

»

Dec 22
Ch. 56 6 pm. Hans Brinker
Ch. 56 8 pm. A Dream for
Christmas
Ch. 7 8 pm. Barbara Mandrell
Christmas Special

Dec. 17.

Ch. 56 8 pm. Hollywood
Christmas Parade
Ch. 7 8 pm. HowtheGrinch Stole

Christmas

Dec. 13
Ch. 4 3:30 pm The Man in the
Santa Claus Suit
Ch. 5 8 pm. White Christmas
Ch. 7 8 pm. Its a Wonderful Life

A\

r

Ch.56 6 pm. Fitzwilly
Ch. 4 8 pm. Mickey's Christmas
Carrol

?

Ch. 5 9 pm. The Night They Say/?%* r,
ed Christmas
Ch. 38 10 pm. It's a Wonderful Life s
Ch. 2 11 pm. American Christmas
T ? )
Words and Music
/\^J\S\
Ch. 5 12 am. A Christmas Carol I
]
Ch. 56 12 am - Live Mass Irom
/
St. Patrick's Cathedral
/){

Ch. 5 6:30 pm. Christmas in the
Colonies
Ch.56 8 pm. It's a Wonderful Life
Ch. 4 9 pm. Bob Hope Christmas
Special
Ch. 7 9 pm. A Christmas Gift, star-

Dec. 15

33

II

8 pm. It Happened One

Christmas

6 pm ' Scroo 8e

38

(

Ch. 5

Snowman

A*
<£

Star
Ch. 5 9 pm. It Came Upon a Midni Bht Clear

Dec 12

Ch. 7 8 pm. A Charlie Brown
Christmas
Ch. 7 8:30 pm. Frosty the

Ch. 56

Dec. 21
Ch. 5 1 pm. It Came Upon a Midningt Clear

Present
Ch. 38 6 pm. Christmas Tree Train
Ch. 5 7 P m Disney's Christmas
-

ed Reindeer

//

Ch. 2 7:35 pm. The Nutcracker
Ch. 2 9:10 pm. Christmas with the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir
Christmas in Washington

-

Dec. 8
ch - 2 8 pm. Christmas at the Pops

/

/

American

Cn- 4 9 am. Mr. Magoo's Christmas
Carrol
ch 4 10 am. The Great Christmas
Race.
C\\.s 1:30 pm. Statlers'Christmas
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MABTY'S

FINE WINES

&

GOURMET FOODS

Allston, MA
875 Washington Street
Newton, MA
1 S3 Harvard Avenue

?

?

Jr
r

Allston: 61 7-782-325Q

liagk ®raiiel
owner

599-5113
*

787-8561
Lowest fares

school vacation

Spring Break '87

B.C. Hall of Fame Bowl packages available!

$299

V2KEGS
$29.95

Bud, Bud Light
Coors

Bermuda, Fort Lauderdale,
Bahamas, Cancun, Daytona
Beach, Walt Disney World

from !>jOz
per person/quad occupancy

from

Bar mirrors also

Nancy Fox (class of '89),

All airline tickets

£_qq

Newton: 61 7-332-1 230

Sj Sj

1

available?s9.99

W^SSKm
\u25a0K2m£^H

HHSS^SHH
Bucket

5.00
Rental
4.49
30 lb. bag of ice
2A9
16 oz. beer cups so/sieeve
Chips-Liquor-Tonic-Juices
All your party needs
&
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Ski Poll, Ski Poll, Ski Poll, Ski Poll

One of the perks of going to school in New England
is the proximity of school to the fantasic array of ski
areas. Bostonians are within three to five hours of
some of the best skiing in the country. Understandably, there may be some dissention from that statement on the part of Rocky Mountain residents. We
want to hear from you. The Heights is planning a
Winter Vacation Ski Preview issue January 20, 1987.
As much as we'd like to, the Heights editors cannot
physically (or financially) visit all the ski destinations
there are. We think there are enough opinionated

skiers out there to do the job.
We'd like to know what BC students consider the
hot spots of New England, the Rockies, even

*

Best overall ski area:
Best ski resort area:
Best area, day trip from Boston:

Favorite trail/area:
Best non-New England area:

overseas.

Fill out the survey on this page. List your favorites,
where they're located, and if they're worth it, a comment or two. Return it to The Heights, McElroy 113,
through campus mail, before January 15, 1987 and
be heard!

Most challenging terrain:
Most fun mountain:
Best apres-ski bar:

IMjr

36 Langley Road, Newton Centre

?

*

244-0607

STUDENT SPECIALS:

Best on-mountain food:

HAIRCUT AND BLOWDRY

GIRLS: $13.00 GUYS: $9.00
PERMS: $28.00 REG: $40.00
SUNBURST

Best local restaurant:

HIGHUGHTING-15% off

EARPIERCINC-$B.OO, Reg. $10.00

Offer

Good With Coupon

Best ski area lodging:

?

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

REPRQ
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Best budget ski lodging:
Best ski town:
Best special event:
Best ski shop/location:

JL

Return this questionnaire to the Heights, McElroy 113, through
campus mail, or drop it off in the office, before Jan. 15, '87
If you think the world deserves to hear more of your views
on skiing, and you commit your thoughts to paper, contact
John or Joanne about writing for the Winter Vacation Ski
Preview January 20.
*get it?

practice devoted to

reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
free Pregnancy Testing
B 'r,h Con,rol
Premenstrual Syndrome
living private care lor less
than clinic care Don't you
deserve the host'
*
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Best overall nightlife:

'

?

i

Reasonable

tees.

Evening hours.

1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

America

(at Coolidge Corner)

731-0060

i Get Acquainted Special! j
Complete GYN Exam
?PAP Smear
Birrh Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills
?
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We need managers for Summer 1987.
All positions filled by mid-January.
No experience necessary and
all training provided!
AVERAGE SUMMER EARNINGS $8000!
Pick up application at Student Employment
Office or call Don Benson collect at 371-4875 I

December 8, 1986 The Heights

Help Wanted

Services

1983 Buick Sky hawk 4 door, Fuel
Injection, 5-speed. Excellent
stereo/tape deck. Mint condition!
Must sell immediately. $4,200 or
8.0. Call Tom at 558-9365.

Earn $8000! Applications taken National college marketing comover January. Managers needed for pany is looking for a fraternity,
summer 1987. Call Paint America sorority or large student organization
today! 371-4875.
interested in making $500-$l,OOO
Apartments
or more for a one-week long, oncampus marketing project. No sales
Travel field opportunity. Gain involved. Group must be organizvaluable marketing experience ed and hard working. Interested? Looking for female roommate to
while earning money. Campus Contact Andrew at (800)-592-2121. share large 3 bedroom apartment
representative needed immediatesecond semester. Great location in
ly for spring break trip to Florida.
Cleveland Circle. Please call
Call Campus Marketing at Resumes Typeset for $30. Various 277-3746.
1-800-282-6221.
type styles available. Quick service.
Compare our typesetters prices to
printers. Call J&C Typesetting in Private room and bath in return for
Assistant Manager, Salesperson and Brookline. 731-5238.
childcare for two children. NonGeneral Help. 15 to 20 hours a
smoker. Walk to T. Please call evenweek. Eight positions available imings. 244-0419.
mediately. No experience, flexible Tarot readings Explore past and
hours, ideal for students. Call future influences in your life
396-8208.
through the symbolism of the Tarot. Roommate needed for two bed$7.00 per reading on campus. Call room apartment. Lots of extras included! Located in Newtonville,
926-5625 before 10 am.
Travel field position immediately
close to T. $350 & electricty.
available. Good commission,
527-5228 or (201) 377-8745. Ask
valuable work experience, travel Donna Leigh Typing Service Half for Ramona.
and other benefits. Call Bill Ryan mile from campus. Resumes,
(toll free) 1-800-433-7747 for a
papers, etc. Affordable!! Flexible
complete information mailer.
Two roommates needed for second
hours. 738-9607.
semester! Located in Cleveland
Circle. Access to 3 T lines. Less than
Child care for 14 month old and Hyper-Typer Typing Service: Fast, one mile from campus! Fun locathree year old. Must have verifiable accurate, typing. Reasonable rates. tion. Call 731-6175.
experience. Approxmiately 20 Call 926-1897.
hours a week. Very close to main
campus. Pays $4.00/ hour. Please
Male roommate needed for second
call after 5:00 pm. 965-1816.
Warm friendly Newton family semester. Private bedroom in a very
looking to provide room and board large 4-bedroom apartment in
in exchange for babysitting begin- Cleveland Circle. Call Phil at
Babysitter or babysitters needed for
ning mid-to-end January. Call Ellen 731-3285.
one m.onth old boy, Mon., Tues.,
Kass. 824-8479.
and Wed. for six hours. Competitive pay rate. Brookline
Female roommate wanted to share
residence near Coolidge Corner. DISC Jockey Sonic Sound profes- room. $185/month furnished apartCall 277-8019.
sional DJ service plays all types of ment, storage, laundry, friendly
music for all occasions. Lighting roomates. On T and BC bus stop.
and special effects. Call 787-8199. Call 783-4562. (Non-smoker
Babysitter for two year old. Located
preferred)
off Hammond St. Flexible hours,
but preferably late afternoons and
For
some evenings/weekends. Position
is semi-permanent and ideally
would continue over vacations and
1980 Chevy Chevette Wht, 2 door,
summers, during which, full time htchbck. 68 X miles. Runs well.
would be available; also travel. Call Exc. maintenance. One owner.
277-0870 evenings by 9:00 pm.
AM/FM. $1,150. 322-3900 (days),
731-6638 (eves)

Wanted: Apartment mates. 2 girls
looking to share a large 3 bedroom
apartment 2nd semester. (Single optional) BC shuttle. B&C lines. Call

Personals

Looking for 3rd and 4th roommate
to share a luxurious 2 floor condominium. $300/month. Includes
dishwasher, disposal, sundeck, two
bathrooms, spacious living room,
kitchen, central air conditioning.
Seconds away from BC bus stop.
(Near Chanskeys.) Call Aileen
334-5331/334-6301.
Spacious, comfortable room in
private home-Newton. Mature,
non-smoking, male student or professor. Call 527-4728.

?

Sale

Responsible, loving person to
babysit for four month old girl. Mornings, especially Thursday. No
smokers, references. Newton
Center. Two blocks from T. Joni
332-0103.

1980 Plymouth Horizon Cream, 4

door, htchbck. 60 X miles. Comfortable. Exc. Maintenance. One
owner. AM/FM. $1,200. 322-3900
(days), 731-6638. (eves)
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In search of: A man's gold watch.
Lost around mods/plex area. Sentimental value only. HELP ME
Mod
1-B.
OUT?REWARD.
558-9254.

Found: 2 Watches. One men's one
lady's. Found at Murray House.
Contact John D. at 552-8460 to
claim.
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rece i ve LI P t() 50% of the
new text book price. Our fast and efficient

computerized service makes getting cash
easy. So bring your textbooks in and
walk away with a little more cash for the

On the fourth level Textbook Department.
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Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13244
Tel. 315/423-3471

Lost

Pending

O

O

roomates)

newly renovated "summer 86": excellent condition?clean?l mile
from campus.
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CO

Consider a 6-credit Program
in
Austria
England
France
Italy
Spain
Switzerland

apartment

Hey Wallshaker?
Happy third "A"!
Looking forward to the "Great
January H.T adventure" and a few
new ideas after your return.
?The N.F.

A little tight in the holiday cash department? Well, fear no more. The BU
Bookstore is tied into a national network of
used book dealers and will buy back any
college textbook. Receive cash on the spot

I

c

3

Bedroom spacious
month. (4 male

$220

the Brunette Bombshells,
If you want to meet us face to face,
then arrange a time and pick a
place!
?The True Masters

To

Up to 50% cash back for
your college textbooks

S
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rr

Roommate wanted: $206/month.
Quiet building. Unpretentious,
non-smoker, junk-food eater
preferred?but we'll take anybody.
Call Dave, 254-5441 (nights) or
552-3511 (days).

ADOPTION: We're a happily married couple (physician/psychologist)
who deeply wish to adopt a
newborn. We'd be sensitive to a
child's needs and can provide a
warm loving home where a child
will flourish! Expenses paid. Legal.
Confidential. Call Ellie and Alan
collect (212)-724-7942.

jfgEXCHANGE

-o

Syracuse University

Lost: Gold Celtic cross on Middle
to Lower Campus. Possible reward
if found. Call Peter at 558-8814.

232-4386.
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SB B.U. Bookstore Mall

Green line to the Kenmore stop.
There's something more to New England's largest bookstore.
Kenmore Sq. (617) 267-H4K4. 101l free I-KOO-553-.VSSO.
Hrs: Mon.-lri. 9:30 AM 7 I'M; Sal. 10 AM 6PM; Sun. 12-5 I'M.
Major credit cards. I'rcc parking on Deerficld St. Green Line to Kenmore.
-

-
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Special Deal On
Completely Turn-key, Packaged Computer Systems

I

Get More for Less
With more FREE programs...

Get more computer...

|:

j: Brand-new PCAT computer system

j

i

Desk-top model
256K RAM and36oK floppy capacity

;iKe\tronics-sfrlekevboard
i; 8 expansion slots

j! Monitor with cable

i Video and serial cards

j 135-Watt power supply
!;

i! \
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Plus

FREE Power surge protector
FREE 10 DSHD diskettes with sleeves.
labels and write-pn >tect tabs

I

MS/PC X )S 2.1 or comparable software
Word-processing program
Communicationssoftware
Spreadsheet software
Database file-management software
Punter software
Spooler and Ramdisk programs
And 10fun-filled computer games
including Packman. Blackjack.
Racecars. Trivia and lots more!
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For less than you'd
ever imagine!
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value
Need added Peripherals tor your system/
Just add:
* 120 fw a 2nd I)isk Drive
$1 " tor a 3WK Multi-Function Card
$215 tor a 1200-baud Internal Modem
$ 235 for an Epson LX-80 Printer
$360 tor a Color Monitor
SssofbralO-MegabyteHardDisk
with Controller Card
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And the new PC/XT is

IBM-COmpatible!

The PC/XT conies with a 2 year warranty. Limited quantities available.
Call today for immediate delivery!
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Classic Computer
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A comparison shopper is our best client
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Presenting Classic Computer's
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1986 The Heights
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617-662-3340

S.i NYCCI 0B A CLASSIC C< >MIITER.
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Seniors

?

Here is your chance to get your picture
in the yearbook. Please send any
candids which you would like to be in
Sub Turri 87 to: Senior Candids
Hillside C32
Please enclose:
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ft negatives if possible
ft names of people if
possible
ft your name and address
so unused pictures can
be returned.
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